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The Editors Page
Doing the supermarket
shuffle
Some people have been taking swipes
at Letitia Baldrige's new book of etiquette
for yuppies. Even radio announcers in
Columbus are reading passages from her
Complete Guide to a Great Social Life
and groaning. The section on kissing is
getting especially good, well, play.
There's no question that Baldrige,
who runs her own public relations firm
in New York City and is a trustee of
Kenyon, got a little carried away when
she wrote four pages about kissing in
the chapter "Men and Women Getting
Together Nicely." She goes so far as to
outline pucker punctuality (your first
romantic kiss should last about ten
seconds) and gibbous geography (the
kiss should be well aimed, so that your
lips meet his or her lips, and not a nose,
eyeball, or breastbone, if the object of
your affections is very tall).
Some of her suggestions for entertaining,
like hiring Gloria Parker of Long Island
to rub water glasses at your next dinner
party—Gloria apparently can play any
song in any rhythm—are more than a
little weird.
But on the subject of meeting people,
there has never been quite such forthrightness in the annals of etiquette.
While more demure dames of decorum
leave introductions among singles to
the kindness of family and friends,
Baldrige cheers on the know-what-youwant-and-go-for-it generation by providing
a map of urban hunting grounds for
"chance encounters." Territories include
laundromats, historic district walks,
wilderness treks, and airport hangars.
(There is, Baldrige explains, "great
camaraderie... among people who
spend a lot of time in the air.")
Supermarket socials should not be
overlooked either, Baldrige writes. She
tells the story of how a young couple
she knows met in the produce section
of the local grocery. He feigned ignorance
about broccoli, she expertise, and some
where in between her recitation of a
recipe for hollandaise and his oratory
on the merits of frozen vegetables, they
fell in love.
Personally, I might have second
thoughts about a guy who lost it in the
produce section. "Look, bud. It's green,
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right? If it's green it's fresh, and you
buy it. If it's brown it's dead, and you
don't buy it. Get the picture?"
Not exactly the verse of a lover.
But apparently people rendezvous suc
cessfully in grocery stores all the time.
Take Cindy Parrish, who got national
coverage for her Romaine romance when
she was approached in a Dallas, Texas,
supermarket by Soviet dancer Andrei
Ustinov, who asked for her help in
defecting. She called the FBI. He no
doubt caUed it dumb luck.
So I hang around the avocados one
Double Coupon Wednesday at Big Bear,
just in case some oppressed socialist
dance-god needs my help. I figure anyone
raised on cabbage and dumplings would
defect for my guacamole recipe alone.

LETITIA
BALDRIGES

COMPLETE
QUIDE TO
A (jUKAT
SOCIAL LIFE
AmerieaS lending expert on manners
shares what she haslearnedfrom some of
the worlds hest known people about the art
ofderelopinga rieh, rewarding social Ufe

Author of
I.ETTTIA BALDRIGE'S COMPLETE
GLIDE IT) EXECirriVK MANNERS

The aisles are packed with shoppers.
Oversized couples linger in the bakery.
Fast food fanatics whiz by on their way
to the cola aisle. Some little bugger
lobs a potato at me from his perch in a
shopping cart.
Oh, forget it. Clearly, Baldrige had
another emporium in mind when she
suggested supermarket mingling. But
that doesn't mean that this book is
simply for folks in bigger or more
sophisticated places than ours. Take
her chapter, more than fifty pages long,
on "Conversation: A Tool with Great
Potential."

If there is one thing we are fanatic
about in Gambier, it's conversation. A
lost art, ha! We talk with each other,
at each other, and, heaven knows, about
each other. We are experts, communally,
on everything from art history to great
zoos of the world. Still, there are
always those horrible moments when
you just can't think of a bloody thing
to say. Baldrige has the solution.
"I simply jangle my left arm a bit,"
she writes. Say again? Baldrige, as it
turns out, has four heavy gold charm
bracelets with all sorts of interesting
things hanging on them. When things
are looking grim at one of those public
relations dinners, she jingles her bracelets
around a bit and people far and wide
comment and question on the baubles.
You don't have a bracelet like this?
Baldrige offers topics that are sure ice
breakers: the new lottery winner, a mutual
friend's newly announced pregnancy,
the recently unveiled landscape garden
in the mall.
"So, Professor Hobson, how 'bout
them Redskins?"
—M.H.B.

Letters
Remembering the little things
Tom Greenslade's article about Professor
Reginald "Gummy" Allen's house in the
June issue of the Bulletin reminded me of
several incidents that underscore Gummy's
dedication to teaching and his gentlemanly
character.
In freshman math one day, he asked,
"Mr. Stamm, you don't see that, where did
I lose you?" When I told him, he went
back to review that part, but when he saw
the blank look was still on my face, he said,
"We must get on, but if you can come to
my office the next hour we can get it
cleared up."
Once in sophomore calculus, Gummy was
giving us the proof of the theory of partial
fractions. We noticed that he paused several
times in the presentation (maybe half a
minute or so was lost), but at the end he
turned to us and apologized for the pauses!
He told us that Professor Hibbitt had come
to his office the past hour and he had not
had time to refresh his memory on the proof
of the theory. Since this was only an annual
thing, he always wanted to review it before
class time.
(Continued on page 29)
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Dizzy Gillespie

Dizzy Gillespie, the last jazz-god,
plays Gambier
"Where the hell is Gambier?"
Dizzy Gillespie got off the
plane at Port Columbus Airport
and he looked tired—very
tired. He had just been playing
a concert in Toledo, Ohio,
and had numerous other com
mitments before that. After
his short stop in Gambier,
there would be many other
engagements as well. Seventy
years old, he still adheres to
the same hectic schedule he's
been following for the past
fifty years. He took twenty
minutes to walk from the
gate to the waiting College
van. Along the way, a few
bystanders waved and shouted,
"Hey there, Dizzy!" He seemed
barely to notice.
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On the trip to Kenyon he
rarely spoke and answered
questions with "yes" or "no"
whenever possible. He'd been
through this routine thousands
of times before—the travel,
the interviews, and the con
certs at campuses he never
even knew existed. This was
just one more gig.
"See, every generation got
a mover. Roy [EldridgeJ was
the mover for our generation.
And Charlie Parker was the
mover for the generation
after that."
John Birks Gillespie is the
sole remaining founder of
modern jazz. His cofounder
bebop colleagues—Charlie
Parker, Thelonious Monk,
Charlie Christian, and Kenny
Clark—and most of his bebop
students, including Bud Powell,
Fats Navarro, Clifford Brown,

and John Coltrane, have all
passed away. All but Monk's
and Brown's death were related
to extended alcoholism, or
drug addiction, or both.
Gillespie is the last one, the
sole remaining jazz-god.
It's no wonder he's tired.
Dizzy carries around with him
not just another musical style,
but the memories and scars of
an entire revolution. Although
the founding of jazz itself has
been called a "black revolu
tion," it wasn't until the late
1930s that black musicians
became publicly vocal about
playing "our own style of
music." Before this time,
there were many reasons for
black musicians to be bitter.
They couldn't work with a
white band. They were paid
less. Even though they might
be hired to perform in a white
club, they couldn't invite
their black friends and family

to watch and listen. On the
road, they had to eat in'
segregated black restaurants,
sleep in black boarding houses,
and travel in separate black
buses and trains. All around
them they saw whites getting
rich on what they rightfully
saw as their own music.
"I went downtown {from
black Harlem to white 52nd
StreetJ, cause Dave Tough was
playing with Eddie Condon,
and Davy saw me sittin'
there. 'You crazy?!' I said,
'No.' He said, 'You gonna
get lynched down here!'
"In clubs anyone who was
brave enough could bring his
instrument and sit in with
the band for a number. We
didn't want the white cats
playing with us so at the
beginnin' of each set we'd
start playing this wild,
incomprehensible music.
Those guys were so confused,
they'd just pack up and leave.
When they was gone, we'd
start playin' normal again."
New York City, and especially
Minton's Playhouse in
Harlem, was the focal point
for the bebop revolution, just
as New Orleans was for Dixieland Jazz. There, Gillespie,
Parker, Monk, Clark, and
Christian were able to hone
their techniques and to
experiment with complex
melodies and harmonies.
They scared off the white
players so many times with
their "wild, incomprehensible"
playing, that they eventually
became intrigued with it.
They started codifying and
developing it. And thus, as a
musical style—a style in which
for many years whites
couldn't participate because
they couldn't comprehend
it—bebop was born.
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The revolution didn't end
there. Gillespie, the most
extroverted of the group—and
nicknamed "Dizzy" because
of his legendary antics on
stage—became their spokesman.
He popularized not only their
bebop music, but their special
vocabulary, philosophy, and
dress. Soon all the world
could wear bebop neckties,
bebop hats (berets), and
bebop suits. The whole world
could even speak bebop:
dude, cat.
"When I was going to school
down South, there were very
few teachers. I learned to
read music from a student.
He showed me what he'd been
taught."
A few hours before his
Kenyon concert, Gillespie
granted me and Peter Rutkoff,
professor of history, an inter
view. As we entered his room
at the Kenyon Inn he was
sitting at a table eating, play
ing pinochle with his manager,
and watching a football game
on television. Because of his
diabetes, he was eating a very
healthy lunch—mixed green
salad, hard-boiled eggs, and
herb tea. Perhaps his diet has
saved him from the fate of
his colleagues. Dizzy never
got involved with narcotics.
He answered our questions
succinctly and occasionally
showed genuine interest when
he talked about people like
Charlie Parker, Art Tatum,
or even Willie Nelson. "That
cute little white guy? Yeah,
he's okay."
"Where the hell is Gambier?"
Although Gillespie's concert
in Rosse Hall wasn't scheduled
to begin until 8:00 p.m., by
6:00 p.m. people had started
to line up outside. Promotion
had been kept to a minimum—
just a brief notice in Netvscope
announcing that attendance
would be on a first-come, firstserved basis. By 7:15, a line
had formed that could have
stretched from the Rosse Hall
steps to well inside Peirce
Hall. No one could remember
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such a turnout. By 8:05, all
seats had been filled, hundreds
had been turned away, and
Dizzy slowly made his way up
the backstage steps. He just
wanted to play this gig and
leave.
As he started out on stage,
in his blue suede suit and
boots, his goatee and beret,
he wasn't prepared for the wall
of sound that hit him. The
audience immediately rose for
a two-minute standing ovation.
He looked out at the cheering audience absolutely amazed
and then smiled. He suddenly
looked twenty years younger.
When the roars finally died
away he looked around and
slowly said, "Well, well, well.
They say that applause is
nourishment to an artist.
Tonight, there will be no
malnutrition."
For the next two hours, he
played, sang, and danced
around the stage with an energy
and vitality that Michael
Jackson would have envied.
Dizzy finally knew where the
hell he was.
—Micah D. Rubenstein, an
assistant professor of music at
Kenyon, teaches a course on
"The History of Jazz "

Drinking age is raised in Ohio;
fraternities experience dry Rush
In the heat of the summer of
1987, Ohio lawmakers passed
a law limiting what college
students may drink.
On August 1, the legal
drinking age for all alcoholic
beverages was raised to
twenty-one. Previously, one
only had to be nineteen to
obtain beer.
In anticipation of the law
change, Kenyon's Campus
Senate last year looked closely
at the rules and regulations
governing alcohol use on
campus and revised the
College's alcohol policy.
Because a majority of the
student population is now
underage, alcohol may no
longer be served at all-campus
functions, including dances
and the annual "Summer
Send-off," an all-day outdoor
event held to celebrate the
end of the academic year.
Private party hosts are also
responsible for enforcing regu
lations by stamping the hands
of guests to indicate their
ages—and for monitoring the
serving of alcoholic beverages.
Fraternities may still serve
beer and hard liquor at parties,
but members must assume
responsibility for determining
the ages of those they're serv
ing. However, alcohol may
no longer be served during
"Rush," the six-week period
in the fall when freshman males
are courted by fraternities.
The traditionally spirited
Rush parties this year were
characterized by relative
sobriety.
"Fraternity members were a
little panicky in the beginning,
but for our first year, every
thing went smoothly," says
senior David J. Paradise, presi
dent of the Interfraternity
Council and a member of
Beta Theta Pi.
Cheryl L. Steele, assistant
dean of students, and Vicky
C. Bausinger, director of stu
dent activities, predict that
the new law will force indi-

vidual organizations to be
more creative in their party
planning to compensate for
the absence of alcohol. Says
Bausinger, "Events will still
be free to students, but plan
ners will have to work harder
to create a theme, decorate,
and order good food."
Suzanne Barritt, a senior
from Ann Arbor, Michigan,
has not been affected by the
law. But she remembers her
freshman year when "making
fake I.D.s was the big thing
because they were easy to
falsify." While Kenyon has
since changed the identifica
tion cards, making them more
difficult to tamper with,
Barritt says "it is fairly easy
to get around the drink ingage rules on campus."
Danni Davis, a sophomore
from Kent, Ohio, agrees. She
says she has not seen a lot of
attempts made to enforce the
law. "I've seen so many
freshmen in the [local bar
and restaurant Pirate's! Cove—a
lot of people must still have

fake I.D.s."

College administrators say
that their role, while including
education about the new law
and school policies and help
ing to organize alcohol-free
activities, stops short of policing
students.
"While the College makes
very clear to students what
the state laws are and what is
expected of them on and off
campus, Kenyon's role is not
to monitor students or act as
a law enforcement agency with
regard to individual offenders,"
says Dean of Students Thomas
J. Edwards. "Kenyon holds
students responsible for their
own actions."
The new law has met with
a variety of responses from
colleges across the state. Some,
like Oberlin College, have
treated the issue in as "low
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key" a manner as possible.
Says George Langeler, dean
of students at Oberlin,
"Unfortunately, the new law
has blown the issue out of
proportion. By inhibiting
something, you make that
thing more desirable. Students
are upset at being treated as
less than adults."
Other institutions, such as
the College of Wooster, have
made a concerted effort to
conform to the legislation.
There, a new program requires
party hosts to attend pro
grams on alcohol awareness
and responsible party-giving.
Ohio Wesleyan University
sent letters to parents and
students reminding them of
the new law, urging that it
be taken seriously and
encouraging moderate-to-no
drinking.
A grandfather clause in the
new law allows individuals born
on or before July 31, 1968, to
obtain beer, and some schools
are reluctant to bring about
drastic policy changes until a
larger percentage of college
students are no longer eligible
under the provisions of the
clause.
To avoid confusion on
campus, Kenyon this fall spon
sored an Alcohol Awareness
Week with a theme of "Just
Say When," focusing on edu
cating students about alcohol

use and responsible party
planning. The week included
activities sponsored by student
organizations and resident
advisors, information broadcast
over Kenyon's radio station
WKCO and printed in the
student newspaper, the
Collegian, and theme parties
sponsored by the fraternities.
Some students, including
sophomore Davis, say they are
not overly concerned with
availability of alcohol at parties.
"As long as there is good
music to dance to, it's a great
time," she says. She finds it
easier and more fun to avoid
crowds and have small parties
in dormitory rooms "with a
few friends and a few drinks."
But one of the criticisms of
the new law is that it will
force students to drink privately,
encouraging rather than dis
couraging problem drinking.
While there are potential
advantages to the new lawfewer automobile accidents,
less pressure on underage
students who do not wish to
drink—there are demonstrated
hazards, too.
For her part, Davis says she
is glad that the grandfather
clause was added to the law.
"1 can't imagine being here
until my senior year without
being able to get a beer now
and then."
—Dina Vasbinder
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John Loud

Dukakis volunteer has what it takes:
Political smarts and plenty of moxie
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The Knox County Sheriff s Department cooperated with the Col
lege during Alcohol Awareness Week to stage a mock drunk-driving
arrest in front of Peirce Hall.
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John D. Loud '90 wants to
be where the action is.
Coordinator of Ohio's fourth
congressional district for
presidential candidate
Michael Dukakis, Loud is
planning on leaving college
for the second semester to
work full time at the Massa
chusetts governor's campaign
headquarters in Boston.
His mother isn't all that
happy about her son's plans.
She worries he won't return
to Kenyon in the fall. But
Loud, who is the first member
of his family to go to college,
says there is no question he'll

return to campus next
September.
"I am committed to gradu
ating," says the sophomore,
who is planning a synoptic
major in history, political
science, and sociology. "But
the campaign will be in Boston,
and 1 want to see how it all
works from the inside."
Loud is one of several hun
dred enthusiastic college
students who have volun
teered to work on Dukakis'
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campaign and those of his
rivals. They work long, hard
hours for little compensation
save the thrill of a national
election, of being close to
where the action is—at least
this year. But Loud's political
activism stands out especially
at Kenyon, where with few
exceptions students are
schooled in political philosophy
rather than political
technique.
"It is very rare that a student
works on a campaign,"
especially during the school
year, says John M. Elliott,
associate professor of political
science and Loud's advisor.
"Some students work on things
in the summer. Some have
had internships. Nathan
Schwartz ('82 J went on to
work for Senator Glenn after
graduation. Joseph Hagin [II
'79] worked on Senator Taft's
campaign. But the level of
political activism in Gambier
is pretty low."
Loud didn't so much fall into
politics as he did drive. A
native of Woburn, Massa
chusetts, he has worked as a
cab and limousine driver in
the Boston suburb for the past
three summers. One particular
fare involved chauffeuring
some Dukakis aides to the
governor's inaugural ball. He
was invited to several political
shindigs, eventually offered
his services should Dukakis
decide to run for president,
and got a call from campaign
headquarters three days after
the governor announced his
bid last April.
Loud went to work as an
intern for Barbara Opacki,
Midwest director for the
Dukakis campaign, who has
known Loud since he was five.
She recalls when he and his
brother would knock on her
door selling day-old roses they
had salvaged from the trash
heap of a local flower whole
saler.
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"At a very early age the
guy had moxie," says Opacki.
"He could probably sell sand
to an Arab. But he's also a
very nice guy. He's sincere.
He's turned into an excep
tional, politically astute
person."
Loud began by stuffing
envelopes for the "Duke,"
moved on to logistics and
events briefings for the candi
date in Nebraska, and even
tually became Dukakis' advance
man in Kansas, Georgia, and
Ohio. Back at Kenyon, he
was put in charge of the
district that includes Knox
County.
But trying to organize
Democrats in a district where
three out of four residents are
registered Republicans holds
little appeal for the energetic
Loud, who has been offered
the opportunity of stumping
for Dukakis at colleges across
the country. Too, he figures
he should keep a hand in the
Georgia campaign to boost
his chances of attending the
Democratic National Con
vention in Atlanta in June.
Elliott says Loud's opportunity
is unique, that few students
Loud's age are given such
responsibilities, and that the
semester off will be well worth
it. But he is also the first to
say Loud's practical education
must be balanced with historical
and philosophical reference.
In the fall Elliott agreed to
accommodate Loud so that
he could maintain a role in
the campaign while consider
ing his political activism in a
broader context. Loud enrolled
in Elliott's seminar on the
press and the presidential
election, and Elliott helped
Loud fashion an independent
study analyzing the Dukakis
campaign.
"He was learning a very
technical approach to politics—
he learned how to be an
advance man," says Elliott.
"What presidential campaigns
more broadly are like—he
didn't know anything about
all that. He was getting a
sense of what the Democratic
Party is all about by meeting

a lot of Democrats, but learning
nothing about its origins."
Elliott has filled in the gaps.
Loud's reaction to political
life is a mixture of youthful
enthusiasm and political savvy.
On the one hand, he marvels
that he is actually the one to
set the governor's schedule
on the hustings. He tells a
story about his horror when
he broke the handle on the
governor's suitcase at one
stop. (In what is perhaps a
telling example of how the
governor worked the "Massa
chusetts Miracle," Loud says
Dukakis' staff called him daily
for a week trying to get the
handle back, rather than buying
a new bag. "He's a real penny
pincher," says Loud.)
Loud says he has no idea
whether he would want to
run for office himself, but the
strategies and campaigning
appeal to him enormously.
He rattles off some predictions.
"Gephardt will win the Iowa
primary. Dukakis, New
Hampshire. Gore and Jackson
will split the South. Babbitt
ran out of money in August."
Moxie.
That said, Opacki stresses
he would not have been
allowed to return to the cam
paign without his parent's
consent and a commitment
from Kenyon to offer him his
scholarship again next fall.
Loud wants to be where the
action is. But, says the staffer,
"Campaigns end in a year.
Your education goes on
forever."
—M.H.B.
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Students, College administra
tors, and Gambier residents
are expressing their fear, out
rage, and sense of helplessness
following the rape of a student
on campus in December.
"I've been walking around
in a bubble for four years,"
said one student at a community
meeting in mid-January. She
wept as she spoke of a fear for
personal safety that now grips
her and her friends at Kenyon.
On their return from winter
break, students received under
their doors a flier reporting
the December 23 rape of a
senior woman in the New
Apartments. Finishing up lastminute work the night before
vacation, the student was
accosted in her apartment by
an armed man who apparently
gained entry through an
unlocked door, officials say.
The attacker, whose face was
masked with a pillowcase,
then blindfolded the student,
bound, and raped her.
After the attacker left the
apartment, the victim ran
across campus to the room of
a friend, who called College
security. Security officers
notified Kenyon Physician
Dr. Tracy W. Schermer, who
called the Knox County
Sheriffs Department. The
victim received medical attention at Knox Community
Hospital and returned to her
parents' home the next day.
The rape is the first of a
student reported to College
authorities, said Thomas J.
Edwards, dean of students.
"We are a complacent com
munity, one of openness and
trust," he said at the town
meeting. "And because of
that we have been made
vulnerable."
Kenyon officials have in
itiated a series of measures
aimed at increasing safety on
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campus. Six additional security ^he unearthly vision

otticers have been hired on a

part-time basis. Lighting

around buildings, particularly
the New Apartments, which
are bordered by a stand of
trees, will be evaluated. New
locks on apartment and dor
mitory doors are being con
sidered. Rape prevention
workshops are scheduled, and
an escort system organized by
the Inter-Fraternity Council
is planned.
Many community members,
while favoring such safety
measures as traveling in pairs
at night and locking doors,
expressed a sense of outrage
that Gambier, for many a last
refuge from crime, was now
just another place to be afraid.
"I felt safe, 1 walked alone.
I have never been any other
place where that happened,"
said another student, adding
that women must find strength
rather than powerlessness in
sharing their fears and concerns.
Jan Spider, an investigator
hired by the College to act as
liaison between Knox County
authorities and Kenyon, asked
students for any and all infor
mation they might have re
garding the crime. "We need
help," Spider said.
There has been no arrest.

'

of pOet Louise Gluck
Poet Louise Gluck has a
Guggenheim Fellowship this
year and so she has plenty of
time to do the laundry. She
laughs. Predicting when the
muse will come is something
less than an exact science,
after all. So far, she hasn't
written much of anything.
"You just don't know,"
Gluck says.
When it works, writing
poetry is the best thing in this
Plainfield, Vermont, resident's
life. When it doesn't, her
family gets damned clean
clothes.
Gluck, Kenyon's fifth Gund
Writer-in-Residence, visited
campus for just two days in
November. One afternoon she
wished she had planned to
stay a bit longer. But when
she agreed to come she had
determined to stick to her
plan not to lose any precious
writing time traveling this
year. The Guggenheim gave
her a year off from teaching
at Williams College, which
she has been doing since 1983.

"I have very irregular pat
terns of composition," she says,
dressed in black and seated
on the very edge of a wing
chair that seems as if it might
consume her slight frame if
she sat back. "I knew the
time off wasn't necessarily
going to yield more poems."
Unlike some writers who
need a routine to get
anything done, Gluck says
sitting at a typewriter and
looking at a stack of blank
pages terrifies her. Then she
prefers to busy herself traveling.
She is the author of four
books of poetry; her latest is
The Triumph of Achilles. Her
poems are sorrowful, brooding,
questioning. In reviewing
Gluck's work, critics mention
Sylvia Plath, Ann Sexton,
Wallace Stevens. But if there
are echoes of these earlier
voices in her work, they are
hushed whispers. She avoids
the first person. Her vision is
"unearthly," says one reviewer.
"In fact, there is something
'disembodied, triumphant,
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dead'—Whitman's words—
about Gluck's usual voice,"
writes Helen Vendler in her
book Part of Nature, Part of
Us: Modem American Poets.
"She sees experience from
very far off, almost through
the wrong end of a telescope,
transparently removed in
space or time."
"She was known in school
as 'the surgeon,"' says Sheila
Jordan, who studied under
Gluck at Goddard College.
"Her mind was so impeccable,
so incisive. She knew right
where to cut."
Personal recollections are
metaphorically transformed in
her poems "to be interesting,"
Gluck says. Birth, love, and
death are frequent topics of
her consideration. "1 spend a
lot of my time in the real
world laughing and looking
for companionship. But I
have a tragic vision. We lose
that which we love. That
isn't fair. I protest," she says.
Deep hurt is as valuable as
great joy and Gluck doesn't
intend to live without exploring
both ranges. "Pleasure in the
moment can't be achieved
through blind consolation,"
she says. "To hide from the
truth is to waste the time we
have here."
As a child, Gluck says she
fancied herself as a spirit
caught accidentally in a body.
She toiled hermetically on her
writings, forgoing the regular
social experiences of young
people. She had, says the
poet, the "scantiest definition
of gender." So when feminist
critic Alicia Osterich took
one of her poems she con
sidered weak to begin with,
and in a critique turned its
meaning upside down to fit
the parameters of the new
criticism, Gluck was dis
couraged.
"I just hate labels. I don't
write out of a conviction. I
was raised in a Jewish house
hold and I don't consider
myself a Jewish poet. Feminist
issues are not the concerns
out of which I write."

Louise Gluck
6
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For Gluck, to write poetry
is to think. And that is what
she says she teaches her stu
dents to do. In addition to
Williams, she has taught her
craft at Goddard College, the
University of Iowa's Creative
Writing Program, the Univer
sity of California at Berkeley,
and Columbia University.
Drawn into herself, she is a
presence made known through
the art that slices deep into
our consciousness. "I feel the
campus is inhabited this
morning," said Jordan on the
morning following the poet's
arrival. "Not that I'm seeing
her particularly this morning.
But it felt awfully good to
walk out this morning and
know she was here."
—M.H.B.
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Autumnal

By Louise Gluck
Public sorrow, the acquired
gold of the leaf, the falling off,
the prefigured burning of the
yield:
which is accomplished. At
the lake's edge,
the metal pails are full vats
of fire.
So waste is elevated
into beauty. And the
scattered dead
unite in one consuming
vision of order.
In the end, everything is bare.
Above the cold, receptive earth
the trees bend. Beyond,
the lake shines, placid, giving
back
the established blue of heaven.
The word
is bear: you give and give,
you empty yourself
into a child. And you survive
the automatic loss. Against
inhuman landscape,
the tree remains a figure for
grief; its form
is forced accommodation. At
the grave,
it is the woman, isn't it,
who bends,
the spear useless beside her.
Copyright J 976. 1977. 1978. 1979.
I980 try Linuse Gluck, from Descending
Figure by Louise Gluck, published by
Ecco Press, 1980. Reprinted by permission.
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Lord Rosse

Lord Rosse returns to campus
and speaks at family namesake
Rosse Hall stands in tribute
to the Countess of Rosse, Lady
Jane King, one of many
donors from the British and
Irish nobility who funded the
endeavors of Bishop Philander
Chase to build a college and
seminary on Gambier Hill in
the early nineteenth century.
Lord Michael, the seventh
Earl of Rosse, visited Gambier
in December to speak in the
hall named for his ancestor.
He presented a lecture and
slide presentation entitled
"The Earls and Countesses of
Rosse," tracing the lineage of
the Irish noble family that
has made its home at BinCastle, County Offaly, Ireland,
for fourteen generations.
Jane King married Lawrence
Parsons, who was made Earl
of Rosse in 1806, just one
year before his death. As the
couple had only a daughter,
the earldom was passed on to
Parson's eldest nephew, from
whom Lord Michael is
descended.

Lord Rosse has worked in
West Africa, Iran, and
Bangladesh as an advisor from
Ireland to UNESCO and is
currently the director of the
Birr Scientific Heritage Foun
dation. The foundation oversees the Birr Castle Demesne,
including the one hundred
acres of beautiful grounds and
formal gardens that have
earned a five-star rating
among the Gardens of Out
standing Historic Interest in
the Republic of Ireland. This
year, the castle was named
the All-Ireland Property of
the Year.
This designation brought
Lord Michael to the United
States to speak before branches
of the English-Speaking Union
throughout the Midwest on
the subject of heritage educa
tion. The goal of heritage
education, said Lord Rosse, is

to survey properties for their
educational potential and allow
schools to make use of the
hands-on exposure to historical
materials in their coursework.
The Parsons family currently
stages exhibitions of the prop
erty and artifacts from the
castle at educational institutions
across Ireland.
According to Lord Rosse, the
family has been interested in
education and in the arts and
sciences for generations. The
third earl was actually knighted
for his service to science after
building what was then the
largest telescope in the world.
Other family members were
interested in architecture,
astronomy, and botany; the
collection and propagation of
rare plants from all over the
world for the castle grounds
continues even today.
Lord Rosse's slide presenta
tion included photographs of
the grounds, portraits of family
members, a copy of the docu
ment from King George of
England conferring the
earldom on Lawrence Parsons,
and copies of letters from
Lady Jane King to Bishop
Chase. During his talk, he

I
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generously offered to make
available to Kenyon's archives
copies of the family papers,
including some dating to the
sixteenth century. He also
invited to Birr Castle anyone
with plans to travel in Ireland.
Lord Rosse expressed pride
in his family's link with
Kenyon. In correspondence
with President Philip H. Jordan
Jr., Lord Rosse stated that
although his father and three
generations before him were
chancellors or vice chancellors
at Dublin University, the
family has not had special
ties with any other college or
university except Kenyon. He
wrote of his pleasure at being
invited to speak at the College,
"where our family has been
so greatly honored by the
designation of Rosse Hall."
—D.V.

Search for Luce Professor
forges ahead

Kenyon has gotten down to
the business of searching for
a person of national or inter
national repute to serve as its
Luce Professor of Art and
Politics. The College has up
to three years to make an
appointment for the five-year
term professorship, which
may be extended for an addi
tional and final three years.
"We're accepting nomina
tions until we find the right
person," says Professor of
English Ronald A. Sharp of
the search committee. "Our
search is open-ended."
The Luce Professorship, an
nounced in May 1987, was
funded by a $450,000 grant
from the Henry Luce Founda
tion. The proposal evolved
'
—
jffi" ~ ."ii>
from the idea, presented by
several faculty members, that
the connections between art
and politics were a fertile
area for study. The professor
ship will allow the holder to
remain actively engaged in
his or her work while teaching
1 on a flexible schedule.
I
'i
"One of the questions we
wrestle with is whether it is
4
< V?
enough for the person to be
&
1 an artist with an interest in
-"2? ? politics or vice versa," says
** Sharp, who notes that the
Lady Jane King, Dowager
term artist is defined broadly,
Countess of Rosse, donated
encompassing persons in the
funds in 1824 for the building
visual and performing arts as
of Kenyon s first chapel. Comwejj as noveljsts, poets, and
pleted in 1834 but used only
others. "What we really want
briefly as a chapel, Rosse Hall
is someone who is interested
has served the College in many
in the relationship between
capacities and now houses the
the art and politics."
Department of Music. Two por
Other members of the
traits of Lady Jane are known
search committee are Provost
to exist, one at Kenyon and the
Reed S. Browning, Associate
other at Birr Castle in Ireland.
Professor of Biology E. Ray
mond Heithaus '68, Associate
Professor of Political Science
Pamela K. Jensen, Associate
Professor of Anthropology Rita
S. Kipp, Associate Professor
of Art Gregory P. Spaid '69,

I
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and Academic Dean Maryanne
C. Ward. They have received
more than fifteen nomina
tions to date, some from
fellow faculty members and
administrators and some
generated by advertisements
in magazines and newspapers.
They have also compiled a
list of Kenyon alumni who,
while they may not be can
didates themselves, will serve
as contacts in the creative
and scholarly communities.
Alumni are also invited to
submit nominations for the
Luce Professorship.
"It's a question of finding
someone at the right moment
in their life," says Sharp of
the search. "We need a per
son who's excited about their
work and excited about
teaching, too."

Hall of Fame
honors first
inductees
The Kenyon Athletic
Association (KAA) has
selected 5 of Kenyon's stellar
athletes of the past to be
inducted into the inaugural
class of its Hall of Fame.
Being honored in the first
class are swimmers Wilbur J.
Griffin '38 and Philip L.
Mayher '62, tennis player W.
Donald McNeill '40, basket
ball player John A. Rinka
'70, and football player
Christopher A. Myers '72.
The Hall of Fame has been
established to honor Kenyon
athletes and athletic adminis
trators who have contributed
to excellence in athletics at
the College and who represent
the spirit of athletic competi
tion at Kenyon. Each of the
first 5 recipients not only
excelled at Kenyon but also
found prominence on the
national scene.
To select honorees,
members of the KAA
nominated athletes they
deemed deserving of recogni
tion. The Hall of Fame cornmittee, comprising both alumni
and coaches, then voted on
the nominees, narrowing the
field to the 5 recipients. The
selection process will be an
annual undertaking of the
KAA.
The formal induction into
the Hall of Fame will occur
at the College's Homecoming
in 1988. More details on how
to attend the induction cere
mony will accompany the
Homecoming mailing. The
Bulletin will feature profiles of
each recipient, beginning in
this issue.
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Don McNeill as a student

Tennis great Don McNeill
called Kenyon's finest athlete
W. Donald McNeill '40 was
not only Kenyon's most pro
lific tennis player; he was the
nation's number-one ranked
player in 1940.
As a youth, the Chickasha,
Oklahoma, native was twice
crowned Oklahoma State
High School champion. Once
at Kenyon, McNeill was
undefeated in singles play
between 1937 and 1940 in
the Ohio Athletic Conference (OAC).
In 1938, he joined the
world tour and played exhibi
tion matches and tournaments in Egypt, Germany,
Greece, India, and the
Netherlands.
"I was widely criticized for
making the trip because it
Winter 1987-88

was thought I would not
graduate," McNeill says, "but
it turned out to be great. I
was one of only 4 chosen
from the United States."
That same year, 1938, he
won both the singles and
doubles titles at the French
Open but lost in the second
round of the All-England
tournament at Wimbledon.
However, he was presented
the Wimbledon Cup for win
ning the consolation
tournament.
In 1939, McNeill twice
defeated Baron Gottfried von
Cramm, the world's best
amateur, and also beat Bobby
Riggs in straight sets in the

•

final of the French Open. In
1940, he won America's 4
most prestigious tennis titles,
the National Clay Courts,
the NCAA championship,
the U.S. Nationals, and the
National Indoor
championship—and he was
ranked number one in the
United States.
"Winning the U.S. Open
at Forest Hills in 1940 had to
be the highlight of my
career," says McNeill. "It
was the most prestigious tour
nament I ever won. It was
nice to be able to beat Bobby
Riggs in the championship. It
was the culmination of a lot
of work and effort."
Riggs avenged the loss to
McNeill in front of a Gambier
crowd of three thousand on
May 18, 1941. In the exhibition
match, Riggs came from
behind to prevail 7-5, 6-3.
During McNeill's time in
the U.S. Navy during World
War II, he still managed to
win 4 consecutive Argentine
championships. In 1944, the
Navy granted him a leave to
play at Forest Hills, where he
won the U.S. doubles title.
The life of a tennis player
in the 1940s was not as lucrative as it is today, and
McNeill, following the war,
began a career in advertising.
But that didn't signal the end
of his playing days. From 1949
to 1951, he paired with Bill
Talbert to win the U.S. indoor
doubles title. And in 1950,

he won the U.S. indoor
championship, his last major
singles title. No other American
man in history has come
back after as long as 10 years
to win a singles championship
in the same major national
tournament.
During his career, McNeill
competed against such tennis
greats as Don Budge, Pancho
Gonzales, Jack Kramer, Bobby
Riggs, Pancho Segura, Bill
Talbert, and Bill Tilden. He
has been inducted into the
National Tennis Hall of Fame
in Newport, Rhode Island,
and the Collegiate Tennis Hall
of Fame in Athens, Georgia.
"My toughest competitor
was Riggs," says McNeill. "I
played him at least a dozen
times as a boy in juniors and
never won a set from him. But,
in Paris, I beat him in 3
straight sets in the finals of
the French Championship."
McNeill, a true studentathlete, graduated from Kenyon
cum laude with a degree in
economics in 1940. In April
of 1984, he was awarded an
honorary doctor of laws from
the College. In part, the cita
tion read, "Kenyon should not
forget that its most remarkable
and successful athlete of all
time played tennis. W. Donald
McNeill, Kenyon remembers
with awe its greatest athlete;
may we learn from your
example to play both
gracefully and seriously."
—L.G.
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Crew club evolves on land;
members eager to get feet wet
Ohio does not seem the most
logical spot for crew, that
water-borne sport most often
associated with East Coast
schools. But that hasn't stopped
Julie A. Myers and Michael
A. Ueland, both sophomores,
from forming a rowing club
at Kenyon.
Both students crewed in
high school—Myers at Walnut
Hills High School in Cin
cinnati, Ueland at Chestnut
Hill Academy in Philadelphiaand both are anxious to con
tinue at the College.
A physically grueling sport,
crew began as a competition
among boatmen in England.
Eastern seaboard colleges in
America eventually picked it
up and, in 1852, Harvard and
Yale held the first inter
collegiate crew competition.
Rowers of the sleek sculls,
as the wooden or fiber glass
boats are known, may use
either sculling or sweeping
strokes with their oars. In
sculling, the rowers use two
oars, rowboat fashion. In
sweeping, the stroke used
most often in college crewing, the rowers use just one
oar, in the tradition of
Roman galley warriors. Cox-

swains urge on the rowers
from a perch aft in the shell.
Crew is gaining in popularity
on the West Coast and in
the Midwest, too. Seattle,
Washington, is the Olympic
training site for rowing, and
two years ago the University
of Wisconsin crew club won
the collegiate championship.
The University of Notre Dame
and Purdue University have
strong crew clubs, and in
Ohio, Marietta College and
Ohio State University both
compete.
Membership in the U.S.
Rowing Association has
doubled in the last two years
and stands at twenty-three
thousand, says Maureen
Merhoff, director of commu
nications for the one-hundredyear-old association based in
Indianapolis, Indiana.
According to Myers, find
ing a body of water is the
least of the fledgling club's
problems. While property
ownership is necessary for
access to the lake at Apple
Valley near Howard—
eventually, the club would
like to build a boathouse—
Knox Lake outside Fredericktown is a possible venue.
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Michael Ueland and Julie Myers work out on the crew team's
Concept II ergometers.
10
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Public lakes farther north and
south of the campus are
possibilities as well, she says.
A more pressing issue is
buying the boats. Most college
crew clubs row eight-person
shells, and they are expensive;
new ones can cost $10,000.
The club hasn't raised that
kind of money—although they
are planning several fundraising events and hope for
additional funds from Kenyon's
Student Council—but they
have been able to buy two
Concept II ergometers, ad
vanced rowing machines,
thanks to a private donation
and Council contributions.
These indoor machines look
like stationary bicycles but
are rowed rather than pedaled.
Wind resistance against the
wheel blades simulates the
drag of the water against the
hull of a boat. Back, arm,
and leg muscles are given a
thorough workout.
Still, to compete against
other club and college teams
Kenyon will need at least one
shell, and organizers hope to
raise enough money through
membership dues and
ergothons—marathon rowingmachine sessions—to purchase
a used boat by March.
"We're sure we can get
everyone out on the water.
But we're not promising we
can get them on the water
every day," says Myers.
Ueland says he doesn't
expect the club to be com
peting this academic year, but
after a practice season,
members could be ready to
attend one of the national
regattas in 1989.

—M.H.B.

F3.ll SpOftS
Wr3.p"lip
With the completion of the
fall sports season, Kenyon
currently has a lock on fifth
place in the North Coast
Athletic Conference (NCAC)
All-Sports championship race.
Kenyon's strongest showing
of the season was in volleyball,
where the Ladies took the
championship title. The Lords
and Ladies combined to tally
27.5 points, just 1.5 points
shy of fourth-place Ohio
Wesleyan University.
Allegheny College holds the
lead with 34.5 points.
Men's Cross Country. The
Lords completed the year in
fifth place in the NCAC, their
highest finish ever. They
placed sixteenth of 21 teams
in the college division at the
Ohio Intercollegiate Cross
Country championships.
Kenyon's top 2 runners were
sophomores Paul D. Worland
of Tiffin, Ohio, who was
named the Lords' most valuable
runner, and Terry S. Milner
of Hamilton, New York.
Women's Cross Country.
The Ladies completed the
year in third place in the
NCAC. They advanced to
the regional meet for the
fifth consecutive year and
finished fourth of 14 teams
with 109 points. Kenyon posted
a 54-6 record, the best in the
history of the program.
The Ladies were led by 3
runners who earned All-Ohio
honors, seniors Kristen R. Hess
and A. Priscilla Perotti, both
of Shaker Heights, Ohio, and
sophomore Suzanne M. Aronoff
of Stow, Ohio. Perotti,
Kenyon's first 4-year letterwinner in women's cross
country, was the Ladies' most
valuable runner and their
lone representative on the
All-NCAC team.
Field Hockey. In the midst
of a rebuilding year, the Ladies
struggled to a fifth-place
finish in the NCAC with a
record of 0-8 (3-16-1 overall).
KCAB
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Lords named to the AllNCAC team on offense were
Beemiller, Lontchar, senior
John E. Rhoads of Orrville,
I Ohio, and sophomore William
D. Gerstler of Ann Arbor,
Michigan. Defensive recipients
• were senior Marc S. Williams
of Gambier, Ohio, and juniors
Alec C. Jerome of Ann Arbor,
Michigan, and Peter M.
Murphy of Birmingham,
Michigan.
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Eric Dahlquist, NCAC Offensive Player of the Year, drops back
to throw a pass.
However, individual achieve
ments were abundant as 4
Kenyon players were named
All-NCAC, and sophomore
Elizabeth L. Jennings of
Hudson, Ohio, was named to
the All-Great Lakes Region
team. One of only 15 players
selected to the first team, she
was further honored as
Kenyon's Most Valuable
Player and a captain for
1988. Jennings was the Ladies'
leading scorer with 7 points
on 3 goals and 1 assist.
Others earning All-Confer
ence honors were senior
Katherine B. Davis of Barrington, Rhode Island, sophomore
Danielle R. Davis of Kent,
Ohio, and freshman Margot
M. Morrison of Lake Forest,
Illinois.
Football. Despite the Lords'
seventh-place finish in the
conference (1-5 NCAC, 2-8
overall), Kenyon landed one
of the NCAC's highest
accolades: junior quarterback
C. Eric Dahlquist of Stevens
Point, Wisconsin, was the
recipient of the Mike Gregory
Award as the Offensive Player
of the Year. He set several
Winter 1987-88

Kenyon and conference singlegame records, including marks
for most passes attempted, 61,
passes completed, 31, and
yards gained, 379.
The highlight of the season
occurred when the Lords beat
the Denison Big Red—for the
first time since 1910—by a
score of 16-12. In the Lords'
last victory over the Big Red,
77 years ago, Kenyon tallied
a shutout with a 5-0 score.
Other individuals setting
records during the year
included junior Edward J.
Beemiller of Chardon, Ohio,
with the NCAC single-game
record for most passes caught,
13, and sophomore Mark N.
Lontchar Jr. of Uniontown,
Ohio, with the NCAC singlegame record for most yards
receiving, 198.
Senior R. Kent Wellington
II of Wooster, Ohio, was
named a National Football
Foundation and Hall of Fame
Scholar-Athlete and received
a postgraduate scholarship.

Men's Soccer. With the
Lords' 8-7-2 record, Kenyon
posted a winning mark for the
first time since 1982. They
completed the year with 8
shutouts, including a string of
5 midway through the season.
They tied for fourth place in
the NCAC with a 2-3-1 record.
Senior goalkeeper John T.
Lysaker of Princeton, New
Jersey, the Lords' Most Valuable
Player, set a Kenyon record
for most shutouts in a career.
In his last Kenyon game, he
recorded a 1-0 victory over
Allegheny, to bring his career
total to 12, passing the mark
of 11 set by Jeffrey Hymes *74.
Kenyon's leading scorer for
the third consecutive year
was junior Thomas N. Elmer
Jr. of Dayton, Ohio. He com
pleted the year with 14
points on 6 goals and 2 assists.
Lysaker and Elmer, along
with seniors David E. Bowser
of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,
and Peter W. Gaillard of
Chappaqua, New York, junior
John D. Wallace of Cleveland
Heights, Ohio, and freshman
Ronald M. Harrington of
Hudson, Ohio, were named
All-NCAC.
Women's Soccer. The Ladies
ended the year in third place
in the NCAC with a 3-2-1
record (7-7-3 overall). In the
last week of competition, they
handed the Wittenberg Uni
versity women their first
Division III loss of the season,
a 2-1 decision.
Junior forward Stasha M.
Wyskiel of San Francisco,
California, was honored as
the Offensive Player of the
Year in the NCAC. She tied
as the second leading scorer

in the conference with 36
points, 2.1 per game, on 15
goals and 6 assists.
Senior back Margaret A.
Jones of Greenway, Virginia,
Kenyon's first 4-year letterwinner in soccer, was named
the Ladies' Most Valuable
Player.
Those players, along with
juniors Clara A. Campbell of
Pelham, New York, Mollie
A. Curry of Charlotte, North
Carolina, M. Jean Kindred of
New York, New York, and
Sarah M. Turgeon of Gambier,
Ohio, were named All-NCAC.
Volleyball. For the second
consecutive year, the Ladies
earned the title of NCAC
champions. They were 5-1 in
the conference and 34-12
overall. Once again, they
beat Allegheny in the cham
pionship finals to win the title,
making Kenyon the first team
to repeat as conference cham
pions. The Ladies handed the
Gators 2 defeats in the tourna
ment, breaking their 36-match
victory streak. Kenyon domi
nated the championship with
a perfect 4-0 mark by defeating
Oberlin, Wooster, and
Allegheny.
Individually, Kenyon placed
3 players on the All-Conference
team, led by the Ladies' Most
Valuable Player and the
NCAC's Co-Player of the
Year, junior Holly G. Swank
of Newark, Ohio. It was the
second consecutive year
Swank was named Player of
the Year. Swank was also
named to the All-Midwest
team.
Others earning All-NCAC
recognition were senior
Shelley G. Swank of Newark,
Ohio, and junior Heather L.
Spencer of Kenton, Ohio.
—Laurie Garrison
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Drama Club celebrates a century of wits, sages,
and fools on the Hill
By Thomas B. Greenslade '31
Editor's note: The 1987-88 school year
marks the one-hundredth anniversary of
the Kenyon College Dramatic Club. An
invaluable aid in researching the history of
theater on the Hill, says the author, is a
collection of eighteen scrapbooks containing
the research and memorabilia of theater
buff William Ray "Fauncey" Ashford,
professor of modem languages at Kenyon
from 1924 until his death in 1954. Also
important to theater history are the
memorabilia of James Elder Michael, pro
fessor of speech and drama from 1947 to
1978. And there would have been little
drama at Kenyon had it not been for the
energies of John Wilson Black. Instructor
of English and then professor of speech
from 1936 to 1949, Black's interest in the
theater arts led to constructum, in 1941,
12

of the Shaffer Speech Building, known
about town as the Hill Theater. Black died
on December 4, 1987, in Columbus, Ohio.

s

tudent life in the early days of Kenyon
College was indeed grim. There
were no athletic events, plays, or con
certs to relieve the routine of classes
and study. Public lectures were mostly
of a religious nature. Many students
looked to the twice-daily services in
Rosse Chapel as a welcome break in
the monotony.
After the Civil War, there appeared
to be a loosening of restrictions;
athletic contests and dramatic readings

began, entirely under student sponsor
ship. About 1885 the students started
to produce complete plays.
The name Kenyon College Dramatic
Club (KCDC) first appeared on a pro
gram for The Veneered Savage, produced
during the 1888-89 academic year. This
was probably the same group of
students who had carried on theatrical
activities a couple of years earlier as
the Kenyon Dramatic Company and
the Kenyon Dramatic Society. Through
1900, KCDC staged a successful series
of plays in Nu Pi Kappa on the top
floor of Ascension Hall, including The
Head of the Family, The Ranee's
Necklace, several one-act plays, and a
yearly minstrel show. At the turn of
the century, the students began to use
KCAB

Rosse Hall for plays and other
entertainment.
At a meeting on January 4, 1904,
club members decided to change the
group's name to the Puff and Powder
Club, although the sponsorship of the
Dramatic Club shows up several times
in materials from the years that followed.
William Peters Reeves, professor of
English, was the faculty leader of
theatrical activity between 1900 and
1930. He directed most of the class
plays, which were the only consistently
offered nonmusical productions during
this period.
The original musical comedies produced
by the Puff and Powder Club beginning
in 1919-20 eclipsed all other theatrical
activity for several years. Although the
male students had sometimes played
female parts in previous plays, in these
shows the female impersonators were
beautifully costumed and gave very
convincing performances. Written, pro
duced, directed, and acted entirely by
students, these elaborate productions
used all the dramatic talent available in
the College at that time.
Following the financial collapse of
the Puff and Powder Club in 1926,

KCDC enjoyed something of a revival,
thanks to John Malcolm Haight '33,
Frank T. Jones '35, and William Ray
"Fauncey" Ashford, professor of modern
languages. But it was the arrival of
John Wilson Black in 1935 that fore
shadowed a new era of dramatics at
Kenyon. Although Black came to
Kenyon to found the Department of
Speech, he was greatly interested in
drama and began KCDC's long and
impressive series of performances.
Until World War II decimated the
student body and closed down theatrical
ventures almost completely, the location
of most of the plays was Nu Pi Kappa.
Arthur M. Cox Jr. '42 has left behind
in text and photographs a vivid account
of the ingenuity students displayed in
stage construction, scenery design, and
lighting, which transformed the hall
into a working theater. Pre-World War
II plays included Journey's End, Spring
Time for Henry, Androcles and the Lion,
Yellow Jack, It Can't Happen Here, and
Volpone.
"We were simply overwhelmed with
what we thought was the height of
theatrical luxury when the Shaffer
Speech Building was opened in 1941,"
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Above: A I900 production of My Lord
in Livery in Nu Pi Kappa featured
Arthur J. Aubrey '02 and Edgar F.
Davies '02.
Below: Paul Newman '49 (left) appeared
as Lord Fancourt Babberly in a 1949 production of Charley's Aunt.
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Above: Future novelist E.L. Doctorow '52
played a boxer in the 1950 production of
Golden Boy.
Right: Peter Taylor '40 (left) participates
in a rehearsal for the premiere prtxiuction
of his play Tennessee Day in St. Louis
in April 1957. Professor Emeritus James
E. Michael stands at center.
recalls Cox. This important addition to
cultural activities at the College was
the gift of Charles B. Shaffer T883,
whose son, E. Dale Shaffer '39, had
been a prominent member of KCDC.
About 1953 the theater in the Shaffer
Building was dubbed Hill Theater.
Drama activity at Kenyon accelerated
after the war, thanks to a replenished
student body and faculty. A feisty group
of veterans, enrolled under the G.I.
Bill, arrived on campus. Considerably
more mature than the average student,
they enjoyed the theater and served as
talented performers and enthusiastic
audiences. And in 1947, James Elder
Michael was appointed associate pro
fessor of speech. With his arrival, the
work of the department began to veer
sharply toward dramatic studies, and in
1949 when Black left Kenyon, the name
was changed to the Department of
Speech and Dramatics. The change to
Department of Drama took place in 1956.
Paul Leonard Newman '49 came to
Kenyon during the summer of 1946 to
major in economics under the G.I. Bill.
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Within a year he had become involved
with all phases of Kenyon drama and
started his acting career as Hildy Johnson
in The Front Page. Newman starred in
eight plays before his graduation and
was the writer-director-producer (along
with Douglas W. Downey '51) of the
Kenyon Revue, a hilarious mishmash of
skits put on in 1949.
Probably the greatest change in Kenyon
theater came with the admission of
women in September 1969. Before that,
the female parts had occasionally been
played by men but mostly by faculty
wives, faculty daughters, and townswomen. Women students immediately
began to participate in dramatic activities.
Belinda B. Bremner '71 and Lisa A.
Myers '73 appeared in The Bells on
October 30, 1969, and many women
were in the cast of lolanthe, produced
by John J.D. Sheehan '70 Isee June
1987 Bulletin] and premiered on
November 21, 1969, featuring Shelley
L. Stillwell '73 and Maria C. Halton
'73. Joining the drama faculty in 1969
was Harlene Marley, who in 1972 became
the first woman to chair a Kenyon
department and in 1987 the first woman
to be promoted to a full professorship
at the College.
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Above: Andrew B. Worsnopp '64 (left)
and Patricia Gilchrist starred in a 1963
productum of The Life of Galileo.
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The inevitable result was that the
facilities in the Shaffer Speech Building
became completely inadequate. The
opening of the Bolton Theater in 1978
remedied the situation, and the College
celebrated its premier season with the
staging of a new play, Michael Cristofer's
C.C. Pyle and the Bunion Derby,
directed by Paul Newman.
In 1874, Bishop Gregory T. Bedell,
president of Kenyon's board of trustees,
wrote a vehement letter to the acting
president, the Reverend Edward C.
Benson, criticizing him for having
allowed a dramatic reading to take place
in Rosse Hall, previously the College
chapel and therefore a sacred place. It
was more than ten years before fullfledged drama took its first, unsteady
steps on Gambier Hill. What a change
in attitude and focus has taken place in
the last hundred years! What may we
expect in the next hundred?

In response to an increased interest
in dance at Kenyon, Margaret S. Patton
was hired in 1973 as a part-time
instructor of dance. She began the
series of fall and spring dance concerts
sponsored by the KCDC, which have
become sell-out dramatic performances.
The dance program faced extinction in
1976 when the College decided not to
replace Anna Leo, who had been the
dance instructor for two years. A group
of students, led by Margaret A. Herrity
Congdon '77, carried on a voluntary
program of dance instruction for 1976-77
and gave concerts. So successful was
this revival that the administration was
persuaded to continue professional
instruction. In the fall of 1978, full-credit
courses in dance began. In 1981 the
former Shaffer Pool was converted into
the Shaffer Dance Studio, and in 1986
the department became the Department
of Dance and Drama.
The student population of Kenyon
expanded rapidly from 1969 to 1975,
with enrollment in dramatic studies
increasing in even greater proportion.
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Thomas B. Greenslade, College
archivist, is a frequent contributor to the
Bulletin.
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Above: A production of Who's Afraid of
Virginia Woolf?, starring Harlene
Marley, Thomas S. Turgeon, Jonathan E.
Tazewell '84, and Kathy Kirk '79,
celebrated the one hundredth anniversary
of the Kenyon College Dramatic Club.
Below: The 1987 Spring Dance Concert.
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By the 1970s the
American public and
political entrepreneurs had
cast aside the old-time
religion of the balanced
budget.

Masters of our fate

For the deficit, America has itself to blame
by Richard ]. Trethewey
Men at some point are masters of their
fates.
The fault, dear Brutus, is not in our stars,
But in ourselves...
—William Shakespeare
he American economy in the 1980s
T
has experienced a number of diverse
and dramatic events ranging from the

highest unemployment since the Great
Depression to an unprecedented expan
sion in output and employment. We also
experienced a year of the worst infla
tion since World War II, as well as a
spectacular fall in the level of inflation
that exceeded the expectations of nearly
all observers of the economy. Other
important developments have included
an unprecedented rise and fall in the
international value of the dollar, along
with record-setting budget and trade
deficits.
Our domestic budget deficit and our
international trade deficit are often ap
proached in the political arena as
separate issues. Some Americans blame
the trade imbalance on unfair trading
practices on the part of Japan.
However, the reality is that the trade
deficit is inextricably linked with our
own federal budget deficit. We have
taken to borrowing foreign money to
finance our budget, and the inevitable
result has been a trade deficit. In looking
for solutions to our predicament, we
cannot simply strike out at foreign rivals;
we must understand the relationship
between trade and budget deficits and
attack our problems at their heart, in
our own nation.
16

Many of us may have only a vague
recollection of the accelerating inflation
in the late 1970s that reached its peak
at about 14 percent in 1980. There is
nothing very mysterious about what
produces inflation, although that doesn't
necessarily mean it is easy to prevent.
Inflation, which is a continuing rise in
the price level, is produced and increased
when the economy generates more
than the natural level of employment.
In other words, the economy experiences
inflation due to overheating. The
natural level of employment is the
highest sustained level of employment
that is attainable without inflation
increasing.
Under Republicans and Democrats in
the 1970s, we frequently overheated the
economy, a strong temptation because
we usually get the benefits about a year
before we get the costs. When demand
is stimulated we get more output over
the first half year or so. We pay the
price of higher inflation after about
eighteen months. The two oil shocks of
the 1970s also greatly aggravated the
picture, producing one-time increases in
the price level and higher inflationary
expectations.
The dramatic fall in inflation in the
1980s has less to do with Reagan
Administration policies than with the
unforeseen consequences of a 1979
shakeup in the Carter Administration
that led to the appointment of Paul
Volcker as chairman of the Federal

Reserve Board. Volcker initiated a policy
of reducing the growth of aggregate
demand through tighter money. The
result of Volcker's monetary policy was
the slight recession of 1980 (which
helped to defeat Jimmy Carter), as well
as temporarily high interest rates, the
deeper recession of 1982, and significantly
reduced inflation.
Since inflation is the result of an
economy that has gone beyond the
natural employment level, it can unfor
tunately only be effectively reduced by
going through a period of low employ
ment. The extremely high unemployment
of 1982 set the stage for a dramatic
noninflationary recovery that is now
entering its sixth year. But while per
formance improved with regard to prices
and the expansion of output, other
developments have not seemed so desir
able. In the 1980s we have experienced
unheard-of peacetime budget deficits
and staggering trade deficits.
By the 1970s the American public and
political entrepreneurs had largely lost
their fear of deficit spending, having cast
aside the old-time religion of the
balanced budget. The result was the
steady growth of public-sector borrowing
during the 1970s, a growth which
became explosive in the early 1980s.
While government borrowing is unlikely
to bankrupt the modern nation-state,
which can always print money to pay
its debts, there are severe consequences
for interest rates, investment spending,
and our international position.
When government borrows money it
issues bonds. Bond prices drop and
KCAB

The average American has
enjoyed a temporarily higher
level of consumption,
which will be paid for in
the future.

interest rates increase as government
competes for the available supply of
financial capital. Savings that finance
government spending cannot be utilized
to finance the construction of new fac
tories or the modernization of a plant.
This is called crowding out.
Government in the 1980s has been
borrowing about $200 billion per year,
which is about half of our domestic
savings. The result has been very high
real interest rates (nominal rates minus
inflation), but not the feared collapse of
investment spending. Those high rates,
produced by our deficit, as well as the
more stable value of the dollar with
respect to the price level, attracted
foreign money on an unprecedented scale.
This additional source of funds helped
to finance our deficit and prevent a
great deal of the crowding out of invest
ment spending. But the inflow of finan
cial capital caused a dramatic rise in
the international value of the dollar,
which made our imports cheaper and
our exports more expensive, making
way for the trade deficits of the 1980s.
There is no way to avoid the dilemma;
if we are going to borrow $100 billion
from abroad, we are going to see a trade
deficit, or excess of imports over exports,
of about $100 billion. Note the relation
between the issues: the federal budget
deficit leads to borrowing from foreigners,
which in turn leads to the trade deficit.
It is not terribly meaningful to talk
about the trade deficit outside the
context of the federal budget deficit.
Even the most extreme forms of protec
tionism would leave the trade deficit
untouched so long as we are borrowing
money from the rest of the world.
Attacking the trade deficit by erecting
world trade barriers or focusing on unfair
trade practices of other nations such as
Japan is akin to Don Quixote's tilting
at windmills.

Winter 1987-88

The consequences of the federal deficit
have included high interest rates, some
crowding out of investment, and heavy
foreign borrowing. For a period of several
years, Americans went on a consump
tion T>inge financed by foreign credit.
The average American has enjoyed a
temporarily higher level of consump
tion, which will be paid for in the future.
The high real interest rates caused by
the deficit have led foreigners to invest
heavily in the American economy—and
obliged us to make interest payments
on a greater and greater amount of
debt over time. After a few years of
this process, many foreigners recognized
that they had as much as was financially
prudent in American investments; they
also recognized that these interest obli
gations and a slower growth in foreign
investment would eventually bring the
dollar back down in value. A high real
interest rate is of little value if the
dollar is expected to drop substantially
in terms of its exchange value. At
present, the supply of private foreign
lending has in fact dried up, and we
are currently borrowing from foreign
central banks. The dramatic fall in the
stock market since August is in part
due to the retrenching of foreign
investors, caused by their fears over
future reductions in the value of the
dollar.
The result of our borrowing binge is
that the dollar has inevitably had to fall
dramatically in value to allow us to sell
enough exports to pay off our obligations
on our indebtedness. It is likely the
dollar will have to fall substantially
below its 1980 level, meaning for us a
reduced standard of living due to
higher prices.
With respect to inflation, we have cut
the underlying rate down into the low
single digits, as the economy has achieved
the natural employment level. The
employment picture looks particularly
good within an international context.
The European economies have produced
virtually no additional employment in

the last fifteen years, while the
American economy has produced thirty
million new jobs. While American
unemployment is slightly less than 6
percent, most of Europe is still experi
encing unemployment rates in excess of
10 percent. Economists generally attribute
this superior performance to the greater
competitiveness of the American
economy, which allows for greater real
wage flexibility.
Our major unsolved problem remains
the federal deficit, which is the key to
reducing the trade deficit. We are faced
with choices: sharply reduce the budget
deficit, or finance it by crowding out
investment, or finance it by borrowing
from abroad. The latter two options would
bring lower living standards in the
future than we would otherwise have,
while the first option would entail .
some combination of higher taxes and
reductions in government spending,
and hence a reduced standard of living
immediately.
Economists generally agree that drastic
reduction of the budget deficit is far
less costly for the long haul. Merely
containing or modestly reducing the
deficit is not enough to avoid the
dilemma. We need to follow the advice
of the Queen to Alice. "Now, here,
you see, it takes all the running you
can do, to keep in the same place. If
you want to get somewhere else, you
must run at least twice as fast as that."
We need to get serious about efforts to
deal with the budget deficit problem,
and the solution is to be found in our
own country, not in Japan. Japan-bashing
will contribute nothing positive and
may simply distract us from realizing
the need to bear some current sacrifices
for an improved economic future.
Richard J. Trethewey, associate professor
of economics at Kenyon, teaches a course
in American economic history.
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Casting fortunes
in the sand
At one Ohio foundry,
compromise and hard
work spell success

i

By Mieke H. Bomann

w

hen Gregg L. Foster '70 is asked
how he managed to save the Elyria
Foundry from a seat on Rustbelt Row,
he has a simple answer: "People are
just working harder."
Chairman since 1983 of the iron
castings plant thirty miles west of
Cleveland, Ohio, Foster credits a flexible
work force that has tripled its rate of
production in the last three years for
much of the plant's renewed profitability.
But the comeback of this jobbing
foundry, built in 1909 on a twenty-six
acre tract in the industrial city of Elyria,
involves more than worker initiative.
What turned a floundering plant losing
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$250,000 a month into a shop sold out
through January—and expected to post
sales in 1987 of $15 million—was an
ameliorative management strategy
focused on employee and customer
confidence.
Accommodating, self-effacing, and
with a keen-edged business sensibility,
Foster is a sketch of Midwestern values.
He grew up in the Cleveland suburb of
Westlake and lives there today with his
wife of twenty years, Cheri, and their
four children. His father was a tooland-die maker for a Lakewood firm, Die
Service. He spent his summers during
college pouring metal at Cleveland

"The idea is to create an
environment where people
can think, and then get
out of the way."

Alloy Castings, a foundry in neighboring
Middleburg Heights.
Foster was the first of his family to
go to college. He majored in economics
at Kenyon, went on earn a master's
degree in business administration from
Cleveland State University, and has
completed coursework towards a master's
degree in economics at Case Western
Reserve University. After a brief tenure
in the accounting firm of Arthur Young
and Company, he went back to thenailing Cleveland Alloy as comptroller.
Three years later, having boosted that
plant to profitability, he joined Avon
Lake-based Rossborough Manufacturing.
Anxious to run his own operation,
Foster purchased Elyria Foundry.
Like a growing number of industrialists
in a service-oriented economy, Foster
knew that in order for the foundry to
survive he was going to have to make
some fundamental changes on the shop
floor and in the boardroom. The statistics
were grim. According to Charles
Eulbert, vice president of the Cast Metals
Federation in Des Plaines, Illinois,
more than eight hundred American
foundries closed their doors between
1976 and 1986, six hundred of those
between 1980 and 1984. Thanks to the
collapse of the oil patch, the flight off
shore of the machine tool industry, and
the weak steel and automotive industries,
foundries—which supplied those manu
facturers with basic capital componentstoppled right along with them.
Elyria Foundry was not spared. Despite
its reputation for quality craftsmanship
and versatility in size of castings
made—from small, 200-pound valve
bodies to 80,000-pound engine blocks—
the plant lost 80 percent of its business
between 1981 and 1983. When Foster
bought the 550,000-square-foot facility
from Chromalloy American Corporation
four years ago, it was on the verge of
permanent closure. Three hundred eighty

foundrymen had been laid off and only
sixty-eight workers remained at the
foundry, which had been on the block
for more than two years.
Devastated, the International Molders
and Allied Workers union local held
tight to the plant's seventy-eight job
classifications. Featherbedding crippled
what efficiency the plant might have
mustered. Many of the remaining
workers had seniority and commanded
top benefits. "We had," Foster recalls,
"no flexibility."
But Foster wasn't interested in unionbusting or the hardball tactics of tradi
tional management that had proven
divisive and counterproductive at other
plants. "The intuition I had was that
the foundry was living in the past in
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terms of the relationship between
employees and management," he says.
"The idea is to create an environment
where people can think, and then get
out of the way."
He recognized the union. In return
for profit-sharing, a bonus plan, and a
promise to hire all qualified workers ffom
the layoff list, the local agreed in 1984
to a three-year contract eliminating
dozens of job classifications.
The current hourly work force of 160
has taken on many tasks traditionally
assigned to management, including quality
control. For example, molders, whose
job it is to prepare the sand molds for
the molten iron, now have a vested
interest in the quality of the metal being
poured—and work both ends of the shop.
Productivity has soared. Man hours
per ton of iron cast at Elyria has dropped
to twenty-five from seventy. That
makes a difference at a foundry capable
of producing a thousand tons of castings
a month. In 1984 the plant went nine
months without a single lost hour.
Attendance is still over 98 percent. Six
months ago, in a move virtually unprec
edented in the industry, Elyria Foundry
workers voted to decertify the union.
But Foster knew that no matter how
buoyant the work force, without customers
there wasn't enough good will in the
world to keep the foundry open.
Up until 1981, management had been
able to pick and choose its customers.
But when the bottom fell out of
automotive manufacturing and machine
tools, Elyria Foundry's client list turned
into an obituary column. The era of
laissez-faire marketing was over, and
Foster initiated an aggressive campaign
for new business. "Everyone became a
salesman," says Foster.

Gregg Foster
20
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"Fifty percent of what
these guys do is art.
We have to preserve
these skills

TT obert Gollmar, president and chief
-tv operating officer of the foundry,
has worked there for the past thirty-five
years. Members of his family have
managed Elyria Foundry for fifty years.
"The one single philosophy that stands
out in my mind that Gregg brought
here was awareness of customer needs—
and that it should dominate our
philosophy. We preached that to our
people from the supervisors on down.
"Before, we worried more about staying
in line with corporate expectations and
what management thought ought to
happen here. When Gregg came in,
the goals were made clear and simple,"
Gollmar says.
Foster hired salaried salesman in lieu
of independent representatives in regional

•I

markets from Kansas to Pennsylvania.
Together with seasoned foundry executive
A1 Weigl, vice president of sales, Foster
revisited old accounts and courted new
ones. He also rapped on the doors of
faltering competitors, garnering additional
accounts, customer lists, and skilled
labor.
His steely determination has paid off.
Business is up 350 percent from 1984.
Sales at the plant have almost quadrupled,
from $4 million to an anticipated $15
million this year. The success rate on
bids is now 50 percent, up from 2.5
percent. Seventy percent of their
business is from new customers. "Our
client list is a 'Who's Who' of industry,"
Foster says, that includes Dresser-Rand,
York International, Combustion Engi-
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neering, and Cooper Superior, a division
of Cooper Industries in Mount Vernon,
to mention a few.
Because of the size of the plant—
there are actually three foundries on
the site, with a common melt shop,
that concentrate on different-sized
castings—the company provides one-stop
shopping for many customers. To remain
competitive, Elyria concentrates on
difficult castings, especially big units
that are too expensive for foreign
manufacturers to ship. Last summer,
when engineers in Utah needed enormous
pumps to transfer water from the over
flowing Great Salt Lake, Elyria Foundry
made the 100,000-pound engine blocks.
Foster is a stickler for quality, even if
he must charge customers a bit more
for it. The shop, which casts all metal
lurgical grades of ductile and grey iron,
melts segregated, dried scrap with virgin
metals. There is a sand and metal
lurgical laboratory at the plant and a
metallurgist on staff. Every ladle of iron
poured is certified for correct physical
and metallurgical properties.
Walking with him through the
enormous, semiautomated shop, it is
clear that Foster relishes his work. He
knows every worker on the line by name.
While he is part owner of a number of
other firms, including the Toney Penna
Golf Company, a manufacturer of golf
clubs, Foster says Elyria Foundry has a
special hold on him.
"I am kind of crusading to help save
what's left of heavy industry," he says.
"Fifty percent of what these guys do is
art. We have to preserve these skills.
And if we do, when the worm turns,
we'll have one unique facility."

A worker operates an abrasive cut-off saw to trim a casting at Elyria Foundry.
Winter 1987-88
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Business professor
mixes psychology,
economics
]ohn Davis integrates
USC coursework

I

n a 1985 survey of 1975 and 1980
Kenyon graduates, results showed
that 40 percent of those alumni now
work in business. It was the top career
choice of humanities, natural sciences,
and social science majors. That's a
substantial number of folks, and we
decided it was time to give them their
just due. Because Newsweek recently
declared the death of the yuppie, we
decided to concentrate instead on the
entrepreneur, who never goes out of
style. Following are the stories of three
alumni who have taken some risks—
and been handsomely rewarded.

T

exana Petroleum Corporation was
in hot water, and a young troubleshooter had just finished presenting her
reorganization plan to management.
Now there was nothing left to do but
wait and see if they bought it.
Interesting thing about
Texana's
H
they're all about
twenty-one

years old. And the pinstriped suit of
the troubleshooter isn't hiding her youth,
either. Talk about baby boom. But wait
a minute. Does that notebook tucked
into the petroleum president's backpack
say University of Southern
California?
Truth is, Texana
is a fictitious firm,
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1'Management

is not just
a set of principles, but a
keen sensitivity to
group behavior."

its executives business students in a
Davis considers himself a psychologist.
course entitled "Introduction to
Following several years as an economic
Organizational Behavior" taught by
analyst at two Boston consulting firms,
John A. Davis '73. Rather than relying
the analysis without people-contact
on the standard textbook-lecture formula
became drudgery. "I love the basics of
Davis, an adjunct assistant professor of
economics," says the Mansfield, Ohio,
management and organization at USC, „ native, "but I found the advanced
involves his students in discussions of
questions and techniques boring."
management case studies usually reserved
Interested in the human factor in the
for those undertaking graduate work.
economic equation, Davis began to
"Students are really curious as to
concentrate instead on organizational
how the world works, and by age twenty
behavior and spent the next five years
they can understand the managerial
in a doctoral program in business
administration at Harvard studying the
dilemmas," says Davis, who majored in
economics and psychology of familyeconomics at Kenyon and went on to
owned businesses.
earn a master's degree in economics at
"The family business is my love," says
the University of Wisconsin. "But most
Davis, who wrote his dissertation on
all textbooks dramatically undershoot
the intelligence of the students. So we
father-son relationships in business. A
don't use them. We put together our
founding member of the Family Firm
own course packets."
Institute and editor of the Family
Davis delivers just one weekly lecture,
Business Review, he is one of ten
and students spend the other two
experts nationally in the field.
course hours each week in small groups,
Although little mention is made of it
analyzing corporate problems (based on
in the popular press, 95 percent of
Harvard Business School case studies),
American business is family-owned, Davis
and pitching action plans to manage
says. "The truth is, if you look around
ment—Davis' three graduate teaching
our industries, the leaders are the familyassistants. A case competition among
owned businesses." Thirty percent of
the sections occurs midsemester, and each
the Fortune 500 firms are still familystudent's performance in the exercise
dominated, he notes. And only 2 percent
counts for 15 percent of the final
of all companies in America employ
more than one hundred people. "Family
grade.
Since Davis came to USC in 1982,
business," says Davis, "is the backbone
he has transformed the upper-level
of the economy."
management course from an elective
Eager to share his enthusiasm, Davis
that students avoided at all costs to a
designed a graduate course at USC that
class that they now rank as one of the
explores the complex professional and
best in the school. He attributes his
familial relationships in family businesses.
success, in part, to the fact that he and
It was the first such course in the
his assistants practice what they preach.
country and is now one of just a handful.
"We've really looked at principles of
Others are offered at Yale University,
the Wharton School of the University
good management, and we try to use
of Pennsylvania, and Brigham Young
them in the course," he says. "Manage
University. Students who plan to go into
ment is not just a set of principles, but
their family business, be it retailing,
a really keen sensitivity to group
wholesaling, or manufacturing, may
behavior."
garner from this course skills in leader
ship, negotiation, and task delegation.
Davis also acts as a private consultant
for small and medium-sized family-run
Winter 1987-88

businesses and advises them on how to
make adjustments to more professionally
managed operations. "First we work on
the structures and then on the
psychological dimension. Run your
business like a business, and run your
family like a family," Davis advises his
clients. "But integrate respectful human
practices into how you treat one
another."
He is also busy developing an executive
program for business owner-managers
that in addition to sessions on capital
ization will look at decentralized control
structures—or "learning how to let go."
For nine weeks over the course of three
years, participants will learn to think
strategically about their business and
shared control. It's one of the most
difficult lessons for a manager to learn,
Davis says. "You have to learn leader
ship and build it throughout the company.
You have to grow away from an ego
attachment to the firm," he notes. "The
most effective manager is a teacher."
Davis' own formula in the classroom
is simple. "We teach students to be
respectful of others and to try and get
what they want. If more organizations
would encourage that, we'd be a lot
better off."
—M.H.B.
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Managing cash
marketing strategy
Cathy Rollins founds a firm
on new ideas
by Susan L. Rosenberg
rT",owering

office buildings shade the
1 streets and sidewalks. The el clatters
overhead. Flanked by double-parked
sedans and transit-authority backhoes,
four columns of traffic lurch from
stoplight to stoplight.
It's North LaSalle Street in downtown
Chicago, Illinois, where Cathy L.
Rollins '76 occupies an office like a
hundred others on the block. But step
inside the eighteenth-floor offices of
Treasury Strategies Incorporated (TSI)
and anonymity gives way to individualism.
In the first five minutes with Rollins,
it's easy to see how her ambition and
sense of adventure gave her the courage
to start her own business; in another
minute, it's also clear how her intelligence
and imagination are making it such a
success.
"I always knew I wanted to have a
career in business and make money,"
she declares bluntly. An economics and
psychology major at Kenyon, Rollins
worked with Professor Charles E. Rice,
who wrote on her behalf to Richard L.
Thomas '53, president of the First
National Bank of Chicago, to inquire
about the bank's First Scholar program.
Rollins was accepted and began the
training program after graduation in
1976. As a First Scholar, she also took
night courses at the University of
Chicago, earning her M.B.A. in 1979.
She describes the program as "a tre
mendous training vehicle," allowing
her to rotate through half a dozen areas
of the bank, working a few months at
each job. After sampling everything from
foreign currency sales to construction
lending, Rollins found she most enjoyed
her stint in cash-management consulting
and signed on as a regular member of
that group at First Chicago.
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Cash management is the payment and
check-handling operation that banks
provide for a variety of businesses. For
example, one type of cash management
is "lockbox" service: credit-card
customers send their payments to the
post-office box ("lockbox") of a bank
whose cash-management department has
been hired by the credit-card company
to process those payments.
It happens that Chicago was and is a
leader in the cash-management business.
In fact, First National Bank of Chicago
opened the first lockbox for RCA in
the 1940s. Nowadays, cash management
is big business indeed. Nationwide,
according to Rollins, probably five to
six billion dollars a year goes out from
companies to cash-management services.
An important aspect of the service is
tracking and controlling "float"—pay
ments delayed in processing. Since a
company naturally wants its incoming
payments to clear and begin earning
interest as soon as possible (minimizing
float), it might prefer the cash-manage
ment services of a local bank over a
more distant one. Of course, when the
company sends out payments of its own,
float is a great boon. "In the world of
corporate cash management," notes
Rollins, "a day is a big pile of money."
In First Chicago's cash-management
consulting group, Rollins advised
business clients about cash-management
strategies but neither sold nor provided
the actual services.
"Consultants by their nature like to
keep working with new problems and
new people," says Rollins, and the urge
to move on started her talking with
three colleagues about launching an
independent consulting firm. Faced with
the prospect of anteing up their savings
and working without salaries to get the
business on its feet, the gang of four
dwindled to just two stalwarts: Rollins
and Anthony J. Carfang, cofounders of
TSI.
Opened for business in January 1982,
TSI set what Rollins cheerily refers to
as a "drop-dead date" of August 1982,
the time by which the firm should be
steady and solvent or throw in the towel.
Independent of First Chicago, Rollins
and Carfang could now offer consulting
services not just to businesses but to
other banks, advising them about how
to improve their cash-management
services and how to market those
services to corporate clients.
Some prospective clients worried
about hiring TSI for an important,
long-term consulting project. Rollins
KCAB

"Consultants by their
nature like to keep
working with new
problems and new people.''

recalls, "While they didn't actually say
it, their fear was 'What if you two get
hit by a bus—who'll finish for us?' "
However, others liked TSI's small size,
competitive prices, and "hungry" attitude.
Treasury Strategies not only survived
but flourished. In addition to advice,
the firm now sells a software product to
standardize the bills that banks send to
their customers. And the firm started
and sold an annual survey that indicates
each bank's share in the overall cashmanagement market. Treasury Strategies
is always on the lookout for new projects
and activities. "One of the nasty things
about consulting," says Rollins, is the
lack of repeat business; "We're constantly
selling ourselves to get new projects."
But the hard work pays high dividends
in autonomy and job satisfaction.
Rollins and Carfang started out in a
"rent-an-office" where the tenants share
everything from the copier to the
secretary. Treasury Strategies now consists
of three partners (Richard J. Poje joined
the firm in 1985), occupies its own
suite, and employs several part-timers.
Free of "corporate dictates," the com
pany provides flexible hours and work
ing conditions for its employees,
including "lots of wonderful people
who've been laid off from banks."
Tailoring assignments to suit the
employees' schedules "is a great way of
using the talent that's out there," says
Rollins.
The phone rings. Rollins apologizes,
takes the call from the receptionist,
and blurts "Yo, Scott!" Simultaneously
chummy and no-nonsense, she takes care
of business—in this case, the printing of
a brochure.
In the pinstriped world of business
and finance, Rollins is a splash of color,
quiet but effective—and definitely not
grey.

In Houston, bigger
isn't necessarily
better

Insurance mite, in bid for top
accounts, pulls out the stops
J
ames R. Pierce Jr. '78 is bent on stealing
the hearts of the Seven Sisters.
Senior vice president of Energy
Insurance International, a maverick
Houston-based broker, Pierce and his
associates are wooing the oil industry
giants for their hands in insurance
coverage.
Founded seven years ago by James

Dawley, a "dashing, good-looking, silverhaired deal maker," as Pierce describes
him, Energy Insurance has amassed a
premium volume of $150 million by
fashioning complex insurance packages
that make more
traditional brokers
shudder.
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"We are specialists instead
of generalists. We aren't
burdened with dozens of
unprofitable accounts."

Employing young, aggressive, and
highly paid associates, the firm makes
no bones about its hardball tactics:
customers must spend at least $1 million
annually in insurance and be in the oil
business or a related service industry.
"We are specialists instead of
generalists," Pierce points out. "We
aren't burdened with dozens of
unprofitable accounts."
Energy Insurance has garnered accounts
in the second tier of the big oil com
panies, including Coastal Refining
Company, Freeport McMoRan, and
Tenneco, but they have yet to convince
the likes of Exxon, Mobil, or Shell to
come into the fold.
"They're afraid," Pierce says. "No
one wants to make the decision to go
with an unknown."
But "the flyspeck Houston company
{that! has stolen accounts from brokerage
firms dozens of times its size," as the
Wall Street Journal put it recently, is
undaunted. "We know if we had the
opportunity, we could give them more
coverage at less cost," says Pierce, who
courted BP America in Cleveland,
Ohio, in October.
By concentrating on just one industry
and a few big ticket accounts, Energy
International is able to mix and match
policies and underwriters in a way that
bigger firms simply do not have the
time—or the chutzpah—to do.
For the oil firms, insuring off-shore
oil platforms, some of which are valued
at $2 billion, and onshore refineries is
the top priority. When one client's rig
sank in Asia, Energy Insurance saw to
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it that underwriters paid the entire
claim—$30 million—in forty-five days.
Too, there are environmental concerns.
But it's not the oil spill that furrows an
oilman's brow so much as the unknowns,
Pierce says, such as leaking under
ground storage tanks that contaminate
public drinking water and spell millions
in lawsuits.
Pierce, brought into the firm from
the huge international broker Marsh
and McLennan, works on two accounts.
Ocean Drilling and Exploration Com
pany and Louisiana Land and Exploration
Company were both Marsh and
McLennan clients before he lured them
away. Luckily, Pierce isn't out to win
any popularity contests—at least not
with his competitors.
Like Dawley, Pierce is smart, cool,
and fiercely competitive. Immediately
after graduation from Kenyon, where
he majored in history, he was hired as
a marine broker trainee by Johnson and
Higgins in New York City. He then
moved to Marsh and McLennan in
Houston and at age twenty-four was
scouring the Southwest as the firm's
new-business "hit" man. He eventually
headed up Marsh and McLennan's
energy and marine operations in London,
England.
Following a three-month crash course
in business administration at Harvard
University, Pierce realized the limitations
of working for a big firm and made the
move to Energy International in 1986.
Just fifty-people strong, the company
offers talented young entrepreneurs like
Pierce a chance to play in the big leagues.
But being a leading hitter is old hat
to Pierce. A varsity baseball player at
Kenyon, he set the single-season batting
record in 1978 with twenty-eight hits
in twenty-three games. He was also a
member of the soccer team.
"Succeeding in business is another
form of victory, like in athletics and
academics," Pierce says. "1 am totally
stimulated and challenged by the
business world."

In the next twelve months the push
will be on for new business at Energy
Insurance, and Pierce has been put in
charge of coordinating the activities of
the firm's twelve senior account
executives.
"We handle more energy business
than any other broker in the country,"
he says. But that doesn't mean there
aren't accounts left to be wooed.
Pierce devotes what little free time
he has to philanthropic ventures. For
the past two years he has chaired the
Houston Marine Insurance Seminar,
which brings together industry leaders
from around the world to raise funds
for marine- and energy-related institu
tions and projects. One such project
has been the restoration of the Elissa, a
nineteenth-century cargo ship now
berthed in Galveston, Texas.
Pierce is also actively involved in
Vice President George Bush's campaign
for the presidency, helping to organize
delegates for the Texas primary in
March. And he is major gifts chair for
his class' tenth reunion this spring.
"I am so totally content with what I
do," he says, and where he does it. "I
just look at it as pure quality of life."
—M.H.B.
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Kenyon's Rhodes Scholars
A measure of strength

•
•

Warren Iwasa gets on with the business of writing

w

arren M. Iwasa '65 lives in
paradise.
At least that's how the tropical
lushness that is Hawaii appears to
snowbound mainlanders in winter. But
the island state has its share of
troubles, and Iwasa, a journalist, has
sketched both the risks and delights of
his garden residence.
Iwasa began his journalistic career as
a founding editor of the Hawaii
Observer in the early 1970s. Like their
peers on other alternative publications,
Observer staff members were clever and
idealistic and prided themselves on
their critical and incisive approach to
news. Unfortunately, their enthusiasm
did not extend to advertising or
marketing, and the Observer folded
after five years.
"I loved the kind of journalism we
did," notes Iwasa. "It was informed,
explanatory, critical, and, we believed,
fair. But, alas, we were better at putting
out a publication than marketing it. I
don't think it's completely an accident
that I've spent the last four years in
marketing and sales."
As marketing manager at the University
of Hawaii Press, Iwasa increased sales
by 50 percent, an accomplishment his
pals at the Observer would no doubt
applaud. At the same time, he was
manager of East-West Export Books
and represented thirty American and
Canadian university and scholarly
presses in Asia.
Iwasa traveled five months of the
year; Kuala Lumpur, Seoul, Singapore,
and Tokyo were frequent destinations.
Tokyo interested him particularly, since
his grandfather had emigrated to Hawaii
from Japan in 1898. Too, Iwasa kept
up his Japanese language skills, which
he had acquired not from family members
intent on making a complete break
from their old country, but during his
years as a student at Oxford.
In fact, Iwasa had gone to Oxford on
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Sixth in a series
his own after Kenyon, having been
accepted as a student by the eminent
critic Christopher Ricks. Encouraged by
Rhodes Scholars, including Bill Bradley,
now a U.S. senator from New Jersey,
he applied for the scholarship during
his first year and became the first
recipient from Hawaii.
After earning a bachelor's degree in
English language and literature at
Worcester College, Iwasa decided to
fulfill a long-time scholarly and per
sonal interest and entered a doctoral
program in Japanese at Oxford.
"Something happened when I went
to Japan," Iwasa writes of his 1969 year
abroad. "So much was going on there
at the time: the international exposition,
Expo 70; businesses eager to make con
tact with and communicate with the
West; a certain cultural ferment. It was
an exciting time to be in Japan, and 1
think la fellow researcher and IJ both
felt it finally was time to leave what
had been for us the sheltered world of
academe and get on with the business
of becoming writers."
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Iwasa returned to Hawaii and taught
for one year at the University of Hawaii.
That experience confirmed that he did
not want to teach or devote himself to
academic scholarship. He had had such
good teachers at Kenyon and Oxford,
he says, that he felt he did not have
that kind of dedication to the craft.
Wanting to involve himself in the
community life of Hawaii, Iwasa has on
and off for the past fifteen years worked
as a consultant to the Honolulu City
Council and other city and state agencies.
He is currently at work on a study of
landfill regulations for the Legislative
Reference Bureau. "In retrospect, I seem
to enjoy jobs that allow me temporary
access to the city and state bureaucracies.
Government files contain stories that
need to be told."
He also writes a regular column in
Honolulu Magazine on the press and is a
contributing editor for EastWest Magazine.
He recently wrote a long article docu
menting the changing landscape of Lanai,
from pineapple plantation to tourist
resort, and has written pieces on topics
ranging from a crumbling public swimming
pool in Waikiki to a woolen sweater.
Together with a partner, John White,
he recently formed Paradise/City
Communications and will publish books
about Hawaii.
Iwasa isn't obsessed with living up to
the standards for Rhodes Scholars outlined
by Cecil Rhodes in his will, which
include devotion to duty, sympathy for
and protection of the weak, kindliness,
unselfishness and fellowship, moral
force of character, and instinct to lead.
"I think of Rhodes' list of attributes
as Victorian intangibles," Iwasa says.
"You want to take them seriously, but
they are a very high standard."
But Iwasa in his work takes a great
interest in his fellow human beings,
and with that Rhodes would have little
quarrel.
—M.H.B.
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Book Reviews
ARISTOPHANES'
LYSISTRATA
JEFFREY HENDERSON
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Aristophanes' Lysistrata
By Jeffrey J. Henderson '68
Clarendon Press, Oxford
The genius of Aristophanes is more widely
understood and appreciated in this century
than at any time since his death. Political,
social, and artistic liberty (or license) has
created a more receptive setting. (As recently
as fifty years ago the titanic Hellenist
Wilamowitz-Moellendorff felt obliged to
defend his rather discreet commentary on
Aristophanes' Lysistrata against the anticipated
charge of prurience.) Translations at last
have some of the effervescence and finesse
of Aristophanes' unique Greek. Critics are
freely exploring all aspects of the wild order
of the plays.
But the basis for understanding and
appreciation must always be the many-sided
interpretation of the Greek text itself. The
Clarendon Press has since 1964 gradually
been issuing commentaries on Aristophanes
(one play per volume) as part of its series on
Greek drama, and this series is the most
uniformly distinguished of its kind in the
world. Jeffrey J. Henderson (who won highest
honors in classics at his graduation in 1968)
now becomes the fourth Oxford Aristophanist
and the very first person from the United
States to contribute to any part of the series
(which now stands at seventeen volumes).
There is no greater attainment in this branch
of classical scholarship.
Henderson, who is currently chair of
classics at the University of Southern
California, read the Lysistrata in Greek at
Kenyon in 1967 (several years before the
memorable Hill Theater production of the
play set its special seal on coeducation in
Gambier). His Harvard University doctoral
dissertation on obscene language in
Aristophanes, The Maculate Muse (Yale
University Press, 1975), was highly praised
in the Times Literary Supplement and has
been standard reading for students of
Aristophanes ever since. The present
meticulous and brilliant edition of the
Lysistrata required more than a decade for
28

its preparation, which included travels to
seven European cities to collate the major
manuscripts.
It is impossible in a brief review to indicate
the overwhelming panoply of diverse
scholarly expertise Henderson has brought
to bear. Yet there is much here even for
students without Greek. The "Introduction"—
an encyclopedic masterpiece of condensation
and readability—offers among other things a
close comparative analysis of the drama, its
characters, and features of its production. A
special value of the book is Henderson's
approach to the play "as a script of a
performance." He says, "In my mind's eye 1
attempt to restage the performance as far as
is possible from the evidence of the text
itself, and to consider what effect its various
parts are likely to have produced among the
spectators in 411 B.C."
Yet this is only a fraction of what his
commentary offers. It will be of permanent
and basic importance not only to classicists
and students of drama and literature but also
to social historians, anthropologists, political
philosophers, and humanists in general. As
devotees of Sophocles still recur to the
irreplaceable commentaries of Jebb first
printed in the last century, so Aristophanists
will be consulting Henderson for a century—
probably for centuries—to come.
—William E. McCulloh, professor of classics
at Kenyon

essays based on interviews. The conversations
offer insights into both Taylor's literary
magnitude and the art of interviewing.
Steven Goodwin, now director of the
literature program at the National Endowment
for the Arts, interviewed his creative
writing teacher in 1973. Their friendship
and Goodwin's astute questioning produced
one of the more easygoing and informative
pieces about literary craftsmanship in the book.
J. William Broadway's 1985 interview
with Taylor for the Chattahoochee Review,
on the other hand, was the result of a fivehour session and opens the door to Taylor's
more private side: his penchant for gardening
and restoring old homes, his religious
upbringing, and the attitudes and atmospheres
that shape his work.
No volume on Taylor would be complete
without reference to Kenyon, and a 1983
interview with the author by Professor of
English Robert W. Daniel, first published in
the Bulletin, is included here.
If we, too, were not guilty of robbery—
another interview on the occasion of Taylor's
Pulitzer Prize resulted in a September 1987
Bulletin story—it would be easy to say, "Let
the man get on with his more serious busi
ness." As it is, having Conversations with
Peter Taylor is one of the better ways to
spend our time.
—M.H.B.

Conversations with

PETER
TAYLOR
Wi
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Conversations with
Peter Taylor
Edited by Hubert H. McAlexander
University Press of Mississippi
That Peter Taylor '40 still draws a breath is
incredible considering the number of con
versations he has had with interviewers and
critics over the years. Fourteen of these
sessions are reprinted in this volume of the
"Literary Conversations" series.
Spanning the period 1960 to 1987, some
of these interviews are straight questionand-answer pieces while others are short

7

Cry for War: The Story of
Suzan and Michael Carson
By Richard D. Reynolds '70
Squibob Press
Take equal parts of arson, murder, witchcraft,
self-proclaimed Islam, and drug-dealing, and
mix with the unstable characters of Suzan
and Michael Carson.
Simmer in the Haight-Ashbury district of
San Francisco, bring to a boil in the
marijuana-growing region of Northern
California, and let stand near the beaches
of Venice, California.
This unappetizing dish, reminiscent of those
KCAB

of Charles Manson, doesn't play any tricks
on us. It doesn't become any more savory
with repeated tastings.
Hacking at their victim, arguing with the
press about the exact number of stab wounds,
shooting an acquaintance and failing until
afterward to assess the difficulty of pulling
his corpse into the woods, misjudging the
amount of kerosene needed to burn a body
(the flesh only burns away in layers and
needs to be relit), Michael and Suzan are a
bizarre, lovey-dovey couple whose devotion
to each other may be partially explained by
the author's fascination with them, and
particularly with Suzan.
Though Richard Reynolds admits that
they "are the most frightening people I have
ever met," he finds Michael "an extremely
intelligent, articulate man." His interviews
with Suzan, "which made perfect sense to
me while I was sitting in front of her, were
often nothing but gibberish."
Like Manson, some people need a power
over others, and perhaps over themselves,
to do certain things. While this may be a
great argument for powerlessness, perhaps
we are best served by those who understand
their need for power and who use it better.
—John H. Finefrock, manager of the Kenyan
College Bookstore and adjunct instructor of
classics

Briefly noted
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unclear on the topic himself."
Cobb had a good idea but seemed to lose
interest early on, devoting just a few pages
to subjects worthy of greater attention. While
he laments the "McPaper" character of the
American press, his own work might best
be called "McBook."

RULING
WAVES

»i *»

Ruling the Waves: The Political
Economy of International Shipping
By Alan W. Cafruny '74
University of California Press
Cafruny makes sense of an extremely complex
subject by examining the structural changes
in post-World War II shipping, their causes
as found in various regimes, and the effects
on international relations.
By considering both theory and history as
they relate to shipping, and the challenge
in contemporary times, particularly by Third
World maritime policies, to America's
global role, one begins to understand the
nature and future of a basic, powerful
infrastructure.
NEW DISCOVERIES
NEW DISCOVERS
NEW OiSCCYE&iES
NEW DISCOVERIES
NEW O'SCOVERlf$
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Us and Them, or Why America
is Like England and Why England
is Like America and How They
Got That Way
By Kevin Cobb '80
Taylor Publishing Company
Cobb, a Georgia native whom a friend once
accused of being English, pokes fun at the
common and sometimes unfortunate
approaches Great Britain and America take
in the conduct of their affairs.
Considered in the flashy paperback are
eccentrics: "The English are unrepentantly
eccentric, while their American cousins
tend more towards outright craziness"; pets:
"Americans and Britons love small, cute,
and/or furry things in general, especially if
they happen to be animals"; and George
Plimpton: "Many Americans are unclear
about George Plimpton's citizenship. This is
understandable, as he might be a little
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New Discoveries in Literature,
Drama, and Film
By Theodore Price '48
Copley Publishing Group
In this compilation of lecture notes,
program notes written for films, and short
essays, Price gives what he says are new
interpretations of some of the best words
written.
Although most of the text is written as if
it were to be spoken—which indeed much
of it was, in Price's theater and literature
classes at Montclair State College in New
Jersey—his comments are thoughtful and his
prose plain but effective.

(Continued from page 1)
In senior differential equations, we had been
given some homework (a usual procedure)
and I got stumped on one problem. I went
over and over the tack I was using, and
while I was quite sure it was a proper one it
just wouldn't work. So I went to his office
and explained the situation. He looked at
the work and in four or five seconds said,
"Mr. Stamm, you have a minus sign here
and it should be a plus." Then he said, "1
had not thought of this substitution; it is
very good." It must have been as I got an
A, or a 1 as it was then, in the course.
Those were the gold old days. This last
course had Thomas P. Jenkins '28, Robert
B. Janes '28, now deceased, and me as the
class.
D. Eugene Stamm '28
Ormond Beach, Florida

Answers to puzzles
1. lichi, chili
2. wrong, grown
3. foal, loaf, Olaf
4. acts, cast, Cats, scat
5. boarder, broader
6. raffia, affair
7. Menlo, lemon, melon
8. evil, vile, veil, live, Levi
9. moonlight, loon might
10. gnu, ung, gun
11. sit me, times, mites, items, emits,
smite
12. sinew, wines, wisen, swine
13. slave, veals, vales, laves, salve,

Valse
14. pares, pears, serap, parse, rapes,
spare, spear, reaps, apres
asper, apers, Earps
15. Elgar, regal glare, large, Lager
16. coast, coats, ascot, Tosca, Costa, a
cost, as cot
17. spate, pates, tapes, paste, peats, A

step, as pet, a pest
18. coming, gnomic
19. sepal, leaps, pales, lapse, pleas,
peals
20. foster, forest, softer
21. crones, censor, sconer, coners
22. dues, Duse, used, sued
23. shear, share, hears, hares
24. phase, heaps, shape
25. scape, paces, space, cape's
26. mantel, let man, mental, lament,
mal net, mantle
27. Adonis, said on, no aid's, nod is a,
0 Dan is, son aid, a sin do, s an
1 do, so a din, dais no
28. decimation, medication
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Enter and sign in please! Freshmen add their names to the Matriculation Book on Founders' Day.

Freshmen learn of Kenyon—and
themselves—at Matriculation
The mood in Rosse Hall was decidedly
informal. Students laughed, waved greetings,
looked for familiar faces, and shouted things
like, "Hey, do you think Fred even got out
of bed for the occasion?"
But as the Brass Choir began the ceremonial
march, voices stilled and expectations rose.
All eyes focused on the white-robed
students bearing the American flag and silk
banners proclaiming the date of Kenyon's
founding. Faculty members processed down
the aisles in full academic regalia. The 1987
Founder's Day Convocation and Rite of
Matriculation had begun.
With a little imagination, the time could
be 1841, the year of the first Founder's Day
ritual. At that time, the ceremony was most
likely held in the south basement of Rosse
Hall, humble environs used until the
building's main floor was completed in 1845.
Impressive in his black and purple robes,
President Philip H. Jordan Jr. greeted the
crowd and emphasized that the "centuriesold tradition" was a time for "collective
remembrance and gratitude for the famous
and the humble, for those who began and
sustained this college."
The rite of matriculation was once linked
to discipline and extracted from freshmen a
promise to uphold the distinguished standards
of the College with proper behavior. For
this generation, the ceremony is a "welcoming
and a signing," said Jordan, a beginning of
the "Kenyonization" of incoming students.
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In celebration of "all those who framed
the world's body and soul on Gambier Hill,"
Chaplain Andrew W. Foster III read the
Founders' Memorial, a grateful remembrance
honoring the individuals who founded and
built Kenyon. The memorial paid tribute to
donors, recalled the long line of professors
and students who carried on the traditions
of the College, and honored community
members who died during the past year.
Keynote speaker for the convocation was
Harlene Marley, professor of drama and
interim director of library services. Sensitive
to an audience's penchant for dozing through
affairs of this sort, she captured their attention
with the question, "Who am I talking to?
The class of 1991, of course, although
everyone here is welcome to listen."
Creating what she called a symbolic repre
sentation of the typical member of the class
of 1991, garnered from a survey completed
in the first week of classes, Marley said,
"First of all, you are a woman, age eighteen,
named Sarah or Rebecca. Your minority
counterpart is named Mark-ChristopherThomas. You live at least one hundred
miles from home and have had the Kenyon
cold at least once."
According to Marley, typical students
consider themselves above average in
academics, leadership ability, and physical
health. They have clear objectives in life,
hope to become an authority in their field,
help people, develop a philosophy of life,

promote racial equality, and be well-off
financially.
While these characterizations could apply
to nearly any entering class, thus linking
students to the past and present, she noted
that they also apply to the individual. "This
ceremony will connect you to those students
of one hundred years ago, to those of past,
present, and future. These formalities are
symbolic representations and typical acts
that will link you to those here before and
since and to the faculty," said Marley.
The Founder's Day festivities also included
the presentation of the Bishop Philander
Chase Medal, awarded to a lay member of
the Protestant Episcopal Church for commit
ment, leadership, and work for the church.
The 1987 recipient of the award, which has
been presented only nine times in Kenyon's
history, was Joseph W. Scherr, a 1929
graduate of the College and the only alumnus
ever to receive the medal.
Tall and slightly stooped, with a humble
and gentle look on his face, Scherr stood at
the platform, patiently waiting as President
Jordan read an impressive list of accomplish
ments and activities. A former president of
the Health Insurance Association of America,
Scherr has served his church on the vestry,
as a Sunday school teacher, and as a
delegate to diocesan conventions. He has
also been instrumental in the development
of Episcopal Retirement Homes in Cincinnati
and Columbus. According to his own
pastor, "Every parish in Christendom
should have a Joe Scherr."
When the time came for the Rite of
Matriculation, Dean of Students Thomas J.
Edwards asked the students to rise and
repeat the oath, read by President Jordan.
The sound of young voices filled the hall as
the students made their promises to be
"faithful sons and daughters of Kenyon
College." Jordan extended his welcome and
congratulations to the matriculants.
Recently elected members of Phi Beta
Kappa were also introduced at the convoca
tion. Those present rose to be recognized,
dressed in black robes reminiscent of English
university traditions. The new members are
seniors Rupert G. "Garry" Barber, David
V.S. Bartram, Robert W. Foster, Kathleen
M. Kahle, Anthony P. Luensman, Craig W.
Siders, and Robert M. Voce.
A choral blessing performed by the
Chamber Singers and a benediction seeking
knowledge and light signaled the end of the
ceremony. The hour was over and the spell
was broken. Above the music, talking and
laughing resumed. Appetites were remembered
and afternoon plans made. As the students
went off to fill the present, however, they
would carry with them a bit of the past.
—Dina Vasbinder
KCAB
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Faculty news
Academic Computing
Thomas Moberg, director of academic com
puting, delivered an address entitled
"Computing and Liberal Arts Colleges" at
the Computing in Small Kentucky Colleges
and Universities Conference at Georgetown
College in Kentucky on October 24.

Anthropology/Sociology
Rita Kipp and Edward Schortman
presented a paper, "The Formation of
Supralocal Elite Identities: A Theory about
the Evolution of Trade in the Evolution of
the State," at the annual American
Anthropological Association conference in
November. Schortman also presented a
paper on the development of social com
plexity in Preclassic southern Mesoamerica,
which he cowrote with Patricia Urban. At
the same conference, Urban presented the
results of her work on the Early Postclassic
epoch in the Naco Valley of northwestern
Honduras. She received a grant from the
Wenner-Gren Foundation for Anthropological
Research for work on the Preclassic Era in
the Naco Valley. Urban and Schortman
will spend second semester in Naco,
accompanied by three Kenyon juniors and
seven students from other colleges who will
study archaeology, anthropology, and inter
national studies. The project is sponsored by
Kenyon and the National Science Founda
tion's Research Experiences for Under
graduates Program. John Macionis has ac
cepted an appointment as a visiting lecturer
at the University of Pittsburgh next fall. He
will also participate in the Semester-at-Sea
program, helping to prepare courses in inter
national urbanization and world patterns of
social inequality for the floating university.
He is also preparing a collection of readings
for classroom use to be published by
Prentice-Hall. Esther Merves was a guest
speaker at a conference on homeless
women, sponsored by the League of Women
Voters in Columbus, Ohio, in November.
She also presented her research findings on
homeless women at the Columbus
Metropolitan Club. An essay written by
Howard Sacks and his wife, Judy, entitled
"Way Up North in Dixie: Black-White
Musical Interaction on the Northern Fron
tier" has been accepted for publication in
the journal American Music.

Art
Gregory Spaid will present a one-man show
from January 18 to February 7 in the Art
Gallery in Olin Library. Entitled "The
Night," the show will feature paintings and
sculptures inspired by his sabbatical in Santa
Fe, New Mexico, last year. The work of
several of Spaid's photography students was
included in Instant Projects, a Polaroid
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Corporation publication, as examples of
class assignments in photography.

Chemistry
Russell Batt and John Moore, professor of
chemistry at Eastern Michigan University
have edited ITERATIONS II: Computing in
the Journal of Chemical Education. Published
by the Journal of Chemical Education in
Easton, Pennsylvania, the work is an an
notated bibliography of all computer-related
articles published in the journal from 1981
to 1986.

Drama
The plays of Wendy MacLeod, a 1981 Kenyon
graduate who is a visiting assistant professor
of drama, are in demand across the country.
Apocalyptic Butterflies was given a reading at
Playwrights Horizons in New York City,
received critical acclaim with a full production
at the Magic Theater in San Francisco,
California, in November, and is slated for a
workshop production at the Ensemble Studio
Theatre in New York City in January. A
short piece commissioned by the Actors
Theatre of Louisville, Kentucky, is in
rehearsal, and her one-act play The Lost
Colony will be staged by the Actors Theater
of St. Paul, Minnesota, in February.

Economics
Francisco "Paco" Bataller M. has resigned
and accepted a position as principal admin
istrator for the Commission of European
Communities and researcher for the Com
mission's General Directorate for Foreign
Relations. Paco and his family will reside in
Brussels, Belgium.

History
Clifton Crais has received a postdoctoral
research fellowship from the University of
Cape Town, South Africa. He will be
preparing his manuscript "The Making of
the Colonial Order in the Eastern Cape:
White Supremacy and Resistance in PreIndustrial South Africa, 1770-1885" for
publication and editing a collection of essays
on post-emancipation society in the Cape
Colony. The book New York Modem, cur
rently being completed by Peter Rutkoff
and William Scott with a grant from the
National Endowment for the Humanities,
will be published by the Johns Hopkins
University Press.

International Studies
Richard Melanson has announced the for
mation of a local chapter—Phi—of Sigma
Iota Rho, the national honor society for
international studies. Eligible for Phi-chapter
membership are juniors and seniors majoring
in international studies with a grade-point
average of 3.25 or better. Melanson, director
of the international studies program, says
Phi chapter will sponsor activities on campus
highlighting international studies.
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An irregular compendium of interesting,
if not wholly relevant,
facts and acts of nature
Book 'im, Harlene
Frank T. Jones '35 of Fort Pierce, Florida,
opened a long-sealed carton of books
the other week and came across Bret
Harte's The Luck of Roaring Camp. It
was fifty-four years, eight months, and
twenty-three days overdue at the Kenyon
library. "Any per diem fine would surely
put me in very dire financial straits,"
he wrote to Thomas B. Greenslade '31,
College archivist. Nine hundred ninetyeight dollars and sixty-five cents to be
exact, said Harlene Marley, interim
director of libraries. Still, she graciously
accepted Jones' check for $25—and the
welcome return of an early edition.

Faculty figures
According to a September 1987 study
of Kenyon faculty positions, broken
down by gender, about 35 percent, or
fifty-eight of one hundred seventy-six
faculty members, are women. Nineteen
visiting faculty members are women;
fifteen visitors are men. Fifteen women
and sixteen men are assistant professors.
Twelve women and thirty-five men are
associate professors. One woman has
achieved the rank of full professor;
twenty-nine men are full professors.

Reviewing the troops
If you were wondering how students
viewed the armed services these days, U.S.
Marine Corps recruiters say this year's
response is the best in five years. Accord
ing to Staff Sergeant Gordon Kaylor,
who visited campus on November 5, a
mass mailing of recruitment notices to
freshmen and sophomores resulted in
seven requests for interviews and numerous
inquiries for more information. Three
Kenyon students are currently enlisted
in the Platoon Leaders Course, the
Marine Corps equivalent of ROTC.
We called the U.S. Army and the
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U.S. Air Force too, just to be faircertainly not because one conversation
with a recruitment officer in one day
isn't enough—and Air Force Sergeant
Jerry Chattman of the Columbus Officer
Recruitment Office said he hasn't had
a candidate from Kenyon in three
years. Ditto, echoed Army Sergeant
Steve Mereyo in Mount Vernon. But
one 1985 graduate is currently attending
medical school on an ROTC scholarship.
-

I.P.H.S.
John Macionis, associate professor of sociology,
is serving as director of the program this
year. Robert Goodhand, currently directing
the Sweet Briar College Junior Year in
France, will become permanent director of
I.P.H.S. next fall. Leonard Gordon, Kenyon's
Jewish chaplain, is in his second year as an
instructor of I.P.H.S. This summer he
moderated a panel at the National Women's
Studies Association on "Judaism and
Masculinity." At the Regional Hillel Directors'
Conference, he presented a paper, "Midrash
and Modern Literary Criticism: New Audiences
for Rabbinic Literature." His essay "Becoming
a Rabbi in First-Century Palestine" is
scheduled to appear in the Proceedings of the
Eastern Great Lakes Biblical Society.

Music
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Nora Ephron

Professional heartburn
"You're lucky to have me here because
I'm not very good," said Nora Ephron,
humorist, journalist, screenwriter, mother,
sister. Wife. The woman whose marriage
to Washington Post reporter Carl Bern
stein made terrific copy told potential
journalists in Rosse Hall in November
that the fact she had to work just to be
an "okay writer" should be inspiring.

Marriage material
During a campus visit by Fran Lebowitz
in October, a student asked her why
she had never married and she said, "1
don't know. My standards aren't all
that high. 1 have only two requirements
for a husband. He must be rich and he
must be dead."
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An article by Camilla Cai, "Fanny
Mendelssohn—Composer and Pianist: Did
Felix Approve?" was published in the fall
edition of Piano Quarterly. Another article,
"Was Brahms a Reliable Editor? His Revisions
to Opuses 116, 117, 118, and 119," is
scheduled for publication in Acta Musicologica.
Cai delivered a lecture entitled "Texture in
the Late Piano Pieces as Evidence of
Brahms's Idiomatic Writing for the Nine
teenth-Century Piano" at the American
Musicological Society chapter meeting in
Columbia, Missouri, in November. Benjamin
Locke is preparing the spring tour schedule
for the Kenyon College Chamber Singers,
which he directs. Tentative tour stops include
Cincinnati, Ohio; Knoxville, Tennessee;
Chapel Hill, North Carolina; Charlottesville,
Virginia; and Washington, D.C. Jocelyn
McDonald took first place in the National
Association of Teachers of Singing artists'
competition for the Great Lakes region in
November. She finished second in the
group's national award competition in
January. Marlene Rosen was featured as
soprano soloist in a performance of George
Crumb's "Madrigals" at the Percussive Arts
Society convention in St. Louis, Missouri in
October. She also performed Crumb's work
on campus this fall. Micah Rubenstein is
listed in the latest edition of the International
Who's Who in Music, the first of Kenyon's
music professors to be so honored.

Philosophy
Juan De Pascuale has been selected, along
with Roberta Davidson of the English
department, to codirect a Mellon Summer
Seminar for the faculty entitled "The Post
modern Perspective: The Impact of Recent
French Philosophy on Literary Criticism,
Philosophy, and Social Theory." Donald
Rothberg presented a paper on "The Politics
of Meditation" at a meeting on "Issues in
the Theory and Practice of Meditation" at
the American Academy of Religion in Boston,
Massachusetts, in December.

Alumni Association news
Boston
The Boston Alumni Association held its
most successful fall dinner event on
November 13 with almost a hundred alumni,
spouses, parents, and friends in attendance.
The dinner was once again held at the
Downtown Federal Club, atop the Bank of
Boston building, with its magnificent view
on three sides of Boston, Cambridge, and
surrounding communities. Provost Reed
Browning was entertaining and informative
as he recounted the recent physical changes
at Kenyon, the achievements of the faculty,
and the administration's plans for the
future. Also in attendance from the College
were Director of Alumni Affairs Jeff Robinson
'49 and his wife, Annie, Lisa Dowd Schott
'80, and Susan Browning. William Cheney
'49, Jeff Robinson's classmate and former
roommate, raised a toast to him and Annie,
stating that they will be sorely missed when
Jeff retires. Russell Pinkham '84 on behalf
of the association presented a framed photograph of Middle Path to Bill Rice '66 who
resigned as president after five years of
exemplary service. His successor, Pamoja
Burrell '76, praised him for his commitment
and hard work, noting that when he began
serving as president, there were some alumni
events which as few as ten alumni attended.
The food was sumptuous and plentiful, the
film "A World of Difference" brought fond
recollections of our years in Gambier, and a
good time was had by all. We look forward
to doing it even bigger and better next
year.
—Pamoja Burrell '76

Buffalo
On October 6, Buffalo proved you don't
have to he a big shot to make a big splash
when thirty Kenyon alumni, spouses, and
parents gathered at the Buffalo Club for a
festive evening to celebrate the Campaign
for Kenyon and to meet Dean of Students
Thomas J. Edwards. Buffalo's alumni group
does not have an official association, but
under the leadership of Richard Ehret '52,
Howard Sperry '65, Doug Bean '75, and
John Kryder '78, many exciting things will
be happening there.
—Dorien Ter Haar '86

Dayton
On September 11, twenty-six alumni,
parents, and trustees of Kenyon gathered for
cocktails and dinner at Daniel's Park Row
in Dayton. After dinner, guests from Kenyon
were introduced, including Director of Alumni
Affairs Jeff Robinson '49, his wife, Annie,
Director of Volunteer Programs Lisa Dowd
Schott '80, and Associate Professor of Art
Greg Spaid '69, who gave a slide presentation
of the work of faculty artists entitled "Art
and Its Circle of Influence at Kenyon."
KCAB

Diverse pieces of art by student artists were
displayed around the room. At the conclusion
of the evening, the film "A World of Dif
ference" was presented and enjoyed by all.
—Margarete Haiss '79

Denver
Colorado Kenyonites gathered on October 8
in southeast Denver to carry on alumni
activities in the Rocky Mountain region.
President Douglas Gertner '81 welcomed the
group and introduced classmate and new
admissions chair Susan Jones Oakes '81,
vice president Debra Lunn Millard '73, and
parents Dennis and Sally Parton P'88. The
Denver Association also welcomed special
guests President Philip H. Jordan Jr., who
offered a state-of-the-college update, and
Lynn Clapham and Alice Feely '85 of the
Office of Development. This dinner marked
the final official visit to Colorado by Director
of Alumni Affairs Jeff Robinson '49 before
his retirement. His classmate Doug Maxfield
'49, Doug's wife, Jenny, and long-time friend
of the College Joan Grimm were also present
to bid Jeff a fond farewell and send best
regards to Annie Robinson, who was unable
to attend.
—Douglas Gertner '81

Indianapolis
Indianapolis alumni started this year's annual
dinner with a bang. Feeling honored to be
the first stop on the final whirlwind tour by
Director of Alumni Affairs Jeff Robinson
and his wife, Annie, alumni gathered in
record-setting numbers. Among those in
attendance were Joie and Ross Kipka P'89,
Sue and Tom Jenkins '28, Barbara and Chuck
Williams '49, Ed Davis '53, Mary Ann and
Allen McCormick '55, Liz and John Jenkins
'66, Christine and Tom Mason '66, Janet
and Murray Clark '79, Howard Kay '82 and
Maurya Milliken '84, and Lisa Dowd Schott
'80, director of volunteer programs at Kenyon.
All Indianapolis alumni wish the Robinsons
the best of luck in the years to come and
cherish the years they pulled us all together.
—Cindy Frost '84

Kansas City
Eighteen alumni and friends of Kenyon
gathered for the annual dinner meeting of
the Kansas City Alumni Association on
November 18 at the historic Savoy Grill,
where they feasted on a meal of lobster and
steak under an eighty-five-year-old Tiffany
dome and viewed the film "A World of
Difference." Following an introduction by
Mark O'Connell '80, President Philip H.
Jordan Jr. led the group in an informal
discussion of the state of the College and
the Campaign for Kenyon's critical role in
its future success. Alumni in attendance
included John Ackermann '63, Eric Stromberg
'63, Bruce Pendleton '70, Mark O'Connell
'80, Nancy Beachy Overfelt '80, and Mary
Firth '86.
—Mark O'Connell '80
Winter 1987-88

Some give the coats off their backs
at Houston campaign kickoff
Texans. They do things differently. No pre
tension. Not much small talk. Just a big, warm
welcome and a vow to keep their support
for Kenyon flowing, like the black gold that
runs deep through the state.
The kickoff dinner for the Southern
Plains Regional Campaign for Kenyon, as
well as the Houston Alumni Association's
annual dinner, was held in the fashionable
Houston Club, in that city's downtown
which reflects the architectural fancies of
oilmen who never imagined a bust. Almost
sixty guests crowded the semicircular
cocktail lounge whose outer wall was a win
dow onto the city's spectacular skyline.
As servers moved about the dressy crowd
juggling trays of bourbon—what else!—Fred
Wakefield and Joe Compean serenaded the
guests, including President Philip H. Jordan
Jr., who had flown in from an alumni din
ner in Dallas the previous evening, Douglas
L. Givens, vice president for development
at the College, and Jefferson D. Robinson
111 '49, director of alumni affairs at Kenyon.
Of course, Texas is oil, and quite a few
Houston alumni at the kickoff work in the
industry, including David W. Hutzelman
'62, director of marketing information
systems for Texaco, and Harold Decker '25
H'82, an independent oil investor.
But it was a diverse group, and tied up in
small knots of conversation around the
room were physicians Richard L. Shorkey
'38 and J. Peter Sullivan '58, who is serving
as chair of the steering committee for the
Southern Plains Regional Campaign;
lawyers Joseph G. "Chip" Galagaza '77
(whose companion, Houston Opera singer
Jesenda Burns, treated guests later in the
evening to several arias) and Robert S.
Maclntyre Jr. '69.
Jack E. Titus '38, with his shock of white
hair and a Southern drawl that belies his
Gambier roots, recounted to John K. Cox
'45 how his father, a carpenter, built the
trophy case that stands in the entryway of
Peirce Hall. And Cox in turn related that
an uncle, Frederick LaMotte Santee, had
been an associate professor of classics at
Kenyon in the 1940s.

John M. Hawn '84 and L. Margaret Lanphier
'84, newly married, spoke with high hopes
of their new life together in Houston, and
College Archivist Thomas B. Greenslade
'31 and his wife, Mary, no doubt caught
many alumni by surprise with their detailed
remembrances of former Kenyon students.
"What is it that makes Kenyon so
distinctive," Jordan queried the audience,
following the lavish meal. Surely the beauty
of Gambier sets it apart from its peers, he
went on. But, foremost, it is "the bringing
together of young people of high promise
with teachers who can make an extraordinary
difference in their lives" that distinguishes
the College from the pack. "We still remain,
with all the changes, a college that is small,
undergraduate, residential, and profoundly
liberal arts."
As evidence of the longevity of purpose
at Kenyon and the beauty and spirit of its
campus, the film "A World of Difference"
was screened. Finally, Galagaza bid twelve
preselected men to shed their dinner
jackets, and the somewhat stunned groupincluding Jordan, Givens, Greenslade,
Rohinson, and a number of other alumniwere marched out of the hall.
"This better have a good punchline," said
James R. Pierce Jr. '78, who had been
clutching his jacket nervously.
Indeed, the men returned twenty minutes
later sporting handsome armadillo t-shirts
especially designed for the occasion and
baseball caps inscribed with telling quips. It
was to cost the men $25 each to get their
jackets back.
Texans. They do things a bit differently.
No pretense. Not much small talk. Just a
threat of "Do or die" that left, we under
stand, only a few running cold into that
dark Houston night.
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Mtir} Greenslade renewed her acquaintance
with Jack Titus '38—one of her students at
Gambier High School.
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New York City

San Diego

One hundred and sixteen Kenyon alumni,
spouses, parents, and friends gathered on
November 11 at the Princeton Club for a
New York City Alumni Association cocktail
reception. The association happily welcomed
its newest members from the Class of 1987
and more than twenty parents, including
Eileen and Bob Melican P'90, regional
parent chairs and members of the Regional
Steering Committee. Visiting from Gambier
were Provost Reed Browning, his wife, Susan,
Director of Alumni Affairs Jeff Robinson
'49 and his wife, Annie, and Director of
Volunteer Programs Lisa Dowd Schott '80.
Following cocktails, Stu Sheppard '83 spoke
about admissions efforts in the area and
outlined opportunities for alumni and parents
in admissions work. Provost Browning gave
an interesting talk on the College, with par
ticular emphasis on the faculty's continuing
strong commitment to teaching. At the
conclusion of the program, Mark Rennie
'79, outgoing president of the association,
introduced Roger Pierce '80 as his successor.
Roger, who then spoke about future plans
for the association, has strong family support
for his work—his wife, Bobbie Barr Pierce
'80, and sister-in-law, Marci Barr Abbot '73,
are leaders in the association.
—Mark Rennie '79

The rapidly growing San Diego alumni con
tingent enjoyed a Mexican dinner at the
home of Antje and Robert Fechner '62.
The Fechners' gesture of hospitality in pro
viding a lovely setting and plenty of refresh
ments was very generous. Dinner discussion
on the patio ranged from rush parties and
spring riots to Kenyon's "experience of selfawareness." Associate Professor of History
Michael Evans held a fireside chat about
the important role of history in the College's
liberal arts curriculum. The two newest
additions to the Class of 2009, Courtney
Lund and Katie Evans, received their first
Kenyon t-shirts from retiring Director of
Alumni affairs Jeff Robinson '49. Summer
plans for the association include a June
barbecue and mud volleyball tournament at
the home of Ellen Mower '76 and Amy Guy
'86; a fall soiree will be held at the home
of Liz Pegram Ralston '76 and Dan Ralston
'71. These events and more will be planned
by our new officers, President Ellen Mower,
Vice President Dan Ralston, SecretaryTreasurer Scott Evans '80, and Admissions
Chair Amy Guy.
—Sam Lund '79

Philadelphia
On September 27, the Philadelphia Alumni
Association had yet another successful social
affair. The law firm of Fronefield and de
Furia was the location of the annual cocktail
party for Kenyon alumni, spouses, parents,
and friends. There were more than forty in
attendance, gathered to hear Professor of
Religion Don Rogan speak of Kenyon life.
—Cathy Hazlett '81

St. Louis
The annual St. Louis Alumni Association
dinner was held at the University Club on
November 19. Attracted by the presence of
President Philip H. Jordan Jr., a record
crowd attended and was treated to a sensa
tional sunset, a filet mignon dinner, and a
viewing of the award-winning film "A World
of Difference." Also in attendance from
Kenyon were Director of Alumni Affairs Jeff
Robinson '49, his wife, Annie, and Campaign
Field Director Alice Feely '85. The
highlight of the evening was an inspiring
speech by President Jordan, followed by a
question-and-answer period. A social hour
followed the dinner and lasted until the hatcheck girl begged to go home. During the
evening, the association's presidential baton
was handed by David Jones '58 to Anne
Ludington '82. The enthusiasm of the
younger alumni was evidenced hy the fact
that one-third of the attendees had graduated
in the 1980s.
—David Jones '58

San Francisco
Thirty-eight enthusiastic Kenyon alumni,
spouses, parents, and friends gathered at the
University Club on October 30 for the San
Francisco Alumni Association dinner. After
being elevated to the fourth floor of the club,
with its excellent view of San Francisco
from atop Nob Hill, one found oneself in the
bar among old friends and new acquaintances.
Dinner was served in the library, after
which Chad Waite '77 introduced the officers
of the association and the guests from
Gambier: Director of Alumni Affairs Jeff
Robinson '49, his wife, Annie, and Associate

Professor of History Michael Evans, who
spoke on how a historian ought to perform
historical research. David Meyer '75
announced that the Kenyon basketball team
would visit San Francisco in November to
play two games and asked members of the
association to help in providing room, board,
cars, tours—or money in lieu thereof.
Crawford Brooks '35 regaled us with a tale
of fraternity members singing down Middle
Path arm-in-arm in order to maintain their
equilibrium, and someone recalled that in
the late forties, a well organized ex-para
trooper complete with chute stood atop Peirce
Hall contemplating another jump. When
the stories began to lag, the film "A World
of Difference" was shown, and so much was
said about Philander Chase that Jack Hart
'48 was prompted to jump up and lead the
group in five rousing choruses of "Philander
Chase."
—George Benner '49

Seattle
Seattle area alumni turned out in force for
brunch at the Fisherman's Restaurant on
Pier 57. Ed Pettigrew '65, a member of the
Alumni Council, reported on his latest visit
to Gambier, followed by Chuck Maurer '68,
admissions chair, who reported on last
year's successful recruiting efforts, which
resulted in two new members of the Class
of 1991 from the Seattle area. Michael Evans,
associate professor of history at Kenyon,
spoke on "Doing History at Kenyon," and
Director of Alumni Affairs Jeff Robinson
'49 brought the group up to date on activities
on the Hill. Everyone's favorite, the film
"A World of Difference," followed; the
spirit of Kenyon has been so well maintained
over the years, that no matter what year
you graduated the film evokes the same
feelings from all who see it.
—Tate Egger '66

Director of Development
Kenyon College invites applications and nominations for the position of director
of development. The director is responsible for the management of a broad
range of fundraising programs in the areas of capital and annual support, as
well as corporation and foundation solicitation. Related responsibilities
include supervision of volunteers; office administration; and program planning
and budgeting. Experience in the management of a capital campaign is
desirable. Strong oral and written communication skills are essential. Travel is
required.
The College is looking for an experienced institutional development officer,
but serious consideration will also be given to mature applicants from other

fields.

The position, which reports to the vice president for development, is
available on or before July 1, 1988. The deadline for receipt of applications is
April 15, 1988. Salary will be commensurate with experience.
Candidates should send a letter of application and a resume to Douglas L.
Givens, Office of Development, College Relations Center, Kenyon College,
Gambier, Ohio 43022-9623.
Kenyon College is an Equal Opportunity Employer
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Class notes
Editor's note: Members of classes for
which no class agent is listed should send
their class notes to:
Kenyon College
Office of Public Affairs
College Relations Center
Gambier, Ohio 43022-9623

'24

Kenyon College
Office of Public Affairs
College Relations Center
Gambier, Ohio 43022-9623

Associate Director for Parent Affairs
Applications are invited for the position of associate director for parent affairs
at Kenyon College. The successful candidate will have primary responsibility
for supervising and coordinating all Parents Association activities, including
meetings of the Parents Advisory Council, Parents Weekend, and the national
regional parent chair program. The associate director for parent affairs will
also assist the director of alumni affairs and the assistant director of alumni
and parent affairs with alumni-related activities such as Reunion Weekend
and Homecoming. Travel is required.
The associate director for parent affairs is a member of the College Relations
team and reports to the director of alumni affairs. He or she will also work
closely with other senior administrators. Basic qualifications for the position
are a bachelor's degree, preferably from Kenyon, excellent oral and written
communication skills, experience in planning and organizing public events,
and three years of work experience, preferably utilizing volunteer leadership.
Applications should be submitted no later than April 1, 1988. Salary is
negotiable. Please send a letter of application, a resume, and the names of
three references to Lisa D. Schott '80, Office of Alumni Affairs, College
Relations Center, Kenyon College, Gambier, Ohio 43022-9623.

In November, Maurice D. Campbell
contributed to the College archives some
photographs of Philander Chase's grave in
^ ]
Jubilee, Illinois. "We were attending an
Airstream Trailer Rallie there," he writes,
"and held our Sunday morning service in
Kenyon College is an Equal Opportunity Employer
the old church where Chase served in connection with the academy he had established
there." Maurice, who is retired from Camp50th Reunion
The Right Reverend David R. Thornberry
bell Grain and Seed Company, lives at 211
Mr. Jay C. Ehle
has not dropped from our class roll, as
South Broadway, West Salem, Illinois 62476.
Winton Place, Apt. 2613
readers of the 1986 Alumni Directory—from
12700 Lake Avenue
which he was missing—might have assumed.
Mr. Theodore C. Diller
Lakewood, Ohio 44107
David and his wife are living at 1969 Lake
416 Cumnor Road
Shore Drive, Harbor Springs, Michigan 49470.
Kenilworth, Illinois 60043
Mr. William T. Alexander
12700 Lake Avenue, Apt. 1808
Mr. John B. Tritsch
60th Reunion
Lakewood, Ohio 44107
547 Old Plantation Road
Mr. Franklin B. Mulberry
Jekyll Island, Georgia 31520
122 Fairway Drive
Thomas M. Sawyer tells us that the regents
Emerald Bay
of the University of Michigan named him
Rudolph F. Nunnemacher reports that,
Bullard, Texas 75757
professor emeritus of the humanities in July.
although he retired in 1982, he is still
He taught English and technical writing in
teaching biological sciences at Clark
Mr. Edward Southworth
the College of Engineering for forty-two
University in Worcester, Massachusetts. A
4141 Williams Road, Route 1
years and served as chair of the humanities
resident of Sutton, Massachusetts, he has
Monroeville, Ohio 44847
department for 1966-71. Tom's academic
now been at Clark for forty-eight years.
career included stints in 1963-64 as a Fulbright
Joseph W. Scherr was awarded the Bishop
Lecturer in Pakistan and in 1972 as a
Mr.
Benjamin
A.
Park
Chase Medal at Kenyon's annual Founders'
visiting professorial fellow at the University
50 Coe Road, Apt. 236
Day Convocation on October 29. Awarded
of Wales. In 1983 he presented papers at a
Belleair, Florida 33516
to a layman for great contributions to the
conference in Pretoria, South Africa, and in
church, the medal is only rarely bestowed
his retirement furlough year, 1986-87, he
Mr. Robert P. Doepke
and had never previously been granted to a
taught courses in technical writing in Denmark,
1228 Edwards Road
Kenyon graduate. Joe's many activities in
England, and Sweden. No doubt a good
Cincinnati, Ohio 45208
church and civic groups in Cincinnati,
deal of Tom's retirement time will be spent
Ohio, include the Council on Aging, the
with his family. "I now have seven excep
Dr. Edmund P. Dandridge
United Way, the vestry of the Episcopal
tionally handsome and intelligent grand
4316 Galax Drive
Church of the Redeemer, and senior citizen
children," he reports, "ranging from eighteen
Raleigh, North Carolina 27612
endeavors of the Episcopal Diocese of
months to nine years." Colonel Lino D.
Southern Ohio.
"Mike" Simonetti sends "best regards" to
Paul L. Griffiths Jr. writes that he and his
the class. Mike is living in Follansbee, West
wife, Biz, will be spending the first three
Mr. William G. Caples
Virginia.
months of 1988 in Palm Coast, Florida,
990 Lake Shore Drive, Apt. 24B
"trying to get our golf game into some sort
Chicago, Illinois 60611
Mr. Lawrence G. Bell Jr.
of respectable shape before returning to
10129 Ford Road
Wellesley, Massachusetts." While in Florida,
Mr. Thomas B. Greenslade
Perrysburg, Ohio 43551
the Griffiths plan to visit their son, Lieutenant
P.O. Box 569
Co-Agent: Robert O. Cless
Colonel Paul L. Griffiths 111 '67, and his
Gambier, Ohio 43022
family in North Palm Beach.
The Reverend Phil Porter Jr. was recently
55th Reunion
in contact with Lawrence G. Bell. Larry
Mr. F. Merrill Lindsay
reports that Phil, who lives in New Milford,
1810 West Wood Street
Connecticut, spent six weeks this past summer
Decatur, Illinois 62522
Co-Agent: James W. Newcomer
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traveling through the "great wild West."
Theodore J. Wende tells us he and his
wife, Libby, summer on MacMahon Island
off the coast of Maine. "The island has
thirty-seven homes, of which four are occupied
by Kenyon graduates," he writes. "This past
summer, there were nine Kenyon people
aboard, including Bud Channer '41 and his
wife, Isabel, Stephen Hale '83, Cathy
Bartlett '87, and Rick Brown '87." Ted
and Libby live in Akron, New York, the
remainder of the year.

'41

\
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Mr. Thomas H. Monaghan
90 North Columbia Avenue
Columbus, Ohio 43209

Frederick Greeley informs us that 1987 is
the one hundredth anniversary of the birth
of Aldo Leopold, noted author of A Sand
County Almanac. So, in April, Fred and his
wife traveled from their home in Amherst,
Massachusetts, to Madison, Wisconsin,
where he participated with fifteen of Leopold's
other graduate students in a symposium on
"The Professor." Fred notes that Leopold's
essay "The Land Ethic" has "dominated
the thinking of the wildlife ecology and
management profession since its origin in
the 1930s and has been the credo of the
environmental movement."

'42

Mr. James D. Logan
1207 Evergreen Road
Yardley, Pennsylvania 19067

Donald G. May served as Kenyon's repre
sentative at the inauguration of John H.
Jacobson as president of Hope College in
Holland, Michigan, on October 9. Don lives
in Kalamazoo, Michigan.

'43
'44
'45

45th Reunion
Mr. Maier M. Driver
488 Lane Drive
Bay Village, Ohio 44140
Mr. Donald B. Hamister
1141 Camino Del Rio
Santa Barbara, California 93110
Kenyon College
Office of Public Affairs
College Relations Center
Gambier, Ohio 43022-9623

H. Noyes Spelman has been named to the
board of associates at the University of
Bridgeport in Connecticut. As a member of
the thirty-person board, he will lend his
expertise in the areas of building and develop
ment programs. Noyes, who is cofounder
and former general manager of the Southport
Stoves Division of the Howell Corporation,
is also a member of the Ethics Commission
and Historic Preservation Committee of the
Historical Society in Fairfield, Connecticut.

'46
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Mr. Judson F. Chase
13726 Strathaven Drive
Matthews, North Carolina 28105
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Charles Huggins in a See's Candy kitchen

One candy maker's success.. .
or diary of a maple cream

w

hen See's Candy Shops was experi
menting with chocolate truffles,
cooks in the California confectioner's
kitchen tried five hundred recipes.
Charles N. Huggins '49, president since
1972 of the South San Francisco-based
candy company, tasted every one of them.
Well, somebody had to do it.
Huggins has been with the candy maker
since 1951, his trim figure notwith
standing. Begun in 1921 in Los Angeles
by erstwhile druggist Charles A. See,
the confectionery that specializes in
moderately-priced chocolates is now a
subsidiary of Berkshire Hathaway and
boasts $30 million in annual sales. The
secret of See's success, says Huggins, is
shrewd marketing, a customer-oriented
sales approach, and a commitment to
quality.
Early on, founder See made the decision
to feature his mother, Mary, on every
box of candy for an image of oldfashioned quality and taste. Tempting
displays at the 1939 World's Fair in San
Francisco proved a winner in opening
up the northern California market.
And during World War II when butter,

cream, and sugar—ingredients critical to
making sweets—were difficult to obtain,
See's curtailed production rather than
compromise quality.
"That made an impression on people
that was long-lasting," says Huggins.
When the shopping-mall boom hit
California in the 1950s Laurance See,
who took over the company after his
father died, anticipated the decline of
America's "downtown" and tied the
growth of his firm to the convenience
centers. The prim black and white candy
shops—See's banked on consistency in
its stores as well as its products—began
opening up and down the coast.
But it is under Huggins' leadership that
See's has enjoyed its greatest growth,
burgeoning in the past fifteen years
from eighty-five to two hundred stores
in thirteen states, and from seven million
pounds to twenty-five million pounds of
creams, nuts, and chews manufactured
in 1987. The firm also has a thriving
mail-order business.
"We are grateful for our growth and
success, but we still like to think of
ourselves as an individual candy shop
KCAB

serving its own community," Huggins
said recently.
See's is a completely integrated
operation. The candy is manufactured
in two company kitchens, located in
Los Angeles and San Francisco, packaged
in-house, shipped in company trucks,
and sold in company stores. There is
little hand-dipping of chocolates in the
modern candy-making business, but there
is still quite a bit of handwork in the
mixing and spreading of peanut brittle,
fudge, and center creams.
Unlike Europeans, who generally judge
a chocolate by the quality and taste of
the chocolate itself, Americans feel the
chocolate is important, but it's not
everything," says Huggins. "The centers
must be interesting."
See's bestsellers include the bordeaux
cream, made from brown sugar; divinity,
a frappe of egg whites and walnuts; and
chocolate butter creams. The firm thinks
of itself as family-oriented and does not
make chocolates with liquor. Truffles
have become a hit. Other offerings
among the firm's one hundred fifty
varieties of candies are dark and milk
chocolates with centers of caramel, fruit
cream, and nougat; cashew brittle,
almond truffle, kona mocha, and apricot
delight; walnut roll, pecan roll, and
toffee. See's also sold twenty-eight
million butterscotch, chocolate, and
peanut butter lollipops in 1986.
The candy business is seasonal and,
not surprisingly, Valentine's Day is the
firm's biggest single selling day. But See's
garners 48 percent of its sales volume
during the Christmas season, followed
by Easter, graduation time, and Mother's
Day. In all, twenty of the year's fiftytwo weeks fall in the gift-giving category.
The remainder of candy sales are snack
or impulse purchases.
While the ebb and flow of America's
health consciousness does affect day-today consumption of sweets, Huggins
says sales of chocolates have remained
steady throughout the recent decades of
sugar and cholesterol awareness.
"People responded to dietary trends
almost like they did to things that were
prohibited," he says. "They seemed to
boost sales."
Huggins eats three or four pieces of
candy every day. The firm is always
testing new recipes and he is, so to
speak, "the last taster."
To compensate, he says, "I just
increase my tennis games."
—M.H.B.
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Reverend E. Pinkney Wroth Jr. writes that
he is "retired and living in 'Leisure World'
on the seventeenth fairway." He resides in
Silver Spring, Maryland, where he is engaged
in part-time counseling of family and
marital problems complicated by addictions.

G. Kent Krell has been named deputy
editorial-page editor of The State, a daily
newspaper in Columbia, South Carolina.
The winner of numerous editorial-writing
and reporting awards, he was previously
editorial-page editor of the Columbia Record.
Kent, who attended Kenyon for two years
and graduated from Northwestern University,
lives in Columbia with his wife, Catherine,
and their children, Katharyne, George, and
Ursula.

'48

40th Reunion
Mr. David Harbison
640 Dartmoor
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48103

'54

'49

Dr. Bernard S. Hoyt
400 West Washington Blvd.
Grove City, Pennsylvania 16127

*50

Mr. Oliver C. Campeau
336 Wellington Avenue,
Apt. 1505
Chicago, Illinois 60657

Mr. Louis S. Whitaker
Principio Recess
Route 1, Box 338
Wheeling, West Virginia 26003

'51

Mr. Will Pilcher
1248 North Street
Santa Rosa, California 95404

'52

Hon. William W. Wenner
1316 Petersville Road
Brunswick, Maryland 21716
Co-Agents: Robert L. Hesse,
Bill B. Ranney

Frederick C. Neidhardt tells us the past year
has been a productive—and active—one: he
gave a seminar at the Pasteur Institute in
Paris, took part in an international symposium
on gene regulation in Milan, and par
ticipated in a seminar at the University of
Munich. His older son, Rick, was married
in October, and his younger son, Marc,
started kindergarten. Fred, who is on the
University of Michigan's microbiology faculty,
and his wife, Geri, live in Ann Arbor
where they are active in the Beyond War
Movement. Jody L. Taylor has joined the
Cannon Corporation, one of the largest
architectural and engineering firms in the
country, in Grand Island, New York, as
senior vice president and corporate director
for health care. He will serve on Cannon's
board of directors and assume responsibility
for design of medical-related facilities. Jody
previously served as senior vice president
and principal-in-charge of health care for
3D International in Houston, Texas, after
seven years with Hellmuth, Obata, and
Kassabaum in St. Louis, Missouri, and
thirteen years with Perkins and Will in
Washington, D.C.

'53

35th Reunion
Mr. R.S. (Dick) Harrison
422 Wards Corner Road
Loveland, Ohio 45140
Co-Agent: Ward B. Gordon

Mr. Richard R. Tryon
2 Moraine Court
Champaign, Illinois 61821

Eugene M. Pugatch tells us he is still chief
of neurology at Mountainside Hospital in
Montclair, New Jersey. He is also chair of
the Legislative Advisory Committee on
Education for New Jersey's Thirtieth Assembly
District and an active member of the local
professional committee for the United
Negro College Fund. "My wife, Vera, has a
busy real estate practice," Eugene reports,
"and our son, Gilles, thirteen, is an eighth
grader and an avid ice-hockey jock." Richard
R. Tryon writes that he has been enjoying
half-time work as chair of Colwell Systems,
a subsidiary of Deluxe Check Printers. He
says the firm has undertaken new activity in
Michigan, Puerto Rico, and Champaign,
Illinois—where Dick lives.

'55

Mr. Lewis C. Leach
3908 Versailles Drive
Tampa, Florida 33634

Susan H. Smith '76 served as the Class of
'55's representative at the October dedication
of the Daniel T. Finkbeiner II Reading
Room in Ascension Hall. The late Professor
Finkbeiner was an honorary member of the
Class by virtue of the fact that he entered
Kenyon with the class in 1951. Susan, who
was a mathematics major, is currently a
member of the Alumni Council. Gamber F.
Tegtmeyer Jr. represented Kenyon at the
inauguration of James A. Ebben as president
of Edgewood College in Madison, Wisconsin,
on November 6. Gamber, a physician, is a
Madison resident.

'56
'58
'59

Mr. Charles L. Schwarz Jr.
1642 Courtland Drive
Arlington Heights, Illinois 60004
Co-Agent: Ben H. McCart
30th Reunion
Mr. Robert S. Price
1034 West Upsal Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19119
Kenyon College
Office of Public Affairs
College Relations Center
Gambier, Ohio 43022-9623

Robert F. Neff was awarded a distinguished
service citation by the American Association
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of Physics Teachers "in recognition of his
many contributions as physicist, teacher,
and good citizen." Known for his use of
experiments in physics teaching and his
lecture-demonstration programs, he edits a
regular column, "Good Reading from Other
Journals," in The Physics Teacher and has
served on the magazine's editorial board.
Bob has been teaching physics at Suffern
Senior High School in New York since 1965.
Robert B. Palmer reports he is off on yet
another of his far-flung adventures, this
time in Africa. "Under the auspices of the
U.S. Information Service and the Ministry
of Education of Zanzibar, I shall be on
assignment to establish and develop the
National Library of Zanzibar for a six-week
period beginning in January." Bob can be
contacted, through February 28, 1988, at
the following address: Professor Robert
Palmer, Academic Specialist, c/o BraxtonPAO, American Embassy (USIS) Dar es
Salaam, Department of State, Washington,
D.C. 20520.

'60

Kenyon College
Office of Public Affairs
College Relations Center
Gambier, Ohio 43022-9623

William S. Reed served as Kenyon's repre
sentative at the inauguration of Stephen R.
Lewis Jr. as president of Carleton College in
Northfield, Minnesota, on October 24. Will
lives in Williamstown, Massachusetts, where
he is vice president for administration and
treasurer of Williams College.

'61

Mr. Patterson H. Travis
1515 Gone Away Court
Wheaton, Illinois 60187

Robert B. Montiegel participated in the
College's Department Alumni Program at
Kenyon in October. A German major. Bob
is now a radio producer at the Wilson
Center of the Smithsonian Institution in
Washington, D.C.
J

^

Mr. James G. Carr
4525 Wedgewood Court
Toledo, Ohio 43615
Co-Agent: Paul C. Heintz

Reverend John E. Blewett represented Kenyon
at the inauguration of Oscar E. Remick as
president of Westminster College in New
Wilmington, Pennsylvania, on October 23.
John is rector of Trinity Episcopal Church
in New Castle, Pennsylvania. In September,
Paul V. Niemeyer was nominated by
President Ronald Reagan to be U.S. district
judge for Maryland. A graduate of the
University of Notre Dame's law school,
Paul has been a member of the Baltimore
law firm of Piper and Marbury since 1966.
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25 th Reunion

Mr. Neal M. Mayer
8305 Burdette Road
Bethesda, Maryland 20817

John M. Ackermann served as Kenyon's
representative at the inauguration of Daniel
M. Lambert as president of Baker University
in Baldwin City, Kansas, on October 22.
John lives in Ottawa, Kansas. Rodger D.
Drabick, who is quality assurance manager
in the Federal Systems Division of Eastman
Kcxlak Company, reports he delivered a lecture
entitled "How Do You Test a System
Retrofit?" at the 1987 Software Testing
Conference sponsored by the Quality
Assurance Institute in Orlando, Florida, in
November. Assigned the task of establishing
software quality assurance and testing in
Kodak's Federal Systems Division in 1981,
he has been working in the field ever since.
For relaxation, Rodger has been showing his
1969 Jaguar E-Type, winning a first and a
second in shows this year. He and his wife,
Karen, and their daughters, Alyson and
Elizabeth, live in Spencerport, New York.

'64

Mr. George S. McElroy
105 Preston Road
Columbus, Ohio 43209

Joseph R. Everly married Nancy A. Bucklew
in Leesville, Ohio, on October 24. Joe owns
and operates J&.M Trading Post in Leesville,
and Nancy owns and operates Quality
Typography Printing in West Salem, Ohio.
J. David Hackworth has been named
manager of corporate communications with
Standard Register in Dayton, Ohio. Dave
was formerly assistant vice president for
account service at Flynn Sabatino Advertising
in Miamisburg, Ohio. Thomas D. LaBaugh
has been appointed vice president for insti
tutional advancement at Jordan College in
Cedar Springs, Michigan. Formerly director
of marketing at St. Mary's Hospital in Grand
Rapids, Michigan, he will be responsible for
Jordan's fund development strategy and will
be involved in its marketing programs. Tom
reports he and his wife joined his college
roommate, David S. Gullion, and his wife
for sailing in the Caribbean at Thanksgiving.

'65

Rev. William S. Hamilton
6316 Iris Avenue
Cincinnati, Ohio 45213
Co-Agent: Gene E. Little

John A. Gable informs us that, in connection
with his work as executive director of the
Theodore Roosevelt Association in Oyster
Bay, New York, he lectured in 1987 in Dallas,
Texas; Indianapolis and Richmond, Indiana;
and Wichita, Kansas. And from Edward G.
Heimerdinger of San Francisco, California,
comes a testimonial for John's other talents:
"I enjoyed John Gable's performance in a
documentary film on T.R., which he so ably
advised; he fit the period and role so well."
Michael K. Herbert has been named editor-

in-chief of Inside Sports. At the magazine,
headquartered in Evanston, Illinois, he is
responsible for editorial and pictorial content
as well as future development. Mike's career
in sports writing has included work with
Auto Racing Digest, Basketball Digest, Bowling
Digest, Football Digest, Hockey Digest, and
Soccer Digest.

'66

Mr. Denis B. Pierce
1231 Oak Avenue
Evanston, Illinois 60202
Co-Agent: Carl S. Mankowitz

Richard S. Kochmann tells us that John
"Jack" Buckley, "in his official capacity as
president of St. Joseph's Hospital in Phoenix,
Arizona," greeted and hosted Pope John
Paul II as he made a tour of the hospital in
September. Richard, a registered investment
advisor and financial consultant, lives in Mesa,
Arizona. Anthony W. Ridgway represented
Kenyon at the inauguration of H. Douglas
Lee as president of Stetson University in
Deland, Florida, in November. Robert W.
Sledd of Brownsville, Texas, writes (with
tongue in cheek, we assume), "In addition
to my usual responsibilities as Distinguished
Professor of Past Participles at Texas Southmost College, I have also been appointed
poet-in-residence at the Trail's-End Saloon
in Los Fresnos, Texas. Darts on Wednesday,
ladies' night on Thursday. Y'all come!"
J^ ^

Mr. Lawrence C. Schmidlapp
538 Centre Island
Oyster Bay, New York 11711
Co-Agents: Jeffrey B. Ellis,
Robert E. Koe

Christopher R. (Briggs) Ember reports he is
"still alive and taking on more than I can
handle alone. Certain friends—you know
who you are—are welcome to visit and chop
wood and haul water or help in my custom
woodworking business." Those desiring details
of this exciting offer should call Chris at home
in Keene, New Hampshire, 603-357-3373.

'68
'69

20th Reunion
Mr. Howard B. Edelstein
48 Lyman Circle
Shaker Heights, Ohio 44122
Mr. Brackett B. Denniston
20 Seabury Point Lane
Duxbury, Massachusetts 02332

John J. Fallat writes that he has taken on
additional administrative responsibilities at
the Annie Wright School in Tacoma,
Washington, and is now in charge of the
lower and middle schools (prekindergarten
through eighth grade). "1 have fallen in love
with the Pacific Northwest," John writes.
"It's the best place in the world to live!"
James S. Hecox and his wife announce the
birth of their first child, Mark Hancock
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Hecox, on September 20. Mark and his parents
make their home in Worcester, Massachusetts.
William B. Kobelak tells us he is still
practicing law in Ashtabula, Ohio. He and
his wife, Mary, and their son, Michael, live
in Geneva, Ohio, where Bill was recently
re-elected to city council. Malcolm
"Sandy" Vilas III was Kenyon's representa
tive at the inauguration of Edward D. Hodo
as president of Houston Baptist University
in Houston, Texas, in October. Sandy, who
works for the brokerage firm of Underwood,
Neuhaus, and Company, reports fellow
employee Michael E. Gibbons '74 was
recently promoted to chief executive officer
of the company. Recently, Sandy was called
upon by Richard D. Wilson '68, who is
living in Denver, Colorado, and working for
Finalco. Sandy also says Dean H. Miller is
"rumored to be alive and well and working
for IBM in Houston."

'70

Mr. Richard J. Brean
300 Le Roi Road
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15208

Robert C. Altman is the new managing
director of McCarter Theatre in Princeton,
New Jersey. Formerly administrative vice
president of WHYY public television in
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, he assumed his
new position in June. Thomas R. Baley was
recently promoted to manager of consulting
services at Touche Ross, one of the Big Eight
accounting, tax, and management con
sulting firms. Tom, who earned a master's
degree in computer science at Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute, is with the firm's
Atlanta, Georgia, office. He reports he met
Howard J. Askenase recently at the Mark
Taper Forum in Los Angeles, California,
and later had "an enjoyable dinner catching
up." And while doing some work at the
Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minnesota, he
also ran into Stephen W. Carmichael '67,
"who grilled some great steaks for us." Robert
C. Boruchowitz received the 1987 Reginald
Heber Smith Award of the National Legal
Aid and Defender Association for his "long
standing commitment to equal justice and
his "tireless efforts to make it a reality."
The award is the highest form of recognition
given to an attorney in a defender services
program. Bob is director of the Seattle
(Washington) King County Public Defender
Association. Richard D. Coe reports he has
received tenure at New College of the
University of South Florida and is now
associate professor of economics. Rick, who
returned to Kenyon in the spring as an outside
examiner in the economics honors program,
is living in Sarasota, Florida, with his wife,
Gina Cosper, a public defender, and their
children, sixteen-year-old son Mike and
five-year-old daughter Jessie. Murray L.
Horwitz participated in the College's
Department Alumni Program in Gambier in
October. A drama major at Kenyon, Murray
is now on staff of the National Endowment
for the Arts in Washington, D.C. Richard
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D. Reynolds reports he has published his
first book, Cry For War: The Story of Suzan
and. Michael Carson (reviewed in this issue of
the Bulletin). It is available through Bookpeople of Berkeley, California. The work of
sculptor Ned Smyth was exhibited at the
University Art Museum at California State
University in Long Beach from August 25
through October 18. Entitled "Ned Smyth:
Three Installations," the exhibit represented
a ten-year evolution in concrete sculptures
and panels of mosaic and terrazzo.

'71

Kenyon College
Office of Public Affairs
College Relations Center
Gambier, Ohio 43022-9623

James S. Fackler participated in Kenyon's
Department Alumni Program at the College
in October. Jim, who majored in economics
-and holds a Ph.D. from Indiana University,
lives in Lexington, Kentucky, where he is
an associate professor at the University of
Kentucky. Robert C. Patrick writes that he
is living in Durham, North Carolina, enjoying
teaching, coaching, and counseling at
Durham Academy. "I'm also playing mandolin
and singing in Southern Wings, a country
music band," he reports. Bob's wife, Martha,
is director of support services for an inter
national economics research firm, and their
daughter, Jessica, is a second grader at a
Montessori school.

'72

Mr. Perry R. Thompson
254 Claremont
Elmhurst, Illinois 60126

Timothy J. Delaney and his wife, Kathy,
announce the birth of their second daughter,
Margaret Mary "Maggie" Delaney, on
September 21. He is still practicing law,
representing clients in workers' compensa
tion cases. The Delaney family's new address
is 19751 Edgecliff Drive, Euclid, Ohio
44119. Tim asks, "Where is Joe Hornick
'71?" N. Kim Peters has been named
administrator of the Geisinger Medical
Group, with seven locations and fifty physi
cians in the Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania,
area. Kim, who holds an M.B.A. from George
Washington University, previously served as
president of Amicare Home Health Services
of Southeast Michigan and vice president of
professional services at St. Joseph's Mercy
Hospital in Pontiac, Michigan.

'73

15th Reunum
Mr. Jackson Y. Au
11 Hooper Street
East Northport, New York 11731
Co-Agents: Marci Barr Abbot,
Thomas P. Stamp

James H. Hodge and Mark C. Rosenthal
participated in Kenyon's Department Alumni
Program on October 30 and 31 in Gambier.

Jim, who was an economics major, lives in
Rye, New York, and works as an economist
with IBM in Armonk, New York. He earned
both a Ph.D. in economics and a master's
degree in public policy at the University of
Chicago. Mark, a drama major who earned
an M.F.A. at Yale University, lives in New
York City where he is a vice president of
MTV Networks. Kyle McLellan has moved
to 20 St. John's Place, Apt. 4, Brooklyn,
New York 11217, where she lives with her
husband, Peter Moffitt '72, and their
daughter, Nina. Kyle has also changed her
name and would prefer to be called by her
new name, Zoe Moffitt. Michael J. Miller
represented Kenyon at the inauguration of
Sister Ruth Hollenbach as president of
Mount Mary College in Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
in November. Michael lives in Milwaukee.
Jeffrey W. Shachmut and his wife, Stephanie,
announce the birth of twins—for the second
time. Jeff reports that Brittany Frances and
Briana Eileen Shachmut were born on his
birthday, September 25, and that Kyle and
Kyra are very happy with their new sisters.
"What a birthday present for Dad!" says
Jeff. The Shachmuts are living in Conway,
Arkansas, where Jeff is associate dean of
students at Hendrix College. Laurence
M. Wittenbrook represented Kenyon at the
inauguration of Charles Boynton Knapp as
president of the University of Georgia in
Athens in October. Larry lives in Atlanta.
John D. Wiener writes that he plans, once
again, to ride his bicycle to the reunion—
from Boulder, Colorado. "I hope to leave
enough time to set a sedate pace of seventy
miles per day or so..
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Mr. William A. Kozy
165 Conestoga Trail
Sparta, New Jersey 17871

Kate S. Debevoise tells us she graduated
from Suffolk University Law School last
May and is now practicing law with the firm
of Bernstein, Shur, Sawyer, and Nelson in
Portland, Maine. Russell B. Fields reports
he is currently serving as chair of the Lesbian
and Gay Caucus of the California State
Democratic Party. He lost his friend of four
years, Fred Hoffman, to AIDS in August.
Russ has lived in San Francisco for ten years,
where he is the systems development
manager for The Sharper Image. Robert E.
Kolson and Gilbert C. Meister Jr., both
economics majors, participated in the
Department Alumni Program at Kenyon in
October. Rob, who holds a master's degree
in economics from the University of Chicago,
lives in Chicago where he is president of
Plymouth Court Music Enterprises and
Sylvester Whey Products. Gil is a managing
director at Merrill Lynch Capital Markets in
New York City, where he makes his home.
He earned an M.B.A. at the University of
Chicago. The Reverend Noel Dean Vanek
tells us he and his wife, Chris, and their
daughter, Hannah, moved in June to Denver,
Colorado, where he is senior pastor at the
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Hal Griffith helps students to a liberal
education in commercial art
~ust down the street from Howard
Hughes' boyhood home, the Art
nstitute of Houston may be less of a
draw for tourists than the Texas
billionaire's former residence, but it
is well known to myriad Houstonians
nevertheless.
With a current enrollment of 904
students—797 full-time—the commercial
art school has an excellent reputation
for preparing its skill-hungry matriculants
for careers in the business of commercial
art.
Hal R. Griffith '71 has been director
of education at the institute for the
past year. Following thirteen years as a
teacher and administrator at Shady Side
Academy in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,
Griffith was ready for a change and
took the post on the recommendation
of John R. Knepper '62, then president
of the institute.
Knepper, director of studies at Shady
Side for eleven years, was responsible
for hiring Griffith there, too. He has
since left Texas for Pittsburgh again,
where he is vice president of Educational
Management Corporation (EMC), which
operates the Art Institute of Houston
and similar schools in Atlanta, Dallas,
Denver, Fort Lauderdale, Pittsburgh,
and Seattle.
The Houston institute offers a twoyear associate of applied arts degree in
visual communication—the most popular
major—as well as fashion merchandising,
interior design, and photography.
Students range from eighteen to forty
years of age and may be recent high
school graduates or college graduates
with a degree in studio art.
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"We have some students who could
not be admitted to a four-year liberal
arts college like Kenyon—or want to go
to one," says Griffith, who majored in
history at Kenyon and went on to earn
a master's degree in history from the
University of Michigan. "But we also
have those who have a bachelor's degree
and are not marketable. We see a lot
of that in interior design. You can't
generalize."
If he had to describe a typical student
at the institute it would be one who
prefers to get his or her hands dirty
tackling design problems at the drawing
table, Griffith says, rather than breaking
down abstract concepts in the library.
He remains a staunch supporter of the
liberal arts, but he points out that for
some students, particularly those who
want to be able to use their art skills
commercially, the Art Institute's
program is invaluable.
Knepper, who has worked in secondary
and higher education for the past
twenty years, agrees. "I have always felt
it important to have diversity in educa
tion, to recognize that we didn't have
answers for the entire population in the
liberal arts. Why shouldn't we recognize
that all of us are different and have
different hopes and dreams?"
Many of the students who excel at
EMC schools were part of the "artsy
crowd" in high school, those who often
see their fine arts classes cut from the
curriculum first when budgets are slashed,
he says.
Like its sister schools, the Art Institute
of Houston has an open admissions
policy. Tuition is $1,800 per quarter,
and students may take classes during
the day or in one of three evening pro
grams. Most faculty members are working
professionals, and their ties with local
businesses help the school in its place
ment efforts. Some 90 percent of all
EMC graduates find a job within a year
after graduation.
Ironically, whether students like it or
not, a mandate from the Texas Educa
tion Agency that the Houston institute
offer courses in art history, English, and
mathematics by January will bring the
issues of liberal arts studies to vocational
schooling beginning this month.
"We're eager to do it," says Griffith,
"because they're life skills that are
worthy."
—M.H.B.

Kirk of Bonnie Brae United Church of Christ.
The Vaneks' new address is Kirk of Bonnie
Brae United Church of Christ, 1201 South
Steele, Denver, Colorado 80210. Andrew J.
Wellenbach and his wife announce the
birth of "the newest member of Kenyon's
Class of 2009," Matthew Wellenbach, on
June 4. The Wellenbachs make their home
in Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania.
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Ms. Deborah A. Jansen
29 Whittier Street
Amesbury, Massachusetts 01913
Co-Agents: S. Blake Axtell,
Linda Dickman Findlay,
William D. Lindenmuth,
Donna Bertolet Poseidon

Jean M. Amabile, J. Brooks Jackson, and
Elizabeth Knowles Parker—all history
majors—participated in October's Department
Alumni Program at Kenyon. Jean, who
earned her J.D. degree from Hastings College
of Law, lives and works as a public defender
in San Francisco, California. The holder of
both an M.B.A. and a medical degree from
Dartmouth College, Brooks is an assistant
professor of medicine at the University of
Minnesota in Minneapolis. Liz is executive
editor of Recorder Publishing Company,
which produces six weekly newspapers, in
Stirling, New Jersey. David P. Fugitt
married Susan M. Rotman (University of
Colorado) in Greenwich, Connecticut, on
September 20. Dave is vice president of
John D. Hastings Commercial Real Estate
in Westport, Connecticut, where Susan is a
marketing consultant with Businessland.
Barbara B. Powers reports that she and her
husband, Kris, are busy with their two sons,
eighteen-month-old John and three-year-old
Alex. Barbara works for Manufacturers
Hanover Trust Company, and Kris works
for Commercial Decal, a printing company.
They live in Katonah, New York. Leslie A.
Rodnan and her husband, John Cohen,
announce the birth of their second child,
Julia, in June. Leslie and Paul, both physicians,
and family make their home in Washington,
D.C. Paul A. Silver and his wife, Shelly,
announce the birth of a daughter, Malka
Tziporah Silver. "Under the guidance of
Ari and Sarah," writes Paul, "she is quickly
learning to get into everything." Paul has
taken a year's leave of absence from teaching
at Hahnemann University for a psychopharmacology research fellowship at the Eastern
Pennsylvania Psychiatric Institute. Stuart S.
Wegener married Donna L. Hope of Chicago,
Illinois, in Gainesville, Florida, on April 4.
Stu is a staff associate at the Chicago Com
munity Trust, a community foundation serving
Cook County, Illinois. Donna is a research
associate and doctoral student in health
policy at the University of Chicago. They
are living at 3700 North Fremont Street,
Apt. 2-South, Chicago 60613. Lance M.
White reports that he and his wife now
have two children, one-year-old Zachary
and two-and-a-half-year-old Benjamin. He
KCAB
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says he is still playing lots of soccer—"I'm
just recovering from a separated shoulder
and a shattered collarbone."
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Ms. Susan H. Smith
982 Crisfield Drive
Cincinnati, Ohio 45245
Co-Agent: Sylvia B.
Robbins-Penniman

Steven J. Balaban, Reverend John M.
Graham, and Tanna L. Moore participated
in the College's Department Alumni Program
at Kenyon in October. Steve, who majored
in history, is an assistant manager, account
executive, and recruiter for E.F. Hutton in
Dallas, Texas. Also a history major, John
earned a master's degree in teaching from
the University of Chicago and a master's
degree in divinity from Virginia Theological
Seminary. He is now a pastor at Chicago's
Episcopal Church of the Advent and Iglesia
Episcopal de Nuestra Senora de las Americas.
Tanna, an economics major, received an
M.B.A. from the Amos Tuck School at
Dartmouth College and is now a group vice
president and account executive with U.S.
Communications in Minneapolis, Minnesota.
James M. Borgman won the National
Cartoonists Society's 1986 Best Editorial
Cartoonist Award. Jim continues as the fulltime editorial cartoonist for the Cincinnati
Enquirer; his work appears through the King
Features Syndicate in more than one hundred
seventy-five newspapers across the country.
Lynn Manierre Cuthbert and her husband,
John, announce the birth of their first child,
Jacqueline Foster Cuthbert, on July 21.
Lynn adds that she is staying at home as a
full-time mother while John begins as the
senior pastor at Faith Evangelical Free Church
in Colts Neck, New Jersey. Stephen W.
Grant sends "greetings from a long lost
classmate!" He and his wife, Vina, are
living in Brattleboro, Vermont, where he is
attending the School for International
Training's program for intercultural manage
ment. Steve says, "It's our first Vermont
winter ould be a tad colder than our past
three years in the tropics!" He asks Kenyonites
in the southern Vermont, New Hampshire,
or northwest Massachusetts area to "call or
drop a line" at 4 High Street, Apt. 321,
Brattleboro 05301 (telephone 802-254-5736).
Steve adds, "Bo Jeffers, where are you?"
Richard C. Piel married Susan E. Davis
(Elmira College) in Waterbury, Connecticut,
on October 9. Richard is an associate manager
for Long Hill Lumber in Waterbury, and
Susan is director of education at Flanders
Nature Center in Woodbury, Connecticut.
Rabbi Charles P. Rabinowitz writes that he
is living in Sewickley, Pennsylvania, and
enjoying his newlywed status. He was recently
chosen as the first educator to write for the
new "Learning Forum" page of the Pittsburgh
Jewish Chronicle. At the dedication ceremonies
for the Daniel T. Finkbeiner II Reading
Room in Ascension Hall in October, Susan
H. Smith represented the Class of 1955,
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which had inducted the late mathematics
professor as an honorary member. William
L. Stuckey and his wife, Lisa Riker
Stuckey '77, announce the birth of Leigh
Allison Stuckey, who joins her older sister,
Beth. Leigh was born September 21. Bill
represented Kenyon at the inauguration of
Tyronza R. Richmond as chancellor of North
Carolina Central University in Durham in
October. The Stuckeys live in Durham.
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Mr. John R. Layton
152 Grove Street
Westwood, Massachusetts 02090
Co-Agent: Patrick J. Edwards

Karen D'Arcy Couzens writes, "To all my
friends who saw me so 'full of life' at the
tenth reunion—it's another girl!" Charlotte
Pearce Couzens, born on July 29, joins her
two-year-old sister Marissa at the Couzens
home in White Plains, New York. Rachel
Simmons Kull, Katharine Long, Shari Miller
Sims, Stephen F. Taylor, Patricia Mauro
Warrick, and Victoria Wyatt participated
in Kenyon's Department Alumni Program
at the College in October. With a synoptic
major in economics and history, Rachel went
on to earn an M.B.A. at Drexel University
and become a commercial lending officer at
Philadelphia National Bank; she is currently
on a parental leave of absence. Kate, who
majored in drama, is a playwright living in
New York City. A synoptic major in English
and French literature, Shari is now senior
health editor for Self magazine. Steve majored
in history, went on to earn a bachelor's
degree in electrical engineering at the
University of Illinois, and is now an elec
tronic designer of audio equipment with
Madrigal Audio Laboratories. Patricia, an
economics major, is a regional vice president
with Mellon Bank in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
A history major, Vicky went on to earn a
Ph.D. at Yale University and is now curator
for Northwest Coast Indian art at Burke
Memorial Museum and assistant professor of
history at the University of Washington in
Seattle. John "Jake" Layton and his wife,
Pamela, announce the birth of their first
child, Margaret Howard "Margo" Layton,
on September 27. The Laytons live in
Westwood, Massachusetts. Alan R. Lewine
reports he is teaching special education in
the public schools and working as a
"musician-composer-arranger" in jazz and
chamber music. He also tells us he just bought
his first house. Alan's new address is 5003
Pastura, N.W., Albuquerque, New Mexico
87107. Jerome Mindes married Lena Sun in
Albany, New York, in October 1986. Anthony
C. Wood '76 served as best man. Also
present at the wedding were Randolph J.
Lipchik, Richard H. Rosenfeld, Michael J.
Spetrino, Vicki A. Barker '78, Pamela R.
Janis '78, Paul B. Lukacs '78, and Karen

Johnson Lukacs '79. Jerry works for an
organization tracking legislation affecting
state vocational-rehabilitation programs, and
Lena works at the foreign desk of the
Washington Post. They are living in
Washington, D.C. David W. Munves writes
that "1987 has been an eventful year! On
April 25, Sarah Follen and I were married
in New York City. The wedding was attended
by Bill Rea '75, Diane Braunstein, Brian
Marshall, and Ellen Abrahams Marshall
'79. Sarah and I have recently moved to
Stockholm, Sweden, where I am opening an
office for my employer, Standard and Poor's
Corporation. We would love to hear from
anyone visiting the Nordic region." Their
address is c/o Kihlstrom, Englebrektsgatan 4,
114 32 Stockholm. Amelia C. Owens and
her husband, Wai-Leung Kwok, announce
the birth of their daughter, Meilan ("Beautiful
Orchid") Christine, on November 10, 1986.
Amy writes, "She looks great in purple!"
Meilan's godfather is Wai-Lam Kwok '86.
Lisa Riker Stuckey and her husband,
William Stuckey '76, announce the birth
of Leigh Allison Stuckey, who joins her sister,
Beth, at the Stuckey residence in Durham,
North Carolina. Leigh was born September
21. Frederick G. Tiffany reports he has
joined the faculty at Wittenberg University
as an instructor in economics and is com
pleting his Ph.D. at the University of
Pennsylvania. His new address is 32 West
College Avenue, Springfield, Ohio 45504.
"I hope to see more now of my classmates
who have stayed in Ohio," he writes. "I'd
love to hear from Kenyon alumni of my
generation, especially my Delta Phi brothers."
Otto Wittmann, director emeritus and vice
president of the Toledo (Ohio) Museum of
Art who received an honorary degree with
the Class of '77, was presented with the
1987 Award for Distinguished Service to
Museums at a ceremony during the American
Association of Museums' annual meeting in
San Francisco, California, in June.
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10th Reunion
Mr. Peter J. Bianchi
70 Strawberry Hill
The Westport, Apt. 3-D
Stamford, Connecticut 06902

Vicki A. Barker and Samuel T. Marcus,
both of whom majored in modern foreign
languages and literatures at Kenyon, and
Stanley J. Kull and Richard S. Ostrow,
economics majors, participated in October's
Department Alumni Program at the College.
Vicki, who is living in Ann Arbor,
Michigan, this year as a University of
Michigan Journalism Fellow, has been working
as a journalist and holds a master's degree
from Columbia University. (Vicki reports
that Pamela R. Janis is working as a corporate
speech writer for the Gannett Company in
Washington, D.C.) Sam, who went on to
earn a master's degree in German at the
University of Kentucky, is assistant manager
of the Marcus Furniture Company in
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Lexington, Kentucky. Stan received his law
degree at the University of Chicago and
now specializes in taxation with a Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, firm. Richard, who holds a
master's degree in social work from the
University of Michigan, is a systems analyst
for Washtenaw County, Michigan, specializing
in information systems for human services
organizations. Kurt J. Myers was Kenyon's
representative at the inauguration of A. Lee
Fritschler as president of Dickinson College
in Carlisle, Pennsylvania, in October. Kurt
lives in Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania. Paul
W. Smart began work as a reporter for the
Catskill Mountain News in Margaretville,
New York, in July. He still works part time
as the lead writer and editor of "Wall Street
Roundup," a column in the Wall Street
Transcript.
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Ms. Mary Anne Gorman
27600 Chardon Road, Apt. 565
Willoughby Hills, Ohio 44093
Co-Agents: David R. Bucey,
Allison L. Gould

Nina Brodsky Beno writes that she is still
living in Israel with her husband, Yona, and
their son, Daniel Saul Beno, who is now
eighteen months old. Their address is 40
Eliezer Yafe Street, Raanana, Israel. Rosemary
Brandenburg, Allison L. Gould, and Diane
M. Kana participated in the College's
Department Alumni Program at Kenyon on
October 30 and 31. A drama major,
Rosemary is an art director in film and
television living in Los Angeles, California.
Allison, an economics major who earned a
master's degree in library science at the
University of Chicago, is head of circulation
at the Oberlin College Library. Diane, who
majored in Spanish and psychology and
pursued an M.B.A. at Youngstown State
University, is a human resources manager
for Checkfree Systems in Westerville, Ohio.
Andrew Burnside reports he continues to
practice management labor law with the
firm of McCalla, Thompson in New Orleans,
Louisiana. "All revelers are invited for Mardi
Gras," Andy writes, "which is only months
away." Reverend Gregory F. Fedor writes
that he received a master's degree in
systematic theology from the Athenaeum of
Ohio in Cincinnati in October. On August
1, he attended the wedding of David K.
Nees and Nadine Vulich, where he
"enjoyed the company of many Betas."
And on September 12, Greg preached at
the wedding of Richard V. Tranfield '81
and Karla Doremus. Elizabeth Bloch Hajost
reports she is working in marketing manage
ment for a small computer software company
that sells financial software for mainframes.
She has been married for five years to Brian
Hajost (Miami University), a regional manager
for a mainframe computer software company.
The Hajosts' address is 4974 Oak Trail
Drive, Dunwoody, Georgia 30338. Robin L.
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Inboden writes that she had visitors in
August including Brenda K. Shaver, Sondra
Swartz Kasshana, and LeAnne Grillo. The
visit, Robin says, became "a riotous, sleepless
weekend." Robin also tells us Brenda and
her husband, Mohammed Gosheh, have
returned from Jordan and are living in Silver
Spring, Maryland. William R. Madigan
reports that Larry C. Ravelson has moved
from New York City to Worcester, Massa
chusetts, to become senior vice president at
Maurice the Pants Man, a chain of clothing
stores in New England. Bill continues to
live in San Francisco, California. Susan A.
Walsh has joined the faculty at Allegheny
College in Meadville, Pennsylvania, as an
English instructor. She is currently preparing
her doctoral dissertation at Duke University.
Susan spent last year at Pepperdine Univer
sity in California as an adjunct instructor.
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Mr. William S. Lipscomb
33 Chestnut Street, Apt. 2
Princeton, New Jersey 08542
Co-Agents: Kenneth J. Patsey,
Stephen R. Sexsmith, Robert S.
Salomon 111, Terrell B. Snyder,
Betsy K. Wertheimer

Andrew T. Bowers participated in October's
Department Alumni Program at Kenyon. A
French major with a master's degree from
Vanderbilt University, Andrew is now assistant
manager of Webbers' Littleton Conservatory
in Littleton, Massachusetts. Victor E. Cole
Jr. tells us he is now living at 4807-106
Woodley Avenue, Encino, California 91436.
"Before leaving San Francisco, 1 received a
visit from Dan Dewitt '81. I'd like to say
hello to other fellow alumni and ask them
to do the same at 818-995-7467." Diane M.
Elam informs us that she has moved. Her
new address is 1040 Westcott Street, Syracuse,
New York 13210 (telephone 315-426-2907).
Lloyd E. Hamovit reports he is teaching
art, ceramics, and printmaking at the Kents
Hill School in Maine. He also coaches foot
ball and lacrosse and, with his wife, Maud
Smith Hamovit (Vassar College), runs the
senior girls' dormitory at Kents Hill. "The
best part of teaching in private schools is
still June, July, and August." Joan Friedman
Harris and her husband, Bruce, announce
the birth of Samantha Leigh Harris in
August. The Harrises also have a new address:
250 Shady Brook Lane, Pomona, New York
10970. D. Jean Hesselman married Jakob
Bohr (Technical University of Denmark) in
Westport, Connecticut, on September 12.
Serving as an attendant was Maya Kennedy
'82. Jean was until recently a production
manager with Flying Tiger Communications
in New York City. Jakob, grandson of
Nobelist Niels Bohr, is an experimental
physicist at the Riso National Laboratory in
Roskilde, Denmark. Elizabeth Laitner Mitchell
writes, "There have been many inquiries as
to whether our second child, Kirkland, is a
boy or a girl. Well, she's a she and will be
a year old in February." Alex J. Newton

and his wife, Karen, announce the birth of
their second child, Alexandria Marr Newton,
on September 4. Their first child, Candace,
is now two and a half years old. Alex owns
and operates a Nautilus fitness center in the
family's hometown of Fort Lauderdale, Florida.
Lieutenant Drew A. Peterson writes that
he recently went to the Far East with an
FA-18 squadron for six months, including
stops in Australia, Japan, Korea, and the
Philippines. In July 1988, he plans to start
an orthopedic surgery residency at the Naval
Medical Center-University of California at
San Diego. Drew's address is VFA-132, FPO
Miami 43099-6230. Christine Gould Sharkey
represented Kenyon at the inauguration of
Thomas K. Meier as president of Elmira
College in New York on November 6.
Christine lives in Corning, New York.
Robert 1. Sprague and his wife, Lenore
Johnson Sprague '81, announce the birth
of Mary Bliss Sprague on Valentine's Day
1987. The Spragues will be moving from
their home in Richmond, Virginia, in July
1988 to Houston, Texas, where Rob has
accepted a position as a fellow in surgical
pathology at the M.D. Anderson Hospital
and Tumor Institute. Elizabeth W. Young is
now Elizabeth Young DeBruyne. She married
David G. DeBruyne in June.
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Ms. Catherine T. Hazlett
210 Bainbridge Street,
Second Floor
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19147
Co-Agents: Andrew B. Cohen,
David S. Hooker, Susan M.
Lawko, Judee G. Silberschlag

James B. Archer and Robert H. Davis
participated in the College's Department
Alumni Program at Kenyon on October 30
and 31. Jim, who majored in Russian and
Spanish and earned a master's degree from
the Jesse H. Jones Graduate School of
Administration at Rice University, is a fiscal
officer with the Harris County Toll Road
Authority in Houston, Texas. Bob, an actor
who lives in Jersey City, New Jersey, was a
drama major and went on to earn an M.F.A.
at Ohio University. Christopher W.
Bartlett and Susan C. Lamb were married
in Darien, Connecticut, on August 29.
Stephen K. Bartlett '84, Chris' brother,
served as best man. The wedding party also
included Clara B. Church, H. Gates Lloyd
IV, Franklin P. Spaeth, Donovan J. Webster,
Douglas B. Burns '82, Thomas A. Grimes
'82, Burke Walker Jr. '83, and Catherine
M. Bartlett '87, Chris' sister. The service
was performed by Chris' father and Reverend
Walter H. Taylor '60. Chris is a professional
photographer in New York City, and Susan,
who earned an M.F.A. at Yale University,
is a costume and set designer. Douglas M.
Gertner reports he was recently named advisor
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of the year at the national assembly of
BACCHUS, a campus organization that
promotes responsible use of alcohol. Doug,
who has a master's degree from Columbia
University and just began doctoral studies at
the University of Northern Colorado, writes
that he "climbed Mount Columbia, a fourteenthousand-foot peak, in honor of my other
alma mater." Philip N. Haselton married
Kerry Keen Lovell (Princeton University) in
New Vernon, New Jersey, on October 10.
Phil is a financial consultant with Merrill
Lynch in Chatham, New Jersey, and Kerry
is a management intern with Prudential
Insurance Company in Mount Arlington.
Susan L. Jones reports she went on a threehundred-mile bicycle tour through the
Colorado Front Range with James F. Parker
and Randy Oakes, then her fiancee, in
June. On September 5, Susan married Randy
(College of William and Mary) in Denver.
Bridesmaids included Martha Roberts
Haddon and Elizabeth A. Van Lenten.
Other Kenyonites who joined the festivities
were Luke J. Feely, Jim Parker, Gerald L.
Stone, and Carol A. Sacks '82. David S.
Hooker reports he graduated from the
University of Michigan School of Business
Administration in May. Dave is now living
in Grand Rapids, Michigan. David C.
Hoyle married Denise Maria Miserlis (Simmons
College) in Boston, Massachusetts, on
August 16. David, who earned a master's
degree at M.I.T., is a mechanical development
engineer with Schlumberger Well Services
in Houston, Texas. The Hoyles are living
in Houston. Wayne H. Lingafelter has joined
the Cincinnati, Ohio, office of Duke Asso
ciates as a leasing representative for downtown
office projects. Wayne was previously
involved in real estate development in
Raleigh, North Carolina. Ronald J. Link,
who reports he graduated first in his class
from the fire academy, is a firefighter in
Lakewood, Ohio. He also works for the
Cleveland Board of Education and as a lifeguard during the summer. Ron says he is
currently building a recording studio and
occasionally plays with a local group. His
address is 511 Vineland Road, Bay Village,
Ohio 44140. Catherine Kirkpatrick Owens
had two exhibitions in New York City this
fall. One, entitled "Near the Sea: Photographs
of Nantucket and Martha's Vineyard," was
at the Soho Photo Gallery and the other at
20/20 Photographer's Place. Cathy's address
is now 370 First Avenue, Apt. 7G, New York
10010. Mark E. Packer has been appointed
executive director of Appel Farm Arts and
Music Center in Elmer, New Jersey. Appel
Farm, funded in part by the New Jersey
State Council on the Arts, features among
its activities an artist-in-residence program,
concert series, conferences, and an inter
national summer arts camp. Lenore Johnson
Sprague and her husband, Robert I.
Sprague '80, announce the birth of Mary
Bliss Sprague on Valentine's Day 1987. The
Spragues will be moving from their home in
Richmond, Virginia, in July 1988 to Houston,
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Marcie Simon has designs on
the greeting card business

P

erched on shaky scaffolding some
twenty feet above busy Ocean Beach
Avenue in Santa Monica, California,
Marcie A. Simon '77 wondered just
what she was doing.
Whitewashing a cement viaduct with
a tiny brush high above speeding traffic
wasn't exactly what printmaker Simon
had in mind when she agreed to the
public mural project. That's when she
came up with an idea for a better way
to make a living.
Friends had always complimented her
on the creative handmade cards she
sent them on birthdays and holidays.
Why not go into business, they suggested.
Simon did a little market research in
tony card and gift shops and galleries
around town and discovered there was
quite a demand for handmade cards.
So in January 1985 Simon began
Papertalks, designing, cutting, pasting,
and packaging her cards in a bright
studio in her home.
Today, the petite artist has three sales
representatives peddling some thirty-five
different cards in California and the
Northeast. Simon estimates she sold
three thousand Easter, Valentine,
Mother's and Father's day, Christmas,
and general cards in 1987. Most retail

Simon has put hours of design time
into the colorful cards that feature both
traditional symbols and modern settings—
Santas for Christmas and bunnies for
Easter and geometric shapes. She uses
defraction tape—which skateboarders
and drummers use to highlight letters
on their instruments—and glitter, little
parasols generally found in exotic
drinks, and plastic ribbon.
"People have been very receptive,"
says Simon, who majored in studio art
at Kenyon and won both the Art Prize
and the Peterson Printmaking Prize her
senior year.
She plans to continue her business
when she begins graduate school in
interior architecture this winter.

for $3.50.
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Texas, where Rob has accepted a position
as a a fellow in surgical pathology at the
M.D. Anderson Hospital and Tumor Institute.
Captain Richard V. Tranfield married
Lieutenant Karla M. Doremus (U.S. Air Force
Academy) in Mount Hermon, Massachusetts,
on September 12. Ushers at the wedding
included David C. Allen '79 and James R.
Kent. Richard is a hardware production pro
gram manager, and Karla is a software
engineering manager, both at Hanscom Air
Force Base in Concord, Massachusetts. They
will he living in Nashua, New Hampshire.
Peter White Jr. married Susan D. Smith
(Vanderbilt University, Cumberland School
of Law) in Atlanta, Georgia, on October 10.
Peter, a graduate of the University of Penn
sylvania's medical school, is a resident at
Johns Hopkins Hospital in Baltimore, Mary
land, and Susan is an attorney with the
Electric and Hydroelectric Litigation
Department of the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission in Washington, D.C. E. Jane
Warnshuis tells us she is now president of
Compulit, Inc., a computer services company
that designs and provides information
storage and retrieval systems for law firms.
"In December, we move to a new head
quarters building in Ada, a suburb of Grand
Rapids, Michigan," she writes. Jane notes
that she still finds time to race in most of
the 5k and 10k events in western Michigan.
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Mr. James G. Allen
345 Cardinal Medeiros Street,
Apt. 3
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02141
Co-Agents: Bruce A. Berlin,
Thomas C. Keane, Norman M.
Kenyon, Keith E. Krusz,
Brian K. Wilbert

Myles H. Alderman Jr. married Linda L.
Wiesenthal (Northwestern University) in
Scarsdale, New York, on September 20.
Serving as best man was Myles' brother,
William H. Alderman '84, and David P.
Rose '81 was an usher. Other Kenyonites
in attendance included Leonard Weinberg
II '80, Kristin F. Hay, Lynne B. Roblin,
and Daniel J. Kopman '83. Myles is an
associate at the law firm of Reid and Riege,
while Linda is an associate at Robinson and
Cole; both firms are located in Hartford,
Connecticut. Myles and Linda earned their
law degrees at Syracuse University. James
G. Allen reports he is in his first year at
Harvard Business School, "trying to survive
the Massachusetts winter." Katharine
Williams Allen graduated from George
Washington University's medical school in
May and is now completing her internship
at St. Elizabeth's Hospital in Boston. (The
Aliens' new address is given above.) Peter
N. Dayton II married Lisa A. Maier (Rice
University) in Cincinnati, Ohio, on May 16.
The Daytons are living in Cincinnati.
Abigail R. Esman tells us she has been
writing freelance articles for art magazines
and serving as U.S. editor for a European
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magazine, Neu' Art. "1 frequently see Bill
Koggan, who is a computer programmer at
Citibank here in New York City," she writes,
"and I recently had a visit from Helen
Staveley, who works as technical writer and
lives outside Boston. And by the way, where
are Pete Austin, Nick Boyle, and Michael
Harris.' I'm here in New York trying to
find you boys!" D. David Jonker married
Suzanne Karwoski (Cornell University) in
Stamford, Connecticut, on September 20.
David is a product manager of mortgagebacked securities at Drexel Burnham Lambert
in New York City, and Suzanne is a test
kitchen associate at Good Food magazine.
Anne M. Mundell, who recently earned an
M.F.A at Brandeis University and is now
living in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, was a
scenery designer for the 1987 season at the
Pittsburgh Public Theater. She also recently
designed scenes for a production of "Brighton
Beach Memoirs" in South Dakota and for
two shows produced by the Civic Light
Opera in Pittsburgh. James C. NicholsFleming writes that he and his wife, Diane,
are teaching elementary special education
classes in the Claremont, New Hampshire,
public schools. Their address is Camelot
Apt. 10, Claremont Arms, Winter Street,
Claremont 03743. J. Gregg Parini has been
named assistant professor of physical educa
tion and head swimming coach at Denison
University. Gregg, who earned a master's
degree in counseling psychology at Michigan
State University, had previously been a
psychologist and head swim coach at Mount
Union College in Alliance, Ohio. Peter S.
Resnick tells us he recently passed the
C.P.A. examination and continues to enjoy
his work in corporate planning with a subsi
diary of Capital Holding in Louisville,
Kentucky. Thomas M. Nelson and
Margaret R. Richey were married on
September 26. Maria F. Amorocho was a
bridesmaid, and P. Michael Gee '83 was a
guest. Tom and Margaret are living at 1078
Avondale Road, South Euclid, Ohio 44121
(telephone 216-381-3887). "We are working
on our new house and encourage visitors."
Susan D. Weil writes that she is a medical
illustrator at the Cleveland Clinic. She lives
in Cleveland Heights, Ohio.
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5 th Reunion

Mr. Edward F. Spodick
P.O. Box 347
Gambier, Ohio 43022-0347
Co-Agents: Giuseppe C. Basili,
Reid W. Click, Stacy L.
DePaolis, G. Taylor Johnson,
Bruce D. Kinlin, Martha G.
Lorenz

Bettina E. Berg represented Kenyon at the
inauguration of Elizabeth Coleman as president
of Bennington College in Vermont in
October. Bettina lives in Brattleboro, Vermont.

Anne E. Brenner married Kenneth F.
Holmes (Dartmouth College) in Youngstown,
Ohio, on September 5. Kenneth recently
started his own real estate development
company in New Hampshire. Stephen D.
Hays reports he has been employed since
September by Furman Selz, "where research
and trading of arbitrage stocks is the primary
cause for stress—and no, I don't have any
stock tips and 1 haven't met Ivan Boesky."
Steve says he has happened upon Lettie
Teague, "who is thoroughly computer
literate," and stayed in touch with Paul J.
Cymbala '85, who is living in London,
England. R. Graham Heasley Jr. reports
that Teresa J. Joyce has a new job with
Newsmakers, a speakers bureau in Washington,
D.C., and that Ross A. Miller and his wife
have a second child, Jocelyn, born on
November 2. Anne O. Jay, resident of St.
Louis, Missouri, writes, "Between visits to
the National Dog Museum and the Bowling
Hall of Fame, 1 hardly have time to com
municate. Catch you under the arch!" Laura
Lang King tells us she and her husband,
Jerry A. King '80, work with a Bible
fellowship on the Ohio State University
campus in Columbus and plan to go to
China as missionaries within the next few
years. Meanwhile, Jerry also works a free
lance commercial artist. The Kings have a
two-year-old daughter, Joanna. Deborah W.
Kittredge participated in the College's
Department Alumni Program at Kenyon on
October 30 and 31. A history major, she is
director of marketing and operations for
Dance Umbrella in Boston, Massachusetts.
Nina L. Klein, who is finishing her final
year of medical school at Case Western
Reserve University in Cleveland, Ohio,
reports that she has applied for a residency
in radiology. Kelley C. MacDonald writes
that she is pursuing an M.B.A. at the Amos
Tuck School of Dartmouth College. "After
working in Manhattan for four years at a
brokerage firm, I can't wait to get back to
school!" Kelley's address is Amos Tuck
School, 114 Buchanan Hall, Hanover, New
Hampshire 03755. Kendrick A. Mernitz
married Neal E. Smith in Washington, D.C.,
on November 7. They will live at 1322
North Fort Myer Drive, Apt. 931, Arlington,
Virginia 22209 (telephone 703-276-7763).
Howard J. Miller III married Sarah A.
Magrino (Smith College) in New York City
on October 5. Howard is creative director
of Howard Miller Associates in Lancaster,
Pennsylvania, and Sarah is a copywriter for
the Franklin Mint in Philadelphia. Robert
H. Olney Jr. is now teaching third, fourth,
and fifth grades at Waynflete School in
Portland, Maine. Charles A. Pohl received
his medical degree from Thomas Jefferson
University College of Medicine in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, in June. He is now serving a
residency in pediatrics at Children's Hospital
in Pittsburgh. John P. Robrock tells us he
will graduate from the Wright State University
School of Medicine in June. He plans to
pursue a residency in family practice. David
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M. Scott informs us he is living in Tokyo,
Japan, as Asia-Pacific sales manager for
R.H. Wrightson and Associates, a New
York-based economic consulting firm. His
address is Maison Ueda 4, 4-27-19 MinamiAoyama, Minato-ku, Tokyo 107, Japan.
Stuart D. Sheppard writes that he recently
joined Ketchum Public Relations in New
York City as a senior account executive in
the financial relations division. "My most
interesting on-the-job experience so far was
taking a Hawaiian-shirt-clad Santa Claus
wearing sunglasses and Bermuda shorts to
the floor of the New York Stock Exchange
for the listing of a major toy company in
July. As I've always said, if you dress well
you can go anywhere." First Lieutenant
Douglas C. Smith recently reported for duty
at the U.S. Marine Corps Air Station in El
Toro, California. Doug has been with the
Marines since February 1985. A. Gordon
Steele writes, "I remain actively single and
have no plans to relinquish my independence
in the form of marriage." Gordon says he
attended a rabbit hunt in Princeton, New
Jersey, hosted by Willing L. Biddle.
"Wing—always the clever soul—named this
event 'Hare today, gone tomorrow'!" Other
Kenyonites in attendance were Charles F.
Wheatley III, S. Mark Loomis, and Richard
A. Grellier. Andrew Welsh-Huggins and
Pamela Welsh-Huggins tell us they are in
their second year in Providence, Rhode
Island, where Andrew is finishing a master's
degree program in comparative literature at
Brown University. Pam, meanwhile, is
handling two jobs—bilingual outreach
worker for a community center by day and
teacher of English to adult immigrants by
night. "We're really looking forward to the
reunion," they note. "Does the deli still
have the amazing carrot cake we and Jerry
Witschger used to eat by the pound?"
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Mr. Jonathan E. Tazewell
P.O. Box 725
Gamhier, Ohio 43022-0725
Co-Agents: Maria C. Caprio,
Lyn S. Crozier, Thomas B.
Faulkner, Cindy A. Frost,
Stephanie Suntken Seidel

Susan Opatrny Althans reports she has been
named assistant vice president of Everett
and Associates and chair of Young Audiences
of Greater Cleveland (Ohio). Thomas S.
Eustis has joined the law firm of Holland
and Knight as an associate in their Orlando,
Florida, office. A graduate of Washington
and Lee University's law school, he is prac
ticing in the areas of commercial litigation
and bankruptcy law. Sara M. Grundish,
who graduated from the Ohio State University
College of Law in June, is a law clerk with
the firm of Hite and Heath in Utica, Ohio.
Sara received her J.D. with honors. John
H. Haigh married Alexandria Arnold
(Drake University) in Ringwood, New Jersey,
on October 11. John works for Home
Improvement Design in Toms River, New
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Jersey, and Alexandria works for Telerate
Systems in New York City. Elizabeth B.
Honea, who continues to teach at the
Loomis Chaffee School, reports that she
and her hushand, Greg Buckles, recently
bought a house in Windsor, Connecticut.
"We've exchanged the traumas of dorm life
for the headaches of home ownership." J.
Brian Horgan and Sarah Mott Horgan tell
us they are teaching at Western Reserve
Academy in Hudson, Ohio. They spent last
summer in Annapolis, Maryland, where Brian
began a four-summer graduate program in
liberal education at St. John's College. During
a visit to Boston, Massachusetts, Sarah saw
Marilyn L. Fitzgerald, who was heading for
a year of research in Japan, and Jean M.
Olin, who entered an M.B.A. program at
Boston College this fall. Julia Lord married
Lee H. Kalcheim (Trinity College) in Stockbridge, Massachusetts, on September 12.
Julia works as a theatrical agent with the
Monty Silver Agency in New York City, and
Lee writes for films, theater, and television
and teaches at New York University. Susan
M. Miller writes that she is midway through
her second year working in Kenyon's admis
sions office, where the Class of '84 is also
represented by Jonathan E. Tazewell and
Katherine T. Webster. "Life in Gamhier is
fun, but 1 do miss my Kenyon friends sprinkled
around the U.S.A. Anyone dropping by has
a free floor for the night!" Theodora W.
Morris writes that she received her master's
degree in general psychology from New York
University in June. She is now working
toward a Ph.D. in health psychology through
Yeshiva University's Ferkauf Graduate
School and Albert Einstein College of
Medicine. Bradley R. Remick reports he
recently married Hillary Shattuck (University
of Pennsylvania, Villanova University Law
School) with Richard Maier '83 in attendance.
Brad is associated with the Philadelphia law
firm of Griffith and Burr, where one of his
fellow attorneys is Ronald Winter '56. Jeffrey
A. Seidel tells us he has joined the First
Boston Corporation and is enjoying life in
New York City. He continues to work with
personal computers and has joined the firm's
user consulting group as a personal com
puting specialist. James R. Whittum received
the George R. Peterson "Sandoz" Award at
the Wright State University School of
Medicine in September.
Ms. Deborah A. Johnson
675 High Street, Apt. 1
North Bay, Ontario,
Canada P186R9
Co-Agents: Susan B. Berger,
Mary E. Chalmers, John U.
Durant, Scott D. Garson,
Brian C. Kearney, Sarah B.
Ostrander
Christopher L. Anderson reports he has
moved from Gahanna, Ohio, to New York
City, where he is teaching at Brooklyn
Friends School and pursuing a master's degree

at Columbia University. His new address is
530 East 89th Street, Apt. 2B, New York
10128 (telephone 212-879-7289). John A.
Coladarci writes that he is attending the
Washington University School of Law in
St. Louis, Missouri. He says he sees Harvey
M. Stephens, Mary E. Atkinson '86, B.
Patrick Gallagher Jr. '86, and James C.
Hetlage '86 regularly; Harvey, Pat, and Jim
are fellow law students. Although he notes
"I'm usually in the library," Jack can some
times be contacted at 6218 Northwood,
Apt. 11, St. Louis, Missouri 63105. Karen
J. Friedland writes that she is working in the
English department at Harvard University
and as a freelance writer for local newspapers.
"I've bumped into many Kenyonites," she
notes, "many of them employed right here
at Harvard." Karen's address is 14 Chester
Street, Watertown, Massachusetts 02172.
Susan "Siouxsie" Hillenbrand tells us she
is busy in film school at the University of
California at Los Angeles. She has seen
David L. Smay '83, Karen L. Agee, and
Michael H. Stoner '86. Siouxsie is sharing
digs with Constance A. Chapin at 458Vi
Kelton Avenue, Los Angeles 90024. Siouxsie
reports that Judith A. Norman, "who has
married Reuven de Waal (University of
Amsterdam) and is living in Amsterdam," is
working there as a disc jockey. Judy does
not yet have a permanent address, but her
mother will forward mail from 50 Riverside
Drive, New York, New York 10024. Sherry
D. Hunts married Edwin Scribner Seabury
Jr. (University of Alaska) in Morristown,
New Jersey, in October. Sherry is a freelance
illustrator, and Edwin is chairman of
Compunet Marketing in New York City.
Rosslyn O. Kooser writes that she is pursuing
a master's degree in special education and
teaching emotionally disturbed children in
Baltimore, Maryland. Her new address is 31
Gibbons Boulevard, Cockeysville, Maryland
21030. Laura M. Lowrance reports she will
finish her last semester at the American
Musical and Dramatic Academy in New York
City in January 1988. Julia C. Miller writes
that she is in her second year of a Ph.D.
program in anthropology at the University of
Pennsylvania. She is studying Mesoamerican
archaeology. Nancy C. Pierce tells us she is
living with a Swedish family on a small
horse farm in Greenwich, Connecticut, and
making plans to travel to Europe to look at
horses in France and Sweden. "Worth
noting is the fact that I discovered my
French contact during my study-abroad
program in Seville, Spain." Nancy works in
the personnel department of an engineering
firm in Greenwich. Kyle Primous participated
in Kenyon's Department Alumni Program
at the College October 30 and 31. A dance
and drama major, Kyle is now with the
Footpath Dance Company in Cleveland, Ohio.
Bruce R. Rutledge informs us he is
associate editor for Universal News Service
of Japan. His address is Green HTS
Hongo-201, 1-33-19 Hongo, Bunkyo-ku,
Tokyo 113, Japan. Ann B. Sibley writes that
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she is now living in the Detroit, Michigan,
area, still working for Federal-Mogul. "It's
fun to be back in the area, although I'll
surely miss North Carolina come the cold
weather and snow!" Ann's new address is
20805 Woodland Glen, Apt. 203, Northville,
Michigan 48167. Paul J. Soska III tells us
he has begun graduate study in school
psychology at Kent State University. "My
interests have once again led me to infants
and young children and research at an early
intervention center working with multiply
handicapped youngsters. I love it! Thank
you, Dr. Smolak!" Paul's address is 1416
Terrace, Kent State University, Kent, Ohio
44243. Thomas O.L. Wagner and Sarah K.
Quillin '86 were married in Columbus, Ohio,
on April 25. Among T.O.'s groomsmen
were Charles L. Barr III and Frank Mihm.
Ellen J. Watson is still in the Ph.D. program
in philosophy at the University of Colorado.
But, she writes, "my advisor has moved to
the University of Maryland at College Park,
so there's a good chance I'll be in the
Washington, D.C., area starting next fall."
^ O /I

Mr. Christopher M. Schwarz
1642 Cortland Drive
Arlington Heights, Illinois 60004
Co-Agents: Andrew W. Chapman,
Mauree D. Donahue, Anne
E. Fox, M. Megan Hayes,
Douglas R. Vahey, James D.
Weiss

Jean H. Bender reports she quit her job in
New York City and moved to Old Greenwich,
Connecticut, where she is "having a great
time" teaching nursery school. Ann E.
Edwards was Kenyon's representative at the
inauguration of Russell L. Nichols as presi
dent of Hanover College in Indiana in
September. Ann lives in Louisville, Kentucky.
Anne T. Gibbons has been appointed a
communications associate at Praxis Media,
Inc., a Connecticut-based communications
consulting and production company. Anne
will serve as proposal coordinator and manage
the schedules of company sales representa
tives. Lydia M. Jarrett writes that she is an
account executive at Patrick Media Group,
"the largest billboard company in the
country," in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. She
is in charge of selling billboards. Theodore
K. Manley participated in the College's
Department Alumni Program at Kenyon on
October 30 and 31. Ted, who was a history
major, is a professional dancer. Maria P.
Marchetti writes that she is attending
graduate school in physical therapy at Beaver
College. She is living at 515 North York
Road, Apt. ID, Willow Grove, Pennsylvania
19090. Sarah K. Quillin and Thomas O.L.
Wagner '85 were married in Columbus,
Ohio, on April 25. Theodora "Dorien"
Ter Haar served as maid of honor, and
bridesmaids included Wendy B. Reeder '87,
Harriet S. Stern '87, and Allison W. Tittle
'87. Dorien reports that Virginia L. Fitzgerald,
who acted as hostess at the wedding, has
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moved to Iowa City, Iowa, where she is
starting a hand-painted clothes business.
E.W. Gentry Sayad played his great-greatgreat grandfather, General Richard Gentry
of Boone County, Missouri, in the one
hundred fiftieth anniversary reenactment of
the Battle of Okeechobee, Florida, on
December 6. Gentry, who lives in St. Louis,
Missouri, carried his ancestor's dress sword
and wore a replica of a uniform from the
Black Hawk War of 1832 for the part. Sarah
W. Tuttle and William L. Horner '87 were
married in New York City on September 12.
Among those attending the ceremony were
Peter P. Belton, A. Kirk Johnston,
Elizabeth S. Loom is. and Peter R.
Terhune. Sarah is an assistant in the trade
sales department of Random House Publishers,
and Bill is an account coordinator with
Ogilvy and Mather Advertising, both in
New York City. John W. Zinsser writes
from Japan that his job "has become more
administrative as I am now involved in
organization of the J.E.T. Program, which
brought eight hundred teachers here last
year and will bring thirteen hundred next
year. And I made the national news here
with a speech challenging the Japanese
government to stop wasting tax money and
begin to utilize the J.E.T. Program, rather
than employ it as a hollow symbol of its
desire to 'internationalize.' "
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Ms. Stephanie L. Abbajay
636A South 15 th Street
Arlington, Virginia 22202
Co-Agents: Lilly J. Goren,
Amy F. Guy, Robert G. Ix,
Lawrence E. Kohn, Katherine
E. Lewis, James K. Sokol,
Katherine V. Welsh

David S. Fuhrmann is a member of the
staff at the Lloyd Center for Environmental
Studies in South Dartmouth, Massachusetts.
As an administrative intern, he researches
and writes articles for the Buzzards Bay
Project newsletter and works on the State
of the Bay Conference and other activities
in support of the Buzzards Bay Project.
Adam C. Smith has joined the staff of the
Lakeville Journal, a newspaper in Connecticut.
Martha S. Jones is teaching agriculture,
English, mathematics, and social studies to
fourth and fifth graders at St. John's School
in Puerto Cortes, Honduras. "Outside of St.
John's, life is still a great learning experience
for me," she writes. Martha's address is c/o
St. John's School, Apartado 16, Puerto Cortes,
Honduras, Central America. Frederick C.
Zinn reports he is still drawing cartoons,
now for the Michigan Daily News in Ann
Arbor. "For the moment, I plan on attempting
this professionally (gasp)." Anyone interested
in a copy of Fred's book of cartoons dealing
with the trials and tribulations of Kenyon
student life can obtain one from him at
1227 Olivia Street, Ann Arbor 48104, for
$7, which includes postage and handling.

Deaths
George I. Zollinger '21 on September 18, 1987. He
was eighty-one and a resident of Washington, D.C.
A cum laude graduate of Kenyon with a major
in mathematics, George was a member of the
Literary Society, Gun Club, Science Club, and
the Reveille staff. He was also a private in the
Student Army Training Corps. After graduation,
George completed one year of graduate work in
statistics at Ohio State University. He began his
professional career as a statistician for the steel
industry and in 1939 became a statistician for the
Unemployment Commission in Columbus, Ohio.
Drafted into the army in 1941, he served in the
Seacoast Service Test Section of the U.S. Army
Ground Forces Board until 1943. Following active
duty, George became a statistical auditor for
Capitol Airlines, remaining with the corporation
after its merger into United Airlines in 1961. He
retired in 1963 at the age of sixty-five and
promptly joined the Peace Corps, serving as an
economic advisor in Kabul, Afghanistan, in 1964.
At that time, Air Transport World magazine was
organizing a staff and invited him to join. George
signed on as director of research for the magazine,
organizing statistics on U.S. and world airline
traffic. As of 1987, after more than twenty years
with the magazine, he was the only original
employee. During his years with the airline
companies, George was a world traveler, visiting
dozens of countries including Czechoslovakia,
Greece, Israel, Italy, Japan, New Zealand, and
the Soviet Union.
George kept in close contact with Kenyon. He
attended more than sixty-five commencements
and remained active with alumni work, returning
for more than sixty class reunions. President of
the East Liverpool (Ohio) Alumni Association in
1926, George later became a member of the
Columbus (Ohio) Alumni Association from 1928
to 1941 and served the Washington, D.C., Alumni
Association as secretary from 1952 to 1953 and
president from 1953 to 1954. He participated in
alumni phonathons from 1975 to 1982, volunteered
as an alumni career counselor beginning in 1973,
and became his class agent in 1982. George was
a generous donor to the Kenyon Fund and named
the College in his will.
He is survived by a cousin, Mrs. Francine
Chronister of East Liverpool, Ohio, and five
other cousins.
Donald P. Shelhart 1922 on August 5, 1987, in
Akron, Ohio. He was eighty-eight and a resident
of Akron.
Donald was a member of Delta Tau Delta at
Kenyon. He left the College to serve in the U.S.
Army during World War 1. Following the war,
Donald joined his father's business, Shelhart
Incorporated, a men's wear shop in the Mayflower
Hotel in Akron. He retired in 1952.
Donald is survived by his wife, Juanita, and a
son, Jonathan.
Charles W. Toland 1924 on August 15, 1986, in
Delaware, Ohio, of natural causes. He was
eighty-four.
After attending Kenyon, Charles worked in
Cleveland, Ohio, as a reporter for the Cleveland
Press and as a salesman for the General Electric
Company and Montgomery Ward. He joined the
Apex Manufacturing Company's Vacuum Cleaner
Division in Cleveland as manager of foundry sales
in 1936. In 1948, Charles was appointed product
sales manager for the division. He later worked
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for the General American Transportation Cor
poration and then for U.S. Steel, from which he
retired while living in Birmingham, Michigan.
Charles is survived by two children, John and
Charles. A brother, Lawrence, was a member of
the Class of 1931.
R. Gale Evans '26 H'75 on November 19, 1987,
in Cincinnati, Ohio, of complications from
cancer. A lifelong resident of Cincinnati, he was
eighty-three.
While at Kenyon, Gale was a member of Delta
Tau Delta. He joined Cincinnati Cordage and
Paper Company in 1926 and served as president
and treasurer of the firm from 1949 to 1976 and
as a member of the company's board of directors
until his death. An avid golfer, Gale received the
Golf Achievement and Contribution to Golf
Award at the third annual Legends of Golf Tour
nament in 1984. He was an emeritus trustee of
Kenyon, serving as an alumni trustee from 1951
to 1957 and as a trustee-at-large from 1959 until
1980. Chair of the Buildings and Grounds Com
mittee at Kenyon for many years, he was also a
founding trustee of the Ohio Foundation of
Independent Colleges. A member of the Alumni
Council beginning in the early 1930s, he was a
member of the Council's executive committee
from 1941 to 1948 and served as its president
from 1945 to 1948. Gale also served as secretary
and treasurer of the Cincinnati Alumni Association
from 1936 to 1939 and as president from 1941 to
1946. Kenyon awarded him with an honorary
doctorate in 1975 in recognition of his many
years of service to the College.
Gale is survived by a son, Richard G. Evans Jr.
'55, a daughter, Joan Zimmer, and five grand
children, including Barbara J. Evans '86. The family
asks that any memorial contributions be made to
Kenyon or to a charity of the donor's choice.
Russell T. Wiandt '28 on November 10, 1987,
of pneumonia. A resident of Youngstown, Ohio,
he was eighty-one.
Following graduation from Kenyon, Russell worked
as an industrial gas salesman for the East Ohio
Gas Company for nearly forty-three years until
his retirement in 1971. A World War II veteran
of the U.S. Army, Russell was active in Masonic
and other civic and fraternal organizations in his
community and had twice served as foreman for
the grand jury in Mahoning County.
Russell is survived by a daughter, Helen Keel;
two sisters, Charlotte Yokes and Helen Rager;
and a grandson.
Lowell Goodman Simonds 1929 on October 2,
1987, of a heart attack. He was seventy-nine and
a resident of Shawnee Mission, Kansas.
Goodman attended Kenyon from September 1925
to June 1926 and from September 1929 to June
1930. He studied mathematics and economics,
was a member of the Middle Kenyon Association,
and ran on the varsity track squad. Goodman
worked as a real estate property manager with the
P.A. Simonds Investment Company before World
War II. As a civilian during the war, he was captain
of the Civilian Defense Service Group and
manager of the greater Kansas City War Housing
Center from 1943 to 1945; he also managed the
move of the Farm Credit Administration from
Washington, D.C., to Kansas City, Missouri.
Goodman then worked as an investment counselor
at A.E. Weltner and Company in Kansas City
and later as a controller for the Keystone Trailer
and Equipment Company. After retirement, he
became parish administrator at St. Paul's Episcopal
Church in Kansas City. Goodman served Kenyon
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Jean Dunbar Caples

Jean Dunbar Caples
Jean Dunbar Caples, first lady of Kenyon
College from 1968 to 1975, died on
Thursday, December 10, at her home in
Chicago, Illinois. She was seventy-three.
A native of Chicago and an alumna
of Wellesley College, Jean Caples came
to Gambier when her husband, William
G. Caples '30 H'61, returned to his
alma mater as president in 1968. She
had been active as a civic leader in
Chicago, serving as head of the Women's
Division of the Community Fund,
organizing and heading the Women's
Board of the United Charities of
Chicago, the nation's largest, and
co-chairing the Chicago Heart Fund. In
addition, she had been active in the
American Heart Association on the
national level and in the USO. A former
member of the board of the Park Ridge
School for Girls, she served also at one
time as a director of the Chicago chapter
of the English Speaking Union.
At the time of his appointment to
the presidency, Caples said, "I asked
my wife to consider the change in her
role, for without her wholehearted
commitment to this new role I would
have abandoned the idea. Jean is in
complete accord that this will be a
more meaningful life for both of us."

The magnitude of Jean Caples' con
tributions to Kenyon was acknowledged
on May 17, 1975, with the dedication
of the Jean Dunbar Caples Residence, a
College dormitory that is still the tallest
building in Knox County. The Board of
Trustees voted her this signal honor "in
recognition of and deep appreciation
for her many efforts on behalf of
Kenyon College."
"Jean Caples brought a very special
style and intelligence to the presidency
at Kenyon," said President Philip H.
Jordan Jr., "working without fanfare
but with very great effect to help her
husband advance the College at an
important time in Kenyon's history."
At a memorial service at Kenyon on
December 19, Professor of Art Joseph
F. Slate remembered, "Jean Caples was
a blithe spirit. She was shy, but she
loved life and she had a fierce sense of
duty. She was the perfect hostess. A
dry martini in one hand, a lacquered
cigarette holder in the other, she was
never at a loss for deadpan one-liners
and witty anecdotes, usually at her own
expense. She laughed often, her chin
up, her head thrust forward, an open
husky laugh that was infectious.. .She
was a gifted decorator, and she made
Cromwell Cottage elegant. Then she
took students at their word: they were
serious, and she expected them to care
about beautiful things. She attended
student lectures, recitals, and plays and
filled Cromwell with student art. They
responded with their friendship.
Jean Caples is survived by her husband,
whom she married in 1945; a son,
William G. Caples of Seattle, Wash
ington; a daughter, Cynthia K. Mull of
Highland Park, Illinois; and a step
daughter, Pamela G. Wilkes of Mystic,
Connecticut. The Caples recently
welcomed their fourth grandchild,
Sarah Dunbar Caples. Contributions in
memory of Jean Caples may be made to
the Women's Board of the United
Charities of Chicago or to Kenyon
College.
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as president of the Kansas City Alumni Associa
tion and as chair of an early development campaign
in that city.
Goodman is survived by his wife, Margaret
Nicholls Simonds, and two sons, G. Nicholls and
Stephen.
George F.R. Pollard Jr. '50 on August 28, 1987,
in Gordonsville, Virginia. A resident of Gordonsville since 1973, he was sixty-one and had suffered
from diabetes for many years.
George entered Kenyon as a sophomore in the
fall of 1947 after serving with the U.S. Navy in
the Pacific theater of operations from 1943 to
1946. While at Kenyon, he was a member of
Delta Phi, participated in intramural athletics,
and was involved with Student Council and the
Kenyon Revue, a theatrical group. Following
graduation, George worked as a medical service
representative with Ayers, McKenna, and Harrison
in New York City.
George is survived by his mother; his wife, the
former Floy Kilmer, whom he married in the
Church of the Holy Spirit in Gambier on June 24,
1950; a daughter, Leslie May, and three sons,
George 111, Michael, and David; and a granddaughter.
Alexander E. Hoedt '50 on October 15, 1987, of
a heart attack. He was fifty-nine and a resident of
Denver, Colorado.
Lex came to the United States from the
Netherlands to attend college. While at Kenyon,
he majored in modern foreign languages, played
varsity soccer, and was a member of the Archon
Society. Upon graduation in February of 1950,
Lex went to work for the Bunge Corporation in
New York City. He was drafted into the U.S. Army
in the fall of 1950, serving with the Batallion
Intelligence Section in Japan and Korea and
attaining the rank of sergeant before his discharge
in 1952. Lex's work history following the war
exemplified his interest in languages and inter
national business. From 1953 to 1955, he completed
work toward a master's degree in business admin
istration at Columbia University. In 1962, Lex
became international advertising manager for the
Polaroid Corporation in Cambridge, Massachusetts,
and spent one year on assignment at the Amsterdam
office of Polaroid. He then took a position as
manager of sales promotion and advertising for
the International Group of the Singer Company
in New York City in 1969. Involved with many
overseas offices of Singer, Lex served as director
of marketing in Tokyo, Japan, and as general
manager of the company in Hong Kong and Iran.
After returning to the United States several years
ago, he became manager of marketing and sales
for the Coors Food Products Company in Golden,
Colorado.
Lex is survived by his wife, Virginia Offenhiser
Hoedt, whom he married in 1955, and two sons,
Matthew and Alexander.
The Very Reverend Lawrence Rose H'62 on
October 17, 1987, in Kent, Connecticut, after a
long illness. A resident of Kent, he was eighty-five.
A 1923 graduate of Harvard University, Rose
received a bachelor's degree in sacred theology
from General Theological Seminary in New York
City in 1928. Appointed a missionary to Japan in
1934, he became professor of Christian apologetics
and Christian education in the Central Theological
College in Ikebukero. Rose also served as
chaplain of the American congregation of Holy
Trinity Church in Tokyo. With the approach of
World War II, he returned to the United States
in 1940 and became associate professor of theology
at Bexley Hall. Rose was called to the deanship
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of Berkeley Divinity School at Yale University in
1942; five years later, he was elected the sixth
dean of General Theological Seminary. Rose was
the recipient of a number of honorary degrees,
including a 1943 honorary doctorate of sacred
theology from General and honorary doctorates
from Trinity College in Hartford, Connecticut,
and the University of the South in Sewanee,
Tennessee. Appointed a representative to the
council of St. Augustine's College in Canterbury,
England, in 1952, he was a trustee of a number
of schools and foundations and served on the
American Medical Association's Committee on
Medicine and Religion.
Rose is survived by his wife, Caroline, and
three daughters, Margaret, Judith, and Frances.
Contributions in memory of Rose may be made
to the Kent School Chapel Fund, Kent,
Connecticut 06757.
John W. Jastatt Jr. '74 on November 13, 1987,
in Warren, Ohio, of carbon monoxide poisoning.
His death was ruled accidental. A lifelong resident
of Warren, he was thirty-five.
While at Kenyon, John majored in history and
was a member of Delta Tau Delta. At the time
of his death, he was president of Warren Printing,
a company founded by his parents and formerly
known as the Warren Letter Shop. John had
served as treasurer and a member of the board of
directors of the Trumbull County Branch of the
American Cancer Society.
John is survived by his father; his wife, Joan,
whom he married in 1982; two sons, Benjamin
and John III; a sister, Nancy; and a brother,
James. Memorial contributions may be made to
the Trumbull County Branch of the American
Cancer Society.
Douglas J. Neeley 1990 on November 29, 1987
in Toledo, Ohio. He was twenty and a resident
of Dallas, Texas.

A transfer student from Vanderbilt University,
Doug was a sophomore at Kenyon and a member
of the junior varsity basketball team and Beta
Theta Pi. While at Vanderbilt, he was named to
the dean's list and elected to three academic
honor societies.
Doug is survived by his parents, David and
Rebecca Neeley; a sister, Alyson E. Neeley; and
his brother, John D. Neeley, a junior at Kenyon.
A memorial service was held on December 4,
1987 in the College chapel. Contributions in
Doug's memory may be made to Kenyon College.
We have been notified of the deaths of the
following alumni for whom no further informa
tion was available.
Thomas Stephen Kohlbry 1950 on December
10, 1987, of cancer.
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John Wilson Black
John Wilson Black, former professor of
speech whose broad interests led to the
construction of the Hill Theater, died
of cancer on December 4, 1987, in
Columbus, Ohio. He was eighty-two.
Black, who came to Kenyon as
instructor of English in 1935 and was
named professor of speech in 1936,
founded the Department of Speech at
the College. During World War II, he
served as project director for the
National Defense Research Council's
voice communication laboratory. At
the same time, his wife, Helen H. Black,
carried on the work of the department.
Although his area of scholarship was
speech and communication he had a
lifelong interest in the theater, and
under his leadership the Kenyon College
Dramatic Club began producing plays
in 1938. His energy and initiative led
to construction, in 1941, of the Shaffer
Speech Building with its Hill Theater.
Born February 9, 1906, in rural Indiana,
Black was educated at Wabash College
and the University of Iowa. He served
as a visiting professor at several univer
sities, including the University of
Minnesota, Michigan State University,
and Texas Southern University, before
settling at Kenyon for fourteen years.
He left the College in 1949 to become
director of speech and hearing at Ohio
State University, where he taught until
his retirement in 1976.
Black is survived by his wife, Helen
H. Black, three daughters, Carolyn
Utley, Constance Nagle, and Charlotte
Black, and a son, Richard Black.
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Alumni Council

Peter J. Bianchi '78
Stamford, Connecticut
Peter is a group
manager of advertising
sales for the New York
Times. He cochaired his
5th-reunion committee
and a member of his
lOth-reunion committee
this year. A past presi
dent of the New York City Alumni Associa
tion and chair of the Boston phonathon,
Peter has been a class agent since 1985 and
is completing an appointed one-year term on
the Alumni Council. He received the
Distinguished Alumni Service Award in 1984.
James G. Carr '62
Toledo, Ohio
Jim, who was awarded
the Anderson Cup in
&
1962, is a U.S.
magistrate in the U.S.
District Court in Toledo.
In 1987, he was a
member of his 25threunion committee and
received the D. Morgan Smith Outstanding
Class Agent Award. A past president of the
Toledo Alumni Association, Jim has also
been an extern sponsor and career counseling
volunteer. In the Toledo area, he has been a
board member of the Child Abuse Prevention
Center and the Lucas County Mental Health
Board and Children's Services Board.
Thomas E. Davidson '51
Cincinnati, Ohio
Tom works in financial
-5Wcounseling with David
son and Associates. He
has been president of the
Cincinnati Alumni
Association and is major
gifts chair for the
Southwest Ohio region
of the Campaign for Kenyon. Tom has been
president of several Cincinnati organizations,
including Cincinnati Association for the
Blind, Cincinnati Financial Analysts, Miami
Valley Business Economists, and the Ex
change Club of Cincinnati.
Cynthia A. Frost '84
Chicago, Illinois
Cindy is manager of
secondary fiber for Chan
i
neled Resources. She is a
•
former president of the
Indianapolis Alumni
Association and served
on the search committee
for the director of alumni
affairs. A class agent, Cindy received the
Distinguished Alumni Service Award in
1986. While in Indianapolis, she was a Pan
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Am games volunteer in the arts and culture
division.
Jack L. Hart '48
Fresno, California
Jack is a vice president
at Bank of America,
where he serves as
special credit officer. He
is a past president of the
San Francisco Alumni
Association and has
volunteered for phonathons, admissions work, and career counsel
ing. In 1975, Jack received the Distinguished
Alumni Service Award.

A

Catherine T. Hazlett '81
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Cathy is a regional
supervisor of sales support for HMO Sales. She
is currently secretary
of the Philadelphia
Alumni Association and
has chaired the alumni
admissions committee.
Cathy is a class agent, a phonathon volunteer,
and a member of her 5th-reunion planning
committee. She is completing a two-year
appointed term on Alumni Council.
William P. Rice '67
Duxbury, Massachusetts
President and founder
of Anchor Capital Ad
visors, Bill is an invest
ment counselor and
registered advisor. He
has been active in the
Boston Alumni Association, serving as president, vice president, and
phonathon chair. Bill, who received the
Distinguished Alumni Service Award in
1982, delivered the welcoming address to the
Class of 1991 this past fall.
Henry W. Roberts '50
Fort Wayne, Indiana
i
Hank is president of
Personal Marketing
Systems. He has served
as an admissions vol
unteer and a member of
the Parents Advisory
Council. Hank is com
pleting a two-year
appointment on the Alumni Council. In Fort
Wayne, he is involved with the Samaritan
Pastoral Counseling Center, the Central
Lions Club, and the legislative action com
mittee of the Chamber of Commerce.

Alumni Trustee
Philip J. Harter '64
Washington, D.C.
Phil is in the private
practice of law in
Washington, D.C. He
has been president of the
Kenyon Alumni Associa
tion and of the Washington, D.C., Alumni
Association. Phil received
the Distinguished Alumni Service Award in
1984 and the Extern Sponsor Award in 1983.
He is a member of the board of the
Cooperative Urban Ministry Center and of
the Friends of Tregaron. Phil is currently
completing his first three-year term as an
Alumni Trustee.
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William S. Lipscomb '80
Princeton, New Jersey
Bill is executive director of the Corella and
V <3>
Bertram Bonner Founda
tion. He is a member of
the Kenyon Fund Ex
ecutive Committee and
serves as class agent. A
former vice president of
the Detroit Alumni Association, Bill has
helped with phonathons and alumni
recruiting in both Detroit and Boston. He
has also served as a trustee of the Tribute
Fund in Detroit.

Thomas R. Sant '65
Columbus, Ohio
Tom is a partner in
the law firm of Porter,
Wright, Morris, and Ar
thur. A past admissions
volunteer and phonathon
participant, he is presently
a member of the Kenyon
Athletic Association
Hall of Fame committee.
Tom served on the search committees for the
provost and for the director of alumni affairs.
Now active in the Campaign for Kenyon,
Tom has also been involved in fundraising
for the Ohio Foundation of Independent
Colleges. A former member of the Alumni
Council, he is completing his first three-year
term as an Alumni Trustee.
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James D. Squiers '50
Sarasota, Florida
Jim is retired as vice
president of estates and
trusts at Bankers Trust
Company in New York
City. He is a past presi
dent of the New York
%
Alumni Association and
has served on Alumni
Council. Jim is also a past president of the
Kenyon chapter of Alpha Delta Phi.

Look for your ballot in the mail—and vote!

Reunion Weekend
May 27-29, 1988

How long has it been since you
climbed the hill and said a prayer?
Or built a dam, or smoked a ham?
Or rang a bell, or spanked a naughty freshman (well)?
Come back to Kenyon. We can't promise you'll be able
to duplicate the fabled experiences of Philander Chase,
but we can guarantee you a memorable weekend.
See you in May!

Reunion Weekend
May 27-29, 1988
Schedule of Events
Thursday, May 26

Saturday, May 28

6:00 p.m.
Reunion and non-reunion class receptions.

4:00-10:00 p.m.
Registration. KC

8:00 a.m.-7:00 p.m.
Registration. KC

7:00 p.m.
Reunion and non-reunion class dinners.

Friday, May 27

8:30-10:00 a.m.
Breakfast. Upper Dempsey

9:00-10:00 a.m.
Breakfast. Gund Snack Shop

9:00 a.m.
5K Gambier Fun Run and reception. Middle
Path gates

9:15 p.m.
Alumni Variety Show. Rosse Hall (followed
by a reunion sing on the steps of Rosse)

9:00 a.m.-12:00 midnight
Registration. KC
9:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
Alumni Council meeting. Gund Commons
Lounge
12:00-1:30 p.m.
Lunch. Gund Snack Shop
1:00 p.m.
Third Annual Reunion Golf Classic and
reception. Apple Valley Golf Course
2:00-3:00 p.m.
Faculty seminar
4:00 p.m.-2:00 a.m.
Refreshments. Hospitality tent. Ransom Green
4:00-5:00 p.m.
Faculty seminar
5:30-10:00 p.m.
Children's program. Meet at KC
6:00 p.m.
All-campus barbecue. Ransom Green
7:30-9:00 p.m.
President's reception for returning alumni,
faculty, administration, and staff. Cromwell
Cottage Garden
8:00 p.m.-12:00 midnight
Entertainment. Hospitality tent
10:00 p.m.-2:00 a.m.
Class of '83 party. Gund Residence Lounge

9:00 a.m.
Historical tour of south campus by College
Archivist Thomas B. Greenslade '31.
Chapel steps (north door)
10:00-11:00 a.m.
"Kenyon: Today and Tomorrow," presented
by President Philip H. Jordan Jr., Provost
Reed S. Browning, Dean of Students
Thomas J. Edwards, and Vice President for
Finance Joseph G. Nelson. Biology Auditorium
11:00 a.m.
Showing of the film A World of Difference.
Olin Auditorium
12:00 noon-l:30 p.m.
Alumni Awards Luncheon and Annual
Meeting. Peirce Great Hall
1:30-2:30 p.m.
All reunion class photos. Upper Dempsey
2:30 p.m.
Class of '68 tennis tournament. Baars Courts
2:30-3:30 p.m.
Faculty seminars

10:00 p.m.-2:00 a.m.
Dance. Upper Dempsey
11:45 p.m.
Class of '73 party. Caples Residence Lounge

Sunday, May 29
8:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Registration. KC
8:30-10:00 a.m.
Breakfast. Gund Commons Dining Room
10:30 a.m.
Holy Eucharist and Alumni Memorial
Service. Church of the Holy Spirit
11:45 a.m.
Class of '83 Commencement rain date
procession. Meet on north Middle Path
12:30-1:30 p.m.
All campus picnic. Ransom Green
2:30 p.m.
Kokosing canoe trip. Howard Canoe Livery

Monday, May 30

3:00 p.m.-2:00 a.m.
Refreshments. Hospitality tent, Ransom Green

Memorial Day

3:00-10:00 p.m.
Children's program. Meet at KC

Bolton Theater, Ernst Center, Olin Library,
Rosse Hall, and the bookstore will be open
during the weekend. College Archivist
Thomas B. Greenslade '31 will prepare a
special archival exhibit for the reunion years.

4:00 p.m.
Showing of the film A World of Difference.
Olin Auditorium

The Last Page

Puzzling poetry
by Helen R. Forman
Editor's note: Helen Forman delights in words—particularly if
they are part of a game. Visitors to the Kenyon College Book
Store see her at work on crossword puzzles in leisure moments:
visitors to her home find themselves dragooned into games of
"Fictionary" (in which players make up definitions for obscure
words in an attempt to fool fellow players) and other lexicographic
brain teasers.
In the past few years, Forman has been entranced by anagrams,
especially in poetry. The key to these puzzles is that a single
group of letters, in various combinations, will correctly fill the
blanks in an individual verse. For example:
You and the
both are blue.
Take heart! Keep paddling your

Eta;
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(You and the OCEAN both are blue.
Take heart! Keep paddling your CANOE.)
Forman has compiled more than sixty puzzles of the type
presented here. We give you samples, from easy to difficult, to
test your powers of poetic divination. If you find yourself becoming
addicted, Forman will be glad to provide you with more—or to
test herself against your oum cunning constructions.
1. A culinary treat that may seem silly:
Ground
nuts to top a bowl of
2. I know it's
whenever I see
3. The
till

would
, do no dressage,
gave him a massage.

should simply

, the

of

— or else rename it "Rats."

5. Come live with me: as
with privileges much _

you'll be fed
than your bed.

6. He used to smoke dried
and there are
those who swear
the poor man's now a basket case. Ah, what a sad
.!
7. Were it not for the wizard of
you'd squirt
on
in the dark.
8. The
if he can
or

Helen Forman
9. Often bright
to trill.
Thick clouds suggest that the
be still.

to feel so shy
men cry.

4. After the first two

— V-

Park,
at night

that man does seems not so
misconduct in a smile
like
did with certain guile.

10. To shoot a
when all you've br

inspired birds

is not much fun,
's a B.B.

11. Now shall I
down to think:
will there be hard .
, far ahead,
when
provide our food and drink,
those floury
found in bread
whereby the dough
a stink?
Never! I'll
them 'til they're dead.
12. The monarch, tippling on his throne,
stretched every
_, muscle, bone,
to reach new _
upon the table.
His courtiers, loud as they were able,
cried, "
up, you sottish
they can't be drunk before their time!"*
13. The cowgirl has become a .
to calves, those destined
she'll save
to grow and graze in grassy
She
their hides, puts
on tails.
While daily tending each young beast,
she dances 'round them to "
Triste."

14. The tutor
some
but
proffers none.
She says: "Doff your
e. When that's done,
sit down and
this sentence, it's such fun.
Next, read the
_ (of Lock and of Lucrece).
Then will I
you to
fruit in
peace.
And note: He who sows trouble
police."
Mon dieu!
this deluge there'd be some
persistent poets who'd use
gum
or
, but those depths I shall not plumb.
Or Wyatt and the
! I won't succumb.
15

composed for
heads of state
but shunned the
of pomp and circumstance;
he liked his local pub, and there he'd sate
his fondness for
beers,
perchance.

16. I'd like to
through life in
of mink,
Place bets at
, attend
, drink
champagne in _
Rica! Then 1 think
of what
'twould be. My spirits sink.
(My mind resembles Shakespeare's head
resembles king-sized bed.)
17. There's been a
of wigs: false hair
upon the bald
looks stylish there,
affixed with
to hold it down,
or
, perhaps, dabbed on the crown.
The happy wearer oft re
:
"
to take when hair retreats!
Keep your wig neat, 'tis made to show:
, not bibelot."
Groom it
to natter so.)
(The chap's
18. An up-and-.
his

young philosopher,
saws are wildly popular!

19. The vivid flower of life is our young people;
a support staff of elders forms the
into full bloom, then it, too,
Youth
of time which never fails.
during the
there's nothing that anneals
For all our
one final moment when the great bell
20. If you would
among the
keep your voice
can startle future venisons.

_ some good will
denizens,
: tones too shrill

in the shop
21. He bakes with old
biscuits when they flop.
who
But he works hard, is not a groaner,
and now they dub him: "Skillfull
Since he's too deft for crumbly boners,
he also bakes with ice-cream
22. Reporters said she'd paid no acting
.
The
felt
: therefore, she
the News.

23. I'll

a clipping which I'll
It's wise as anything!
"He who
harkens when bluebells ring."

cavort in snow

when I dined on a grape,
and I've got a nice

24. I went through a
so now I've lost .

sets the scene;
25. A dusty Spanish land
towards the bull, small
he
between.
*
not red but green.
He's color-blind! His
, thoughtful, spent,
26. He leans upon the
not think he's heaven sent!
and says: "
bent
Darwin put paid to that. His
?
proved God is dead. Yet what's there to
no sins to repent,
Les fleurs du
your worst guilt and be content."
so

27

a heavenly
once
night:
"Why, Venus invites me to savor delight.
in
Though I'm cross, I'll comply, for
sight,
mandate of amorous
and her
might."
in town!
But then Venus chuckled: "
Now,
your mother and shoot the
man down.
erase his cold frown.
Ill nature's
he will star in my crown
If he say
of renown,
and receive (the myth says
)
lethe shall
with his feet on a
drown."

28. My alphabetical
needs most immediate
Answers on page 29.
*Contributed by Emily Lentz

If you like to read, you'll like us!
Essays on classic and contemporary literature, criticism,
art history, and cultural issues. Fiction by Linda Collins, W. D.
Wetherell, Peter Cameron. H. E. Francis, and Joyce Carol Oates.
Poetry by Donald Hall. Louis Simpson, Mary Oliver, Wyatt
Prunty, T. R. Hummer, and Dave Smith.
America's prizewinning quarterly.
Winner of O Ht-nrv and Pushcart awards for fiction
and poetry Houghton Mifflin's Best American Essay
and Best American Short Story awards General
Electric Foundation for Younger Writers
award. Coordinating Council of Literary
Magazines Editor's award
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